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Summary
4D human performance capture aims to create volumetric representations of observed human
subjects performing arbitrary motions with the ability to replay and render dynamic scenes
with the realism of the recorded video. This representation has the potential to enable highly
realistic content production for immersive virtual and augmented reality experiences. Human
models are typically rendered using detailed, explicit 3D models, which consist of meshes
and textures, and animated using tailored motion models to simulate human behaviour and
activity. However, designing a realistic 3D human model is still a costly and laborious
process. Hence, this work investigates techniques to learn models of human body shape
and appearance, aiming to facilitate the generation of highly realistic human animation, and
demonstrate its potential contributions, applications, and versatility.
The first contribution of this work is a skeleton driven surface registration approach
to generate temporally consistent meshes from multi-view video of human subjects. 2D
pose detections from multi-view video are used to estimate 3D skeletal pose on a per-frame
basis, which allows a reference frame to match the pose estimation of other frames in a
sequence. This allows an initial coarse alignment followed by a patch-based non-rigid mesh
deformation to generate temporally consistent mesh sequences.
The second contribution presents techniques to represent human-like shape using a
compressed learnt model from 4D volumetric performance capture data. Sequences of
4D dynamic geometry representing a human are encoded with a generative network into a
compact space representation, whilst maintaining the original properties, such as surface
non-rigid deformations. This compact representation enables synthesis, interpolation and
generation of 3D shapes.
The third contribution is Deep4D generative network that is capable of compact repre-
sentation of 4D volumetric video sequences from skeletal motion of people with two orders
of magnitude compression. A variational encoder-decoder is employed to learn an encoded
latent space that maps from 3D skeletal pose to 4D shape and appearance. This enable
high-quality 4D volumetric video synthesis to be driven by skeletal animation.
Finally, this thesis introduces Deep4D motion graph to implicitly combine multiple
captured motions in a unified representation for character animation from volumetric video,
iv
allowing novel character movements to be generated with dynamic shape and appearance
detail. Deep4D motion graphs allow character animation to be driven by skeletal motion
sequences providing a compact encoded representation capable of high-quality synthesis of
the 4D volumetric video with two orders of magnitude compression.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Context and Motivation
The fast growth of immersive technological advances in today’s world allowed for virtual
reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) devices to reach consumers in everyday life. Cre-
ative industries, including television, film and video-gaming, have experienced a resurgence
for producing photo-realistic immersive content through motion capture systems. In particu-
lar, there is an increasing interest in the 3D reconstruction of human structure and motion,
which would allow the creation of digital characters, enabling the seamless combination
of video footage and computer-generated humans. Several applications could benefit from
video-realistic digital characters: from interactive virtual avatars for video-games or actor
replacement in dangerous film scenes to medical imaging or rehabilitation using realistic
training and simulation environments through VR and AR. Within computer graphics, one of
the biggest challenges is the accurate representation and control of the human form. Accurate
representation of both form and motion is essential when portraying human characters. Even
the untrained eye is susceptible to errors in the representation of anatomy, which as humans,
we view and interact with every day. Therefore the generation of digital characters from
real-world examples of actor performance remains a difficult challenge.
Traditional approaches to motion capture (MoCap) remains the standard system for
human performance capture. They usually rely on optical markers or mechanical devices
attached to the subject to detect joint positions or measure joint rotations. The pose of a
subject is efficiently represented as a set of joint angles for an underlying skeletal structure.
The captured joint angles are then retargeted onto an artist-generated mesh, which is deformed
to match the skeletal pose using methods such as linear blend skinning (LBS) [137, 133].
The advantage of this representation is that the pose of the human body can be captured,
represented and intuitively controlled in a relatively low dimensional space, significantly
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reducing complexity and extremely useful for real-time applications. Over recent decades,
production pipelines have been refined to handle skeleton-based motion capture data for
character animation. The ability to generate a large amount of animation data contributes
to both cost-effectiveness and production in the industry. Therefore, the interest from the
industry and its wide-spread applications led to an increase in demand, which consequently
had considerable advances in technology, allowing to improve logistics and reducing the cost.
However, there are several drawbacks to this approach. Firstly, it requires many hours for
teams of skilled artists to create the base geometry, edit captured motions and design the
appearance of subjects. Secondly, this approach only captures the changes in joint angles.
More subtle details are required to convey realistic motion, such as non-rigid dynamics
of clothing, facial expressions or natural skin deformations, which are not captured with
marker-based motion capture approaches.
Multi-view video capture systems [100, 38, 182, 53, 50, 19] were introduced to address
the limitations of traditional MoCap approaches and have evolved to capture high-quality
human shape, motion and realistic appearance simultaneously. Multi-view video capture
systems tend to be expensive to build and logistically complex as it requires a more controlled
environment compare to Mocap system. Capture systems, are composed of multiple synchro-
nised cameras, which enable recording of a performance from different angles simultaneously.
The recorded performances allow for feature matching and multi-view stereo reconstruction
techniques [182, 50] to generate 3D representations of the dynamic content present in the
recorded scene. These representations result in sequences of 3D dynamic geometry of a
human actor, incorporating the detailed surface dynamics present in the performance, such
as shape and appearance. However, a different problem arises where each of the captured
frames is an independent representation of the performer creating 3D geometry which is
temporally inconsistent [182, 183, 50]. That is to say, the topology and structure of the
mesh representation are different at every frame. The lack of temporal consistency between
frames of these sequences makes performance capture data challenging to use with traditional
animation environments. Lack of temporally consistent data affects the performance and
accuracy of post-processing methods, making it challenging to edit requiring time-consuming
frame-by-frame manual editing. This manual process requires tremendous time, and it is
extremely difficult to propagate changes across sequences of several frames. In the litera-
ture, several approaches have been proposed to explicitly address this limitation by using
model-based or model-free reconstruction techniques. Model-based techniques have the
advantage of generalising to multiple observed shapes and generating temporally consistent
data, although it may lack the ability to simultaneously capture all the complex dynamics in
the scene, e.g., loose clothing and soft-tissue deformations. Currently, the most advanced
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commercial solutions use model-free acquisition [50] to capture the rich, dynamic shape
detail of clothing and hair. Temporal alignment over short sub-sequences to support efficient
representation and editing in post-production. Model-free approaches have the advantage of
representing rich real-world shape detail but are limited in shape generalisation and temporal
alignment compared to mode-based approaches [38, 182, 53, 211, 189, 19, 158]. A crucial
topic and focus of Chapter 3 in this thesis has thus been to introduce temporal consistency to
these captured sequences with the assistance of skeletal motion.
The reconstruction of temporally consistent mesh sequences from multi-view video has
led to opportunities for novel applications that exploit content from multi-camera performance
capture, enabling the integration of video-realistic captured motions into traditional character
animation pipelines. This new context for character animation has motivated the second area
of contribution presented in this thesis, which explores new learning methods for human
motion synthesis exploiting datasets of captured 4D (Four-Dimensional) video sequences.
4D volumetric video is defined as a temporally consistent representation of dynamic surface
shape and appearance. Captured surface geometry, as well as appearance detail, need
to be preserved in the synthesised character animation to maintain the visual realism of
the captured video. Our goal is to introduce methods to enable interactive video-realistic
character animation by combining multiple captured 4D volumetric video sequences, through
novel learning mechanisms. This raises many challenges when dealing with a corpus of
4D volumetric video sequences of a person performing multiple motions. In this thesis we
address the problem of obtaining temporally consistent geometry for performance capture
dataset in Chapter 3. We build compact shape representations for 4D models through learning
algorithms in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 we present a method to build compact shape and
appearance models from skeletal motion information for 4D volumetric video. Finally,
Chapter 6 demonstrates a novel motion graph implementation that exploits the generative
capabilities of the learnt models to synthesised realistic 4D volumetric video content.
1.2 Methodology
The work presented in this thesis builds on the pipeline followed at the Centre for Vision,
Speech and Signal Processing (CVSSP) [186, 185, 91, 43, 212, 93], see Figure 1.1. Con-
tributing to several stages of this pipeline, given the ability to estimate 2D skeletal pose from a
multi-view video we have improved on estimating 3D skeletal structures for the performance
captured. This led to the novel approach to generate temporally consistent 4D volumetric
video from performance capture content [28–30, 90] using the aid of skeletal structures to
allow complex dynamic sequences to be correctly registered. Temporally consistent geometry
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facilitates the generation of character animation, more specifically the generation of motion
graphs on 4D volumetric video, and mesh sequences editing [89, 92, 39, 198, 93]. The
work presented in this thesis contributes with novel learning models to represent dynamic
shape and appearance from 4D volumetric video. These models are capable of learning from
shape or skeletal motion sequences and allow for compact representation of 4D volumetric
video and synthesis of dynamic 4D meshes sequences comprising shape and appearance. We
also improve on traditional animation techniques through the potential that the novel learnt
models have to generate novel content through synthesis or interpolation of the compressed
learnt representation. Lastly, we improve on rendering methods, removing artefacts generated
from traditional free-viewpoint techniques and adding the dynamic appearance that previous
approaches, such as linear blend skinning struggle to maintain. This is achieved through the
generative 4D volumetric video rendering capability of the learnt models.
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Fig. 1.1 CVSSP multi-view 4D Volumetric Performance Capture Pipeline.
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1.3 Thesis Outline
Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 1 presents the context and motivation for the research conducted in this thesis
and gives an overview of the contributions of this work to advancing previous 4D human
performance capture pipeline. This chapter also gives a list of publications and contributions
generated from this research.
Chapter 2: 4D Human Performance Capture
Chapter 2 presents an overview on 4D human performance capture systems. The chapter re-
views the literature on the principal components of a traditional performance capture pipeline,
such as data acquisition, studio camera calibration and environment setup, and finally shape
reconstruction and representation. This chapter presents state-of-the-art approaches that try
to address the problem of multi-view stereo reconstruction using model-based and model-free
methods. The chapter introduces standard shape representation methods to represent 3D
geometry along with the advantages and disadvantages of different methods. The chapter
discusses the limitations of unstructured mesh sequences against the advantage of using
structure meshes, and presents state-of-the-art techniques that can facilitate the process of
generating temporally consistent geometry. We review methods to generate human character
animation using traditional motion capture systems and markerless 4D performance capture
systems. The chapter also presents novel learning mechanisms capable of processing data
from these systems to enhance the generation of character animations. The chapter discusses
methods to render content from 4D performance capture systems, which attempts to preserve
the realism present in the original 4D volumetric video to generate character animation that
is perceived as realistic. Lastly, the chapter reviews recent deep learning techniques that
make use of the challenging 4D volumetric video, to generate models capable of representing
dynamic shape and appearance.
Chapter 3: Skeleton Driven Surface Registration
This chapter presents a novel skeleton driven surface registration framework to generate tem-
porally consistent meshes from a multi-view video of human subjects. The chapter reviews
related literature for the methods proposed to generate temporally consistent geometry. The
details of each stage of the proposed alignment framework are: first, the model-free recon-
struction pipeline to estimated geometry from multi-view video, which is then used as target
geometry; secondly, the steps to estimate 3D skeletal pose and details on rigging techniques
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to allow 3D surface manipulation are presented; and finally, this chapter presents a Laplacian
mesh deformation framework, along with the stages taken to produce temporally consistent
mesh sequences reliably. The chapter evaluates the proposed approach and demonstrates that
the method is capable of generating temporally consistent geometry for complex sequences
with large deformation and fast motions. The results are discussed, evaluated and compared
to the ground truth multi-view stereo reconstructions, linear blend skinned deformations and
previous approaches using model-based and model-free techniques.
Chapter 4: Dynamic Shape Representation using Generative Networks
This chapter presents a deep learnt representation for 4D mesh sequences using a generative
network to learn a model of 4D volumetric video from performance capture systems. The
chapter discusses new methods to represent and generate realistic performance capture
content efficiently. Finally, it presents a comparison between traditional compression methods
using Principal Component Analysis and an autoencoder network. This chapter presents two
learning techniques to represent dynamic shapes from the 4D volumetric video content an
autoencoder and variational autoencoder. The approaches are trained to learn a shape-to-shape
mapping giving a compact latent space representation from which an approximation of the
input mesh can be synthesised. The two methods are compared and discussed demonstrating
the advantages of using a variational autoencoder because of its ability to create new content
and maintain accurate shape representation. Finally, the chapter demonstrates applications
for these novel architectures and illustrated that is capable of handling such complex content.
A range of application are presented to generate, manipulate dynamic 4D mesh sequences.
Chapter 5: Deep4D: A Compact Generative Representation for 4D Volumetric Video
Chapter 5 builds on the previous chapter by presenting a new Deep4D generative network
that enables the compact representation of captured 4D volumetric video sequences from the
skeletal motion of people. The chapter introduces related literature on learnt methods for
synthesis of dynamic shapes and realistic appearance of people. The chapter presents two
novel architectures to enable realistic volumetric video to be driven by skeletal motion data.
The first network learns from skeletal motion how to generate 4D dynamic shape. Skeletal
motion sequences allow the network to generalise to unseen motions, as a consequence of
skeletal structures being interchangeable between human characters. The second network
builds on the learnt skeletal motion spaces to synthesise realistic 2D texture maps. This
network allows synthesis of highly realistic dynamic appearance for characters from a
compact skeletal pose representation. We demonstrate that the learnt representation mapping
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skeletal pose to shape and appearance allows accurate representation and reproduction of the
captured 4D volumetric human performance capture, providing a compact representation
which can be utilised for character animation. The chapter provides a comprehensive
evaluation and discussion about the choices made for the proposed network architectures,
comparison against state-of-the-art techniques for 3D mesh manipulation and learning.
Finally, this chapter presents a range of applications for manipulation and synthesis of realist
learnt 4D volumetric video content.
Chapter 6: Deep4D Motion Graphs: Learning to Animate Volumetric Video
Chapters 4 and 5 present efficient leaning methods to allow the representation of dynamic
shape and appearance with the ability to interpolate and synthesise new content. Chapter
6 proposes Deep4D motion graphs built on top of generative networks to allow compact
representation and interactive animation of 4D volumetric video. The proposed approach
overcomes the limitations of previous animation frameworks built on 4D volumetric video,
reducing storage requirements by two orders of magnitude. Furthermore, this enables charac-
ter animation to be driven by compact learnt representation of skeletal motion sequences,
which from Chapter 5 has shown the ability to generalise to unseen motion capture datasets.
The proposed Deep4D motion graphs achieves realistic renderings of 4D volumetric content
that could potentially benefit the creative industry with an efficient animation framework to
facilitate the generation of novel video-realistic character animation from 4D performance
capture.
Chapter 7: Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter includes a summary of each chapter presented throughout this thesis and draws
a future direction for this research. This thesis presents methods to enable interactive video-
realistic character animation of 4D volumetric video from performance capture systems.
Temporally inconsistent multi-view stereo reconstructions are translated onto temporally
structured mesh sequences through the proposed skeleton driven surface registration frame-
work presented in Chapter 3. Allowing to exploit content from multi-camera performance
capture systems on traditional animation pipelines. Structured mesh sequences require
considerable effort to compute and to store, preventing the production of novel animations.
Therefore, Chapter 4 proposes an efficient method to represent structured mesh sequences
using a generative network. This generative network allows a compact representation of
4D dynamic sequences enabling synthesis and interpolation of plausible dynamic shape.
Chapter 5 introduces Deep4D a compact generative representation of 4D volumetric video
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incorporating shape and appearance. Deep4D learns from skeletal motion sequences to syn-
thesise realistic dynamic shape and appearance, which led to the work presented in Chapter
6. Chapter 6 presents Deep4D motion graphs an animation framework to create realistic
animations of learnt 4D volumetric video. This framework is built on top of generative
networks to allow efficient renderings of shape and appearance.
1.4 Contributions
The novel contributions of the research presented in this thesis include:
• Skeleton driven surface registration (SDSR) to temporally align mesh surfaces with
inconsistent topology generating more reliable and accurate temporally consistent
geometry for complex mesh sequences. The approach reduces the accumulation of
errors in sequential surface tracking by initialising the surface tracking at each frame
with skeletal pose detection. Chapter 3.
• An efficient representation of 4D mesh sequences using variational autoencoders,
which exploits a compact latent space to allow manipulation and generation of novel
content. Chapter 4.
• A deep generative network that is capable of learning a compact shape representation
and high-resolution synthesis of 4D volumetric video from sequences of skeletal
motion. A novel variational encoder-decoder architecture that builds a compact skeletal
pose space to synthesise 4D shape and appearance. Chapter 5.
• Deep4D motion graph representation of 4D volumetric video for interactive character
animation and generation of dynamic shape and high-resolution appearance. The
compact representation from the learnt models allow efficient interpolation, synthesis
and similarity computation of 4D shape and appearance. Chapter 6.
• An animation framework integrated with a generative model that allows reuse, editing
and synthesis of novel motions from performance capture data, allowing the generation
of transition between captured sequences. Chapter 6.
1.5 Publications
The following publications are a result of the work described in this thesis:
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• Hybrid Skeleton Driven Surface Registration for Temporally Consistent Volu-
metric Video; J. Regateiro, M. Volino and A. Hilton; International Conference on 3D
Vision (3DV) 2018; Oral Presentation. Chapter 3.
• Dynamic Surface Animation using Generative Networks; J. Regateiro, A. Hilton
and M. Volino; International Conference on 3D Vision (3DV) 2019; Conference Paper.
Chapter 4.
• Deep 4D Shape Representation: Learning 4D Volumetric Video from Skeletal
Motion; J. Regateiro, M. Volino and A. Hilton; The 16th ACM SIGGRAPH European
Conference on Visual Media Production (CVMP) 2019; Short Paper. Chapter 5.
• Deep4D: A Compact Generative Representation for Volumetric Video; J. Re-
gateiro, M. Volino and A. Hilton; The 2020 European Conference on Computer Vision
(ECCV) 2020; Under Review. Chapter 5.
• Deep4D Motion Graphs: Learning to Animate Volumetric Video; J. Regateiro, M.
Volino and A. Hilton; ACM Transactions on Graphics (TOG); In preparation. Chapter
6.
Chapter 2
4D Human Performance Capture
2.1 Introduction
4D human performance capture aims to create 3D representations of observed human subjects
performing arbitrary motions. Performance capture systems are usually built with multiple
cameras to perform reconstructions of the human motion and shape, or moving objects.
This process requires several pre-processing steps to acquired the ideal conditions to record
human motion. Hence, this section discusses existing state-of-the-art techniques to setup
performance capture systems, such as camera configuration and calibration approaches, and
studio environment composition. In this thesis, we focus on observed human subjects and
their motion in a controlled environment. Multi-view reconstruction [100, 38, 182, 53, 50, 19]
results in an independent mesh reconstruction at each frame, and this raises many unsolved
problems considering the complexity of representation and manipulation of the non-rigid
surface sequences. For instance, surface tracking remains an open challenge for unconstrained
human performance capture due to the complexity of tracking unpredictable motions and
non-rigid clothing, hair and skin deformation, including changes in surface topology. This
section also reviews state-of-the-art approaches to shape reconstruction and representation
using 4D performance capture systems.
Since the 1980s, the research community has been investigating approaches to capture
human motion from sequences of images. This investigation resulted in the introduction
of commercial marker-based systems know as marker-based motion captured [137, 133].
These systems allow recording of the position of a set of physical markers over time, which
can be used to record a human performance and transform the position of the markers into
an estimate of the skeletal motion via a kinematic solver. Since then, the main focus was
on using all accessible information to represent the visible scene better and allow for more
natural scenarios, such as removing the physical constraints that can occlude clothing or
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difficult human motion. This effort led to sophisticated markerless video-based solutions
known as multi-view performance capture systems [100, 38, 182, 53, 50, 19, 61], which can
capture representative content of an observed real-world scenario, containing shape, motion
and appearance. Multi-view performance capture systems can be split into two categories,
model-based [38, 182, 53, 211, 189, 19, 158] and model-free [100, 183, 50] approaches
which each have benefits and limitations discussed in more detail in the following sections.
Human motion capture only allows replay of the captured performance. This section reviews
state-of-the-art performance based animation techniques that overcome this limitation, which
leads to possibilities for more creative applications within animation and computer generated
imagery.
2.2 Multi-view Video Capture of Human Performance
4D performance capture is usually performed in a controlled multi-view capture studio
environment with multiple cameras surrounding the scene. Capture studios are normally set
up with a chroma-key background and flooring, machine vision cameras, diffuse illumination
and other scene accessories, e.g., reflective panels and other objects, improving the quality
of captured images. The chroma-key colour for human performance capture tend to be
either blue or green, allowing techniques to separate the performer present in the foreground
from the background, see Figures 2.2 and 2.1. A common important attribute in all studios
is the camera system. Cameras provide multiple view images that allows for visual-hull
reconstruction [113], stereo-matching [100, 187], and free-viewpoint rendering [185, 50] to
create a 3D representation of the observed scene for analysis [220, 144] and creative content
production [74, 133]. The cameras are topically arranged around a capture volume where
the performance takes place. Stark et al. [186] presented a comprehensive discussion on the
design, setup and operation of human performance capture studios. Figure 2.3 illustrates
examples from the literature for performance capture systems developed to produce highly
realistic content from human performances. The following section briefly introduces some
characteristics common to these systems.
2.2.1 Camera Calibration
Performance capture systems are comprised of multiple synchronised cameras [38, 50, 54,
186, 211, 97], examples are shown in Figure 2.3. This type of studios tends to adopt a fixed
camera system to simplify studio setup, calibration and to save labour time on re-setting
studio configurations. Although fixed setups apply restriction on the available capture area
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Fig. 2.1 Chroma-keying techniques to generate human silhouettes.
Fig. 2.2 Yamashita et al. [224] region extraction method using chroma-key with a two-tone
checker pattern background.
in the studio, there are strategies to allow some flexibility on the camera arrangements,
providing the ability to focus certain elements of the scene, such as a lower ring of cameras,
or light field cameras (see Figure 2.5b), which helps improve reconstruction algorithms.
Moving cameras can be used to improve resolution for larger captures, e.g., Guillemaut and
Hilton [76] used moving cameras to enable coverage of an entire sports field. However,
moving cameras are not a common feature of performance capture studios dedicated to
human shape representation due to the challenge of accurate through-the-lens calibration or
requirement for additional camera motion sensors.
An important feature that most studios implement to facilitate post-processing and recon-
struction algorithms is camera synchronisation, which means all camera shutters open at the
same time. The synchronisation of image acquisition allows triangulation of corresponding
scene points between cameras to obtain the 3D world point location. Calibration estimates a
mathematical model of the camera locations and perspective projections allowing estimation
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 2.3 Several performance capture studios available in the literature: (a) Carranza et al.
[38] (b) Collet et al. [50] (c) Aguiar et al. [54] (d) Starck et al. [186] (e) Vlasic et al. [211]
(f) Joo et al. [97] .
of the 3D scene structure via projected geometry [79]. This process commonly requires a
calibration object, such as a checkerboard pattern illustrated in Figure 2.4a or wand [139],
illustrated in Figure 2.4b. These objects have known physical dimensions, and in the cal-
ibration process, they should be presented to all cameras before a recording. Calibration
algorithms detect 2D image features and correspondences across multiple camera views, e.g.,
corners of the checkerboard or points on the wand, and possible matches across multiple
camera-views at each time instance. Other methods do not use physical calibration tools but
instead given the intrinsic camera parameters and image data, these methods automatically
estimate extrinsic parameters using wide-baseline feature matching [79, 94, 147].
2.2.2 Scene Background and Illumination
Another common feature among multiple camera studios is the ability to control the scene
setup, see Figure 2.5a, in particular the scene background visible in Figure 2.5b, which
presents flexible blue flooring and curtains. The background is usually uniformly coloured
chroma cloth [183], matte walls and floor decoration [211], or retro reflective cloth [74].
Figure 2.3 presents different background setups for performance capture studios. The
purpose of having the ability to control the background setup is to allow simple segmentation
of the foreground and background elements based on colour. Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.1
illustrate two different popular techniques to extract the background from desired content.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2.4 Calibration tools: (a) Double sided checker board chart used for extrinsic/intrinsic
parameters. (b) Calibration wand used to capture extrinsic/intrinsic parameters.
Reconstruction algorithms are sensitive to image quality, more particular to the quality
of the segmentation process. One factor that improves segmentation is the environment
illumination. Darker images tend to mask fine details on captured subjects, hence making
it challenging to track features, e.g., facial features, clothing patterns and colours. Brighter
conditions tend to saturate images and blend colours, which are meant to be distinguishable,
hence decreasing reconstruction quality. Therefore, a uniform balanced lighting is the most
desirable conditions, avoiding when possible cast shadows from subjects and allowing for
a distinct colour contrast between the background and the subject. Lighting conditions are
an essential consideration which significantly affects the difficult of subsequent processing
stages for reconstruction.
(a) (b)
Fig. 2.5 CVSSP multiple camera studio setup: (a) Blackmagic professional capture cameras;
(b) Studio compose with 360° camera arrangement, light-field camera array, motion capture
and spatial audio recording system.
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2.3 Shape Reconstruction
Human performance capture studios have became crucial for the creation of realistic models
of people. The primary function of these studios is to generate realistic 3D content of an actor
performance, which can be used to produce realistic visual animations. Early approaches
involved estimating skeletal motion from a human actor using physical markers strategically
placed on the subject [136, 137]. This type of systems known as MoCap can generate
3D motion information of a subject allowing animation systems to drive skinned models
producing realistic human-like motions on virtual characters generated by professional
animators. MoCap is widely used in animation production for film and games as well as
biomechanics to capture human skeletal motion. The use of physical markers attached to
the surface limits the resolution of dynamic surface shape captured, such as of skin, clothing
and hair. Another drawback is the requirement to wear a skintight suit to achieve the best
results from the markers, making the system inflexible and limited to human skeletal motions.
Marker-based motion capture solutions do not facilitate the capture of highly non-rigid
surfaces such as clothing and hair.
Multi-view video performance capture has been introduced to capture the real dynamics
of human motion and clothing deformation, overcoming the MoCap system limitation of only
capturing marker motion. Moezzi et al. [143] presented an approach based on a shape-from-
silhouette voxel-carving method using a 17 cameras setup that successfully reconstructed
fast human motions such as a karate kick. Real-time view-dependent texture mapping was
achieved by pre-computing and assigning to each face its original captured colour from
every camera and retrieving it at run time. Kanade et al. [100] presented Virtualized Reality
System, the first system to capture sequences of human shape and motion. Virtualized Reality
System uses a dome containing 51 cameras positioned across the structure to focus on its
centre, as illustrated in Figure 2.6. This system uses similar reconstruction techniques to the
ones used in more modern performance capture systems. Most performance capture systems
require two stages to reconstruct the shape of a human subject: a visual hull technique, which
reconstructs shape from silhouette images, and multi-view stereo reconstruction to optimise
the shape for correspondence across multi-view images. The following sections review the
literature on reconstruction approaches.
2.3.1 Visual Hull
The Visual Hull [113] represents the occupied volume of an object defined by the foreground
segmentation, which is usually acquired through a multi-view camera system. This volume
can result in a highly accurate representation if there are a large number of views, and the
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Fig. 2.6 The Virtualized Reality System proposed by Kanade et al. [100].
object does not contain concavities. This representation is achieved by intersecting the
visual cones defined by the silhouettes from multiple camera views. The Visual Hull is the
intersection of all visual hull cones defining the occupied volume, which is then combined
to create a 3D volumetric representation of the visible object [113]. The drawback of this
technique is that the visual-hull does not reconstruct concave regions of the object, which
are not visible through the silhouette information. Thus the reconstruction provides the
maximum occupied volume but may lack surface detail for concavities as illustrated in Figure
2.7. Franco and Boyer [69] proposed a method to efficiently compute an accurate polyhe-
dral approximation of the visual hull of an object from silhouette images. Their method is
separated into three steps; the first step is to compute a coarse visual hull representation,
secondly, iteratively generate missing surface points by using the appropriate viewing cone
intersection boundaries, finally, approximate each face using a Delaunay triangulation gener-
ating an exact polyhedral visual hull for the given image silhouettes. Tabb and Amy [191]
introduced silhouette probability maps which equally penalises false negative and positive
errors, formulating the problem as a pseudo-Boolean minimisation problem. Which improves
over the traditional visual hull approaches. Nasrin and Jabbar [164] combined the traditional
shape from silhouette [171] with Marching cubes increasing the accuracy on the shape detail.
Lorensen et al. [130] proposed the Marching cubes as an implicit surface mesh generation
algorithm. Although these methods are capable of generating 3D representations of visible
objects in the form of voxels or polygons, they require a significant number of camera views
to generate accurate representations and do not reconstruct concavities. Therefore, shape
from silhouette approaches suffers from insufficient camera views information and does not
recover surface detail occluded by natural concavities. In many performance capture studios
visual-hull is employed to obtain an initial approximation of the shape which is subsequently
refined using multiple view stereo.
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Fig. 2.7 Illustration of the visual hull in grey, given 4 camera images and an object represented
in orange.
2.3.2 Multi-view Stereo Reconstruction
Multi-view stereo reconstruction involves detection and correspondence of visual features
across multiple views on multi-view camera images, which then allows estimating a 3D rep-
resentation of the visible shape. Seitz et al. [172] present a survey comparing and evaluating
multi-view stereo reconstruction algorithms and demonstrating properties to differentiate
them, e.g., scene representation, photo consistency, the shape prior, reconstruction algorithm,
visibility and initialisation requirements. Most multi-view stereo reconstruction algorithms
work on the assumption that the observed object is Lambertian, which means that the surface
appearance is invariant to the viewpoint. In practice, most scenes do not adhere to this
assumption due to natural material properties causing artefacts such as specular highlights.
A common issue with multi-view stereo reconstruction algorithms is to find optimal cor-
respondences between images to generate accurate depth maps. Narrow baseline camera
views facilitate finding correspondence using local search but give less accurate depth. For
wide-baseline views, reliable correspondence is more challenging due to ambiguities in
appearance, such as repeated patterns or uniform regions but give more accurate 3D recon-
struction. The following sections discuss two different approaches for markerless multi-view
stereo reconstruction, model-based and model-free approaches, along with advantages and
disadvantages for both techniques.
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Model-based Approaches
Model-based reconstruction approaches make assumptions of the captured object in the form
of a template model to simplify reconstruction techniques. This assumptions can be a generic
human body model with a skeletal structure attached [38, 182], a subject-specific model
[53, 211] or a statistical shape model [19, 158, 189]. These approaches provide a model as
an initialisation stage capable of representing different human body shapes in distinct poses.
Carranza et al. [38] introduces a model-based approach, which utilises a generic human
template model to facilitate reconstruction. The template model consists of a skeletal structure
rigged onto a triangular surface mesh, where the skeletal structure is comprised of 17 body
joints. These skeletal joints represent the real human anatomical structure, where each joint
contains a fixed number of degrees of freedom (DOF), e.g., 1 DOF for hinge joints and 3 DOF
for ball joints. In parallel to this work, Starck and Hilton [182] also developed a model-based
reconstruction framework that uses a similar generic human body model. Their method uses
as constraints shape-from-silhouette, multi-view stereo reconstruction and manually defined
features to register a template model to the shape and pose of the captured subject. Both
of these approaches use a template model to represent the shape and pose of an observed
human. A major drawback with these approaches is the variability of human body shape,
pose, clothing and hair. Where such template models cannot reliably represent the vast
diversity of human bodies, clothing and hair. Therefore, several solutions have been proposed
to address this problem with model-based techniques, e.g., manually created specific template
models by an artist [189, 19, 158] or laser scan [211, 54].
Vlasic et al. [211] proposed a model-based approach using laser scanning to acquire
template models for a specific human performer body shape with a manual rigged skeletal
structure. They perform visual hull reconstruction and estimate skeletal pose for all cap-
tured frames. This approach leads to skeletal estimation problems, which requires manual
intervention to re-align specific frames. Skeletal pose estimation is prone to the wrong
detection when it encounters fast motion sequences or frames containing occluded parts of
the subjects body. Template models are deformed using linear blend skinning (LBS), which
allows for the model to approximate the desired pose. LBS deformed models results in a
posed representation of the subject, although it does not respect silhouette constraints and
is prone to artefacts such as mesh collapse or unrealistic mesh deformation. Therefore, a
final shape refinement stage is proposed to ensure that the model lies within the silhouette
contours for multiple views, giving an approximation of the observed performer shape at
each time frame.
Similarly, De Aguiar et al. [54] acquires high-resolution template meshes using subject-
specific laser body scans for human subjects. They propose a Laplacian deformation frame-
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work to register a template model to all scans of the subject. Surface details are retrieved
using photo-consistency information to allow areas of the template model outside the pro-
jected silhouette to match. A significant limitation with this approach is the inability to
capture dynamic motion present in clothing or the human body. Template models do not
represent this variation. Instead, they preserve the existing surface details, resulting in a rigid
surface appearance, causing non-rigid areas to look unnatural, this is referred to as baked-in
details. To overcome this limitation, Stoll et al. [189] purposes to fit a template model which
is decomposed into rigid and non-rigid body parts, e.g., clothing. A physics-based non-rigid
model is used to simulate the clothing motion, which accounts for potential self-collision
between non-rigid surfaces and body parts, such as arms and legs. This model allows recon-
struction of characters with non-rigid garments, e.g., loose-fitting dress, as well as generating
new surface motions using skeletal motion data. However, the non-rigid deformation gener-
ated from the physics-based simulations does not reflect the actual movement of the garment
in the original video.
Statistical body models have been proposed to overcome the limitations of using a single
template mesh which represents one subject shape in a static pose [8, 221, 19, 158, 129].
Shape Completion and Animation for PEople (SCAPE) model [8] was introduced has
a data-driven method to build a human shape model capable of representing the human
shape and pose. SCAPE model can represent partial scanned surfaces of humans and full
3D animation of moving people from MoCap data. This statistical model is capable of
representing pose and body shape variation for different human subjects, although modelling
muscle deformations and tissue perturbations from motion are not represented. Skinned
Multi-Person Linear model (SMPL) [129] is a learned model of human body shape and
pose-dependant shape variation. SMPL model arises to allow realistic modelling of soft-
tissue deformation and to produce more reliable human shape and pose representations then
its predecessor SCAPE model. Pavlakos et al. [154] and Joo et al. [98] extended SMPL
with fully articulated hand and an expressive face to facilitate analysis of human actions,
interactions and emotions. Their models, known as SMPL-X and Frank, respectively, learn
to estimate 2D features of the human body that optimise the model parameters to fit those
features. Providing accurate, expressive representations of human bodies for monocular based
reconstruction [98, 154, 223, 225, 5, 6]. Soft-tissue dynamics can be introduced by adapting
DYNA model [158] with SMPL model producing more realistic deformations. The dynamic
model of soft-tissue deformation (DYNA) [158] is proposed to model complex human
body deformation, such as skin tissue perturbation (e.g., fat wiggling) and accurate muscle
deformations. DYNA relies on robust 4D scanning and 4D mesh alignment technologies to
capture and process realistic content from full human bodies. DYNA provides with a model
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capable of animating characters with realistic soft-tissue deformations. Wuhrer et al. [221]
propose a model to estimate the human body pose using a posture-invariant statistical shape
space and skeleton-based deformation. They fit a single body model to estimate shape and
posture for dressed human subjects improving the fitting accuracy compare to the SCAPE
model [8]. These methods suffer from unrealistic deformations around body joints caused
by the skeleton-based deformation model and are not capable of representing very loose
clothing scenarios, such as loose dresses and skirts. These models are capable of representing
different shapes and poses of multiple subjects. However, some models have only been
used with tight clothing scenarios, failing to represent loose clothing accurately. To allow
accurate representation of clothing dynamics Lahner et al. [109] presented "DeepWrinkles" a
novel learning-based method to generate accurate and realistic clothing deformations. Their
method is composed of two modules that work together to represent shape deformation and
fine surface details. Their approach demonstrates the potential for model-based approaches
to allow accurate representation of complex non-rigid sequences. Although, there are still
challenges to overcome the limitation of quantity and quality of training data. A significant
advantage of model-based reconstruction approaches is that they reconstruct a temporally
coherent representation of the scene with known surface correspondence over time, which
is a requirement for subsequent use in media production, such as editing, animation and
compression. Model-based models have shown to be robust of multi-view [8, 221, 19,
158, 129] and monocular approaches [98, 154, 223, 225, 5, 6] providing consistent shape
representations of human in complex environments. However, certain assumptions do not
generalise for all scenarios. Statistical body model fitting may fail when applied to general
scene reconstruction, where the assumptions of the model, such as tight clothing are not
consistent with the observed scene. In a human performance capture setting, these methods
have been used to significant effect but have only been reliable when the human subject is
wearing tight-fitting clothing. Non-rigid features, such as loose clothing or hair motions
remain a significant limitation of these methods, which cannot reliably reconstruct dynamic
surfaces.
Model-free Approaches
Model-free reconstruction approaches overcome the limitations introduced by model-based
methods. The primary and most significant difference is that model-free approaches do
not make assumptions about the captured subjects [50, 100, 183]. Allowing model-free
approaches to generalise to any subject shape with unknown shape, topology and appearance.
However, model-free approaches generally perform a per-frame reconstruction and lack
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consistent temporal structure. Requiring additional processing to ensure temporal coherence
required for subsequent mesh sequence editing, animation and compression.
The main challenge that model-free reconstruction methods face is the temporal inconsis-
tency of the generated data because every frame is reconstructed independently. Temporal
inconsistency means that the number of vertices and surface topology vary between frames,
making it difficult to reuse the data for anything other than replay or linking of sequences to
produce animations [91]. State-of-the-art methods to generate temporally consistent meshes
are discussed in Section 2.5. Starck and Hilton [183] proposed a model-free reconstruction
pipeline using 8 cameras. They firstly calculate an initial shape given by a visual hull [112],
followed by an iterative refinement stage using multi-view stereo approach with a volumetric
graph cuts formulation [187]. The novel reconstruction pipeline has demonstrated to preserve
fine detail such as clothing wrinkles. The unstructured mesh sequences were rendered using
free-viewpoint video renderer [185].
More recently, Collet et al. [50] presented a fully automated pipeline to generate high-
resolution textured unstructured mesh sequences via a set of 100 high-speed colour (RGB)
and infra-red (IR) cameras. This system has resulted in commercial production of high-
quality volumetric performance capture for media production applications in TV, film, games
and VR. Model-free reconstruction methods have demonstrated freedom on the subject
specifications and wardrobes, although it remains an open challenge to reliably track non-
rigid surfaces whilst maintaining consistent geometry across all frames. The major limitation
is unstructured mesh sequences which are limited to replay of the captured performance and
require complex algorithms to produce human character animation.
2.4 Shape Representation
Shape representation is directly linked with analysis and modelling applications, such as
computer software tools to assist the design of cars or any other mechanical instrument,
software to facilitate analysis of archaeological artefacts, medical imaging and human
character design for the creative industry, such as games and films. Hence, representing
shapes in a digital format became crucial for research scientists to analyse and investigate
new solutions to help to understand the world. This has led to a wide variety of applications
for shape modelling and shape representations.
Point-based shape representation techniques give a simple representation of a surface.
They allow for global structure representations of complex shapes with simple modelling
primitives. Levoy and Whitted [119] proposed point-based representation as a rendering
primitive. Further research suggests point samples to be used for shape and appearance
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modelling [152, 99, 234]. Point-based representation offers structural simplicity, removes
complexity derived from graph connectivity or parametrisation of meshes, which leads to
significant advantages for some applications. For example, deleting, inserting or modifying
points is a simple task that offers efficient environment adaptation. Therefore, point-based
is a shape representation for dynamic scene representation where geometry changes over
time. To efficiently represent highly detailed surfaces, very dense point clouds are required
to preserve fine detail on complex and dynamic surfaces. Dense point clouds are challenging
to track and to guarantee consistency across point cloud sequences, limiting the application
of point-based represented for complex dynamic shapes such as people.
Triangular meshes are widely employed as a surface representation approximating both
surface shape and continuity using fewer points then a point-based approach. Most recent
editing and animation tools use triangular mesh representations because it is easier to
manipulate and propagate changes, e.g., Blender, MeshLab, Maya. A triangle mesh is
represented as a type of polygon mesh, which contains a collection of triangles and respective
connectivity information. Polygon meshes are based on complex objects being assembled
with simple polygonal cells that can be in the form of either triangles or quadrilaterals or
higher-order polygons. Triangle cells are the most common primitive with the minimal
number of points required to represent a 3D surface element. A polygon mesh represented as
quadrilaterals are known as quad mesh, which has shown with specific tasks better suited
for assisting software tools in designing mechanical parts. This representation facilitates the
edge alignment on curvature surfaces, texture mapping, and it is easier to fit on parametric
surfaces. On the other hand, triangular meshes are a preferable option for computer graphics
and commonly used within the research community, because quadrilaterals require additional
co-planarity constraints to be enforced between vertices.
Volume-based representation, commonly described as voxels represent a distinct volume
of elements. By grouping these voxels to form a 3D volume allows meshes to be manipulated
whilst preserving its general shape, another feature is the ability to change shape by adding
or deleting voxels. However, the detail is limited to the voxel resolution, and volume-based
methods tend to have reduced precision on complex scenes. Voxel-based methods do not
smoothly represent curved boundaries in objects, decreasing its representation accuracy on
more complex and dynamic shapes. Although it is possible to represent complex shapes
given enough voxels, which requires large memory resources to store and render.
Implicit representation takes the form of a mathematical model, where points on the
surface are implicitly described by a function F . This function allows verification whether or
not a point lies on the surface. Hence the representation is described as implicit, although
it does not allow the generation of points on the surface. Implicit representations have
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the advantage of representing shapes of arbitrary topology and can provide a continuous
representation overcoming the discretisation of voxel-based representation. Parametric
surfaces are also mathematical models with the difference of containing additional parameters
to represent the surface. Parametric representation allows generation of points on the surface
directly, but it is difficult to test if a point is on the surface. Both voxel and implicit surface
representations require transformation to an explicit triangulated mesh representation for
rendering. Marching cubes algorithm [130] allow volumetric voxel-based or implicit surface
representation to be transformed into triangular mesh data.
2.5 Temporally Consistent Geometry
Performance capture systems have been shown to provide accurate reconstructions of the
human body shapes and complicated clothing, supporting novel methods to produce realistic
content for unconstrained scenarios. Due to the lack of temporal coherence with independent
volume or mesh reconstructions at each time instant, the data is not easily manipulated and not
flexible for use in content production. Several approaches have been proposed to transform
captured sequences into structure mesh sequences [29, 105, 90, 34, 36, 35, 145]. Structured
mesh sequences represent temporally consistent 3D meshes across all captured frames, e.g.,
mesh connectivity does not vary from frame-to-frame. Consistent 3D mesh reconstructions
with temporal coherence is a hard problem to solve, that remains an open challenge within
the research community. One of the main challenges remains on surface registration, which
is to find correspondences between unstructured mesh sequences, e.g., for a given pair
of unstructured 3D human reconstructions with different body poses, the difficulty is to
find correct correspondences for different body parts. Achieving optimal correspondences
between unstructured meshes facilitates artists to propagate changes across multiple mesh
sequences, e.g., key-frame pose correction, or local surface edits. Correspondences also
facilitate geometry processing algorithms to analyse dynamic variation on surfaces [123, 122,
180], and texture mapping algorithms, which can preserve texture coordinates across long
mesh sequences.
Recently, the research community conducted studies [123, 122, 180] that explore the
benefits of structured 3D mesh sequences. This content is known to be temporally consistent,
which allows representation of surface detail with a linear transformation of its vertices. This
transformation is possible via associating linear operators on mesh polygons. Consequently,
local geometry deformations, providing efficient geometry representations, facilitate local
edits whilst preserving details. Propagation of local geometry changes becomes an easy
task, where for unstructured mesh sequences it would be impossible. These linear operators
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Fig. 2.8 Laplacian framework for mesh editing presented by Sorkine et al. [179].
are presented as differential coordinate representations [123, 122, 180] associated with the
Laplace-Beltrami operator [58], and known as a Laplacian mesh editing framework. This
framework allows the analysis of high-frequency structures on the surface across a single or
multiple structured meshes, this permits an artist to apply surface changes without losing
local surface details [179], see illustration in Figure 2.8. Laplacian framework allows to
generate new pose frames or edit existing frames, which would not be possible to achieve
with unstructured mesh sequences.
Producing a structured mesh sequence from performance capture system remains an active
research topic. Wei et al. [217] introduced deep learning techniques to overcome registration
problems between complete or partial 3D models. They successfully demonstrated the
benefits that deep learning offers to track human body poses with a real-time time human
body correspondence framework. They use a convolutional neural network trained on depth
maps to solve body region classification problem, instead of shape correspondences. Huang
et al. [88] presents a volumetric approach for 3D shape tracking that uses centroidal Voronoi
tessellation representation to build a feature space where trained random forests return
optimal correspondences. Training data allows for better results where the data has gone
through a process of finding its best registration and its worst, finishing with an optimal
solution of this search. A learning methodology improves performance and reliability for
shape tracking. Shehu et al. [173] notice the usability of a patch-based tracking framework on
human motion sequences with loose clothing. They have mapped body landmarks as a form
of patches to produce accurate correspondences; thus, deformation is more natural from the
reference mesh to the target mesh. Rouhani et al. [165] proposed an approach for non-rigid
registration between point clouds by using a coarse to fine non-rigid matching technique to
fit a reference point cloud to a target point cloud, providing correspondences between the
two. They achieve this by segmenting the reference point cloud into small patches allowing
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rigid transformation on distinct areas of the surface. Consequently reducing the problem to a
local registration problem for each of the patches, the approach also maintains the shape by
blending weights into the patch structures.
Vlasic et al. [211] acquires template models of human body shapes with manual rigged
skeletal structures, which are then deformed to match the contour of a given silhouette produc-
ing temporal mesh sequences. This method requires manual alterations to provide reasonable
skeleton and silhouette pose matching for long sequences, leading to being unfeasible for
very long and dynamic sequences. To overcome these issue, Gall et al. [71] proposed to
combine surface and volume-based methods for human performance capture or animal from
multi-view video sequences. This approach considers a template model and silhouettes infor-
mation, and the fitting process occurs on the silhouettes using the surface model to match its
pose correctly. This process guarantees a better skeleton representation to initialise the fitting
process and reduces manual intervention for longer sequences. Model-based approaches
allow for better surface shape and pose consistency across complex sequences, although they
tend to preserve the original details from the reference template model, creating undesired
unrealistic artefacts on the mesh surface.
Other methods focus on generating realistic structured mesh sequence which can represent
a small variation on the surface, such as, clothing wrinkles or hair motion. Budd and Hilton
[29] proposed an automated framework to produce temporal consistent mesh sequences from
temporally inconsistent reconstructed multi-view video. Their approach does not rely on
human skeletal information but instead, visual features presented on captured images. The
visual feature is collected using scale-invariant features (SIFT) [131] and then combined
with geometric information to produce frame-to-frame accurate correspondences. More
recently, Dou et al. [61] introduce Fusion4D a pipeline for live multi-view performance
capture creating temporally aligned data without priors, such as skeletal motion structures or
reference pre-defined template models. The pipeline consists of RGB, depth and segmentation
as input data, a processing module that solves correspondences and non-rigid alignment
with a key volume, at the same time generates a volume of the observed objects and fuses
with the result of the non-rigid alignment. The output is only consistent over short sub-
sequences e.g., 10-20 frames, which will be stored as key volume to be used to process the
consequent frame. The major limitation with this approach is that it strongly relies on the
temporal coherence of the camera input system. Causing inaccurate reconstructions when
the camera system frame rate is too low, or when large motions occur between frames. Most
approaches focus on deforming sequentially through subsequent frames of the sequence,
leading to increasing alignment errors on large deformation and long, complex dynamic
sequences. Other methods create strong dependencies to the capture system, which are prone
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to calibration errors, synchronisation problems or budget constraints. Leading to inaccurate
shape representation on long and complex dynamic sequences, many of this issue have been
attempted to overcome during the years, although because of its challenging properties, it
remains an active research topic.
2.6 4D Human Character Animation
Character animation evolved through generic shape representation, which allows global
control over areas of points or triangles on a surface mesh. Hence, skeleton based techniques
evolved from the necessity of simulating human body locomotion. Initially introduced in the
1980s for biomechanics, and later adopted in the 1990s for film production, MoCap [137]
estimates human movement based on tracking its skeleton by placing markers on strategic
locations. A skeleton motion estimated from a MoCap system would only contain spacial
information of joint location and its connectivity relationship, described as bones. This
spacial information allows surfaces manipulation using skeletal structures, hence facilitating
surface deformation problems because it only requires a solution for the vertices around
a selected joint. This system is prone to artefacts and unrealistic deformation on dynamic
mesh surfaces, as it only captures a shallow dimension of a subject, e.g., skeletal joints and
connectivity. Animation techniques have evolved to achieve a complete structure of the
human body, such as skeletal motion, skin deformation, clothing dynamics and hair motion.
Animation in computer vision can be described in various ways, how 3D characters inter-
act and move in the virtual worlds, cinematic effects for human face expression replication, or
motion transfer from real-life content to a 3D animated character [184, 91, 198, 39, 93, 23].
Casas et al. [39] introduced 4D parametric motion graph for interactive animation from actor
performance capture. They use this approach on top of temporally aligned mesh sequence
dataset. Delivering a real-time interactive application that makes use of motion blending
for more realistic and natural movements. Tejera et al. [198] produces a novel space-time
editing framework allowing interactive animation for performance capture. Interactivity
is performed either by surface or skeleton manipulation. Surface edits can be propagated
throughout the sequence using space-time editing, where two key-frames were edited and
then blend into the sequence achieving smooth transitions. Space-time editing allows the
creation of novel animation sequences. Skeleton tracking is combined to achieve natural
human motion and to transfer motion from previously captured datasets.
Motion transfer has recently been a key research topic in computer vision [28, 92, 200, 23].
The ability to reuse motion capture data to infer motion on a new dataset brings down the
production costs and time. Using previous 4D video data to create new motion is possible
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by transferring a new motion capture to deform the data in a novel animation sequence.
Boukhayma et al. [23] investigated this particular problem by transferring a new captured
motion into an existing one. This transfer requires the key-frame between the two sequences
as prior information. They demonstrate a Gaussian process regression that captures and
preserves individual properties to maintain human character realism. Achieving a natural
motion transfer between motion datasets. Zuffi and Black [233] proposed a human body
model to produce natural deformation of body limbs. The body model is seen as a puppet,
which contains a bi-directional graph describing the limbs relation, allowing the model
to assume different human poses. Stitching techniques are employed to reconnect limbs,
allowing to shape this model onto any other shape.
More advance techniques have been proposed to model human motion in intuitive
ways for the understanding of realistic human motion examples. Such as the creation of
learning-based models to replace synthetic motion generation or prediction of subject motion
through motion transfer. Modelling motion patterns [197, 195, 196] have been researched
through the use of Conditional Restricted Boltzmann Machine (CRBM). CRBM is known
to be a multidimensional modelling system that learns a probability distribution of a data
collection. Multidimensional modelling is a specific type of learning mechanisms and has
shown promising results on human motion. Therefore research has started to expand this
approach to novel architectures capable of learning patterns of 3D human skeletal motion
[156, 140, 155, 138]. Major drawbacks with these approaches are the complex and time-
consuming matrix multiplication on dense datasets, not guaranteeing consistent learned latent
space representations, and do not provide with intuitive generative capabilities.
Recent approaches have been proposed to partially address this limitation, such as
Gaussian Process Latent Variable Models [75, 214, 229], although these methods remain
computationally expensive. More straightforward learning methods emerged with power-
ful compression capabilities, allowing to undertake complex training routines at no extra
computational costs. Autoencoders for learning human motion distribution by Holden et al.
[82] proved to be efficient and capable to reproduce the learned content accurately, despite
improving on the state-of-the-art techniques this methods still lack on generative proprieties.
Consequently, Holden et al. [83, 84] extends the initial approach with two improved networks
capable of producing generative and realistic motions, Deep Convolutional Autoencoder
and Phase-Functioned Neural Network. Although, learning methods are useful in creating
realistic human motion designing a realistic 3D human model of a person is still a laborious
process. These methods were only applied to generate skeletal motion and are not capable of
learning or synthesising 3D non-rigid deformation according to skeletal motions.
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2.7 4D Volumetric Video Rendering
In the last three decades, computer vision and graphics researchers have been interested not
only in capturing both static scenes and dynamic motions but also in reproducing captured
video appearance from novel viewpoints. Kanade et al. [100] Virtualized Reality system
is capable of free-viewpoint video replay of human performances. Depth information
was derived from input images and converted to texture 3D mesh models. Matusik et
al. [135] present an efficient image-based approach to shade and compute visual hulls
given silhouette images. Their method allows realistic renders of observed objects from the
virtual camera’s viewpoints, and this is achieved by computing an exact visual hull from
silhouette images and re-use the silhouettes to shade the visual hull. Carranza et al. [38]
presents free-viewpoint video a system that uses multi-view synchronised video footage of an
actor’s performance to estimate motion parameters and to interactively re-render the actor’s
appearance from any viewpoint. They extract the actor’s silhouettes from synchronised video
frames via background segmentation and then used to determine a sequence of poses for a
3D human body model. Free-viewpoint video allows the creation of camera fly-through or
viewing the action interactively from arbitrary perspectives. Starck et al. [184] proposes
a representation for multiple view video to support high-quality interactive free-viewpoint
rendering of moving people. The representation is based on the pre-computation of stereo
correspondences between adjacent wide-baseline views. These methods both represent
multiple view video scenes, although they strongly rely on a proper silhouette segmentation,
which is prone to visual artefacts on the scene borders, also the methods only allows replaying
the captured performance.
Starck and Hilton [183] improve on the traditional free-viewpoint rendering by resampling
the surface appearance to create maximal contiguous regions on the surface between images.
Seamless textures are acquired using multiple resolutions blending with spherical surfaces
continuity. Improving on the traditional view-dependent texturing from free-viewpoint,
where the original video images are used as texture maps. View-dependent textures are
sampled according to the closest camera image, where each camera is weighted relative
to its distance to the virtual camera. This technique can provide better rendering as it
retains the original highest-resolution appearance, although storing and rendering this content
is costly, and incorrect camera alignments result in blurred appearance. Guillemaut and
Hilton [76] proposed a multi-layer segmentation and reconstruction for free-viewpoint
video on challenging environments, such as a sports field with several moving cameras.
They demonstrated a robust framework to automatically segment and reconstruct complex
scenes by utilising a graph-cut optimisation algorithm that combines colour information,
photo-metric and sparse-temporal correspondences. Although it was a step forwards from
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previous research, their system still suffered from artefacts such as ghosting effects caused
by differences in brightness between cameras, texture holes, motion parallax and lack of
high-resolution details.
At the same time, in the late 1990s and early 2000s, model-based methods for 3D recon-
struction and free-viewpoint rendering of dynamic scenes were investigated. Several novel
solutions for improved viewpoint interpolation were proposed. Buehler et al. [32] described
an image-based approach that generalised previous algorithms, including view-dependent
texture mapping [55] and light-field/lumigraph approaches [73]. Eisemann et al. [62] present
Floating Textures, an approach to overcome ghosting and occlusion artefacts on multi-view
rendering techniques. Their graphics processing unit (GPU) based implementation achieves
real-time frame rates, and its portability makes it possible to integrate with other methods,
e.g., free-viewpoint rendering, or light-field rendering. Casas et al. [43] also proposes a novel
representation for multi-view rendering contributing to efficient storage, transmission and
rendering approaches. This method enables real-time video-realistic interactive animation
of realistic human characters. The major disadvantage of these methods is the necessity of
computing optical flow for every cycle, making it computational complex and expensive.
Further research introduced pre-computed optical flow measurements to remove the bottle-
neck of rendering performance [40], however, this requires additional texture information to
be stored and rendered.
In recent years, there has been an increasing demand to explore the novel capabilities of
machine learning methods [127, 128, 77, 201, 125, 45, 2, 68]. Lombardi et al. [127] presents
a learnt model of shape and appearance conditioned on viewpoint allowing recovery of view-
dependent texture detail. This network demonstrates the ability to render in real-time 3D faces
conditioned on viewpoint, generating high resolution realistic human appearance and shape.
Demonstrating the real-time capabilities of such networks, e.g., variational autoencoders,
capable of decoding shape and appearance in less than five milliseconds, allowing for
real-time realistic video animation, and overcoming storing issues and complex real-time
calculation as in traditional methods. On the other hand, the complexity of this framework
makes it difficult to generalise the model to other applications, such as a representation of
fully articulated human body models, or complex dynamic mesh sequence resulting from
performance capture studios. Efficient rendering of realistic human appearance and shape
has been one of the focus of modern computer graphics techniques [128, 77, 57], where
the challenges remain on automatic generation of shape, material and lighting condition.
Traditional rendering approaches that explicitly reconstruct the scene properties, such as
modelling geometry, surface properties and cameras, are challenging and prone to artefacts.
Therefore, the fast development of novel deep generative models, known as neural rendering,
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arise to address such limitation, by combining learning-based methods with the traditional
computer graphics techniques to learn from real-world examples how to generate new images.
Neural rendering arises to address both reconstruction and rendering difficulties by using
a deep neural network to learn complex mappings from captured images to novel images.
Lombardi et al. [128] proposed a novel end-to-end volumetric representation that can
generalise well to novel viewpoints. Resulting in an accurate model that can perform realistic
real-time renderings suitable for interactive VR applications. They have demonstrated the
ability to render and reconstruct complex scenes, such as moving hair, fuzzy toys, and smoke.
Although, there are some limitations, as the representation of refractive surfaces and limited
texture information can cause incorrect prediction of a surface. More recently, Guo et al. [77]
presented “The Relightable”, a volumetric capture system for photo-realistic and high quality
relightable full-body performance capture. Where the focus is on recovering photometric
properties to allow relighting on human models, their capture pipeline adapts state-of-the-
art geometric and machine learning methods to allow control of the lighting conditions
during capture. Consequently, they can relight a new environment on a volumetric video
representation of humans. The limitation with this approach is the inability to reconstruct
fine details and to represent complex materials, such as hair, transparency and specularity.
Tewari et al. [201] provide with a comprehensive study on the state-of-the-art on neural
rendering, which as raised much interest in the past few years. They discuss the increase
in interest from the research community and demonstrate a variety of use-cases for neural
renderings, such as novel-view synthesis, semantics image editing, free-viewpoint rendering,
relighting and re-enactment of digital avatars. Video-realistic animations of real humans
using neural rendering haven been exploited to rely on video sequences combined with 3D
template models of humans instead of production-quality photo-realistic 3D human models.
Liu et al. [125] proposed a neural network that translates simple synthetic images of humans
into realistic imagery by leveraging on the subject skeletal pose. Allowing to generate realistic
video animation of real humans under user control. Although the challenging dynamics of
human bodies and a wide variety of range of motion can generate artefacts on the synthesise
results, this is a typical open problem with most generative models. Chan et al. [45] and
Arbeman et al. [2] have focused on o motion transfer from video to video translation also
levering on skeletal pose information. They presented a generative model capable of creating
arbitrary videos of a target person dancing given the movements of a source dance to mimic.
However, this model struggles to represent loose clothing and hair and can produce blurry
artefact on the synthesised result.
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2.8 Learning Models of 4D Volumetric Video
Nowadays, deep learning techniques appear with considerable popularity among researches
as their machine learning capabilities go beyond traditional clustering or classification tech-
niques. They have been exploited to understand and synthesise realistic human locomotion
through skeletal motion. Trumble et al. [202] propose a convolutional neural network to
estimate articulated human body joint positions from multi-view video. They demonstrate
the usefulness of learning methods to predict human skeletal motion in a complete markerless
scenario accurately. The major limitation of this system is the on-axis rotation, which is
not well represented given a silhouette based representation. Saito et al. [167] proposes a
convolutional neural network to digitalise humans given a single or multi-view image data.
They demonstrate the ability to generate 3D meshes of clothed humans given only images,
preserving complex details, such as hairstyle, loose clothing, occluded geometry and colour
information. The model is trained on a controlled scenario, where the subjects are isolated
from real-world objects or scenarios, hence failing on more natural complex environments.
Recently, there has also been increasing interest in shape analyses and representation
through learning methods [4, 3, 220, 127, 193, 170]. Wuhrer [220], discuss learning methods
on human shape analysis and presents an automatic processing pipeline to build generative
models of both bodies and faces, from thousands of scans. Tan et al. [193] demonstrated
a variational autoencoder to learn a representation of parametrised dynamic shapes. Their
network trains on a pre-processed feature space of the training data, demonstrating small
reconstruction error for ground truth shapes. Learnt models had been demonstrated for
geometry processing task, for example, Graph Neural Networks [170, 27, 56] have been
applied to shape correspondences problems [144]. These models are capable of learning deep
representations over discrete surfaces by combining local linear operators of neighbouring
nodes latent vectors. Linear operators can be represented as Laplacian graphs, which are
known differential coordinate representations of a surface, leading to the analysis of different
frequencies on meshes learned from these models.
Another approach that explores surface connectivity is Surface Network proposed by
Kostrikov et al. [106]. Their approach directly uses triangular meshes to build a deep neural
network representation, which is designed to use non-Euclidean geometry from surfaces.
Although they require good-quality meshes to be able to produce consistent results. Litany et
al. [124] propose a learning-based method for the completion of partial shapes for objects
that can undergo non-rigid deformations. They demonstrate a variational autoencoder with
graph convolutional operation that learns a latent space to complete realistic shapes from
partial scans. Larsen et al. [111] proposes a combination of a variational autoencoder and
generative adversarial networks (GANs) to simultaneously learn to encode, generate and
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compare dataset samples in an unsupervised manner. They have demonstrated the capture of
high-level structured details from the learned data and the ability to disentangle factors of
variation in the input data distribution.
A common limitation with learning-based methods is the necessity for significant amount
of data to learn attributes representative of the observed data for a particular task. To allow
such process, model-based approaches offer consistent surface parametrisation, which allow
to make an assumption of shape properties, which can be used with learning methods to
exploit such parameters to allow representation of complex dynamic surfaces. Although,
this limits the application to a synthetic representation of human models, which can lack
the ability to provide shape and non-rigid deformation of clothing or hair simultaneously.
Consequently, the synthesis of realistic human models or learning how to animate and interact
with 3D video characters remains an open problem for deep generative modeling.
2.9 Conclusion
Human performance capture has become part of society’s life without people realising it,
e.g., game consoles, television entertainment and mobile phones. The interest from artists,
scientists and engineers revolutionised the way we perceive technology through human
performance capture. They have added the realism that was missing to bring technology to
everyone’s home. Human’s body characteristics challenge most methods, as they exhibit
complex locomotion and unpredictable surface dynamics, e.g., clothing deformation and
styles, hair movement and distinctive human features. Markerless 4D performance capture
from video remains an active research area which has led several research groups to develop
useful solutions for society, e.g., 4D View solutions, Google, Facebook Reality Labs, Body
Labs and Intel Studios. These solutions demonstrate the confidence that this technology has
the potential to revolutionise content creation for television, film and game production. It
also has applications in many other areas such as medical imaging and diagnosis, sports
broadcast and athlete performance analysis as well as creating realistic training and simulation
environments in AR and VR applications.
Although it seems a solved problem, because of several real-world applications, or
technologies that allow impressive visualisation, it is far from being a closed topic. Most
available professional or academic performance capture systems generate unstructured
content, which is then professionally tailored to appear with no imperfections. Most systems
only demonstrate replay capabilities within virtual or augmented realities, being the future
of research but limited to a small number of real-world applications. The creative industry
still relies on marker-based motion capture systems, constraining actors to tight clothing and
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physical markers to record human motion accurately. Model-based techniques are still used
to represent specific subject shapes reliably, whilst skeletal motion capture introduces motion
data. Therefore, markerless performance capture remains an open challenge to provide
realistic content of complex human and clothing shape and appearance.
Characteristics of the human body and appearance representation, e.g., loose clothing,
hair motion, natural tissue deformations and fast motion, are the common challenges with
markerless performance capture content. This thesis contributes with a novel skeleton driven
registration framework to address the challenge of generating temporally consistent geometry
for complex fast motion, loose clothing and dynamic mesh sequences from markerless
performance capture systems. A learnt compact representation of mesh sequences capable
of compression and synthesis of dynamic mesh sequences is introduced, facilitating the
generation and interpolation of motion sequences. This provides a learnt model capable of
rendering realistic dynamic human shape and appearance from skeletal motion sequences,
maintaining the complex characteristics of the human body shape and appearance, e.g.,
loose clothing, skin deformation and visual attributes, such as clothing patterns and skin
irregularities. Finally, this research demonstrates the contribution of these models for the
creative industry with an animation framework to generate realistic renderings and animations
of humans. This chapter has given a review of research in human performance capture from
marker-based systems that are currently being used for professional production, to state-of-
the-art 4D markerless performance capture, which aim to create the realism to overcome the
uncanny valley, and learning methodologies to understand and represent human bodies.
Chapter 3
Skeleton Driven Surface Registration
In this chapter, we present a skeleton driven surface registration (SDSR) approach to
generate temporally consistent meshes from multiple view video of human subjects,
which is an essential step towards learning and animation from volumetric video.
Temporal coherence on mesh sequences facilitates manipulation and production of
unique animation content. Learning methods rely on structured mesh content to
understand subtle and large surface deformations to create robust models capable
of generating novel dynamic surfaces. The chapter begins with an introduction to
state-of-the-art techniques on human motion capture and geometry alignment, followed
by the motivation to address problems of surface registration. We introduce a skeleton
driven surface registration framework that builds on 2D pose detections from multiple
view video to estimate 3D skeletal pose on a per-frame basis. This representation
is embedded into a 3D surface reconstruction allowing any frame to be reposed into
the pose from any other frame in the captured sequence. This skeletal registration
provides an initial coarse aligned estimation of the final pose and surface-to-surface
registration. We propose a patch-based non-rigid mesh deformation to register two
surfaces iteratively. This approach firstly segments a mesh into patches based on
geodesic distance. Allowing for each of the regions to be individually registered onto a
target surface to provided with a closer approximation of the target surface. Finally,
a Laplacian framework is applied to recover surface structures and fine details lost
from the surface displacement step. This framework acts as a regulariser, which will
guarantee to maintain the original surface triangle areas. The novel contribution of this
approach is the combination of skeleton-driven surface animation with previous patch-
based surface-to-surface registration to achieve robust registration between surfaces
for substantial differences in pose, e.g., fast motion, loose clothing. The proposed
approach achieves more accurate sequential registration than previous state-of-the-
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art surface-to-surface registration approaches allowing the registration of multiple
sequences with fast motion to achieve a temporally coherent 4D volumetric video
with accurate correspondence and a consistent mesh structure for every frame. Finally,
the chapter illustrates that this framework provides an intuitive way for artists and
animators to edit volumetric video.
3.1 Introduction
Motion capture (MoCap) using optical markers continues to be the preferred system for
human performance capture and is widely used in industry, although it only captures a low-
dimensional representation of the human body, e.g., joint positions and angles. This systems
usually require a considerable effort from artists to create believable character animations
from MoCap data. Performance capture techniques have evolved towards simultaneously
capturing dynamic shape, motion and appearance to overcome limitations from MoCap
systems.
Modern capture systems generally consist of a set of synchronised cameras that simul-
taneously capture the scene from different viewpoints [50, 183, 54]. Feature tracking and
stereo matching techniques are applied to the data to create a 3D reconstruction of both static
and dynamic scenes. Performance capture results in a sequence of 3D geometry objects
of the actor or scene, integrating all visual features, such as dynamic shape, motion, and
texture appearance. However, a problem arises where for each of the captured frames, the
3D geometry is temporally inconsistent, e.g., the shape, geometry, topology and vertex
connectivity vary per frame captured.
Post-processing methods suffer from temporally inconsistent geometry, making it ex-
tremely difficult to propagate changes throughout a sequence. This content challenges most
existing methods for mesh editing and animation. The human body and appearance dynamics
are challenging to track because unstructured meshes point-to-point correspondences are
often ambiguous due to changes in shape and appearance. Artists very often manually correct
content to achieve the desired pose, or geometry shape, hence spending significant work-time
on such a laborious task. This work proposes an automated framework to generate temporally
consistent reconstructions from dynamic mesh sequences. The core idea of the proposed
approach is to embed a skeleton into a surface reconstruction and repose the shape before
geometric surface-to-surface alignment, see Figure 3.1. By performing a coarse registration,
as a pre-process, the proposed approach can handle substantial changes in pose between a
reference and target shape. We also demonstrate that the resulting temporally consistent
surface representation facilitates keyframe-based editing for volumetric video.
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Fig. 3.1 Processing stages of the proposed method: (left to right) source mesh, target mesh
reconstruction, 3D pose, reposing of source mesh using linear blend skinning and proposed
aligned result.
3.2 Related Work
This section presents a review of the related theory and state-of-the-art techniques to generate
temporally consistent geometry. This review is then summarised in order to motivate the
contributions of the work presented in this thesis.
3.2.1 Human Motion Capture
Human MoCap systems can be split into four main areas, initialisation, tracking, pose
estimation and recognition [142]. The initialisation of human MoCap systems requires
correct interpretation of the scene, such as the definition of the human kinematic structure
and initial pose. The tracking stage focus on isolating human individuals on the video content.
Pose estimation is the process of estimating an underlying structure from the multiple view
video content of a human, such as a skeletal structure. Recognition is the act of recognising
the identity of individuals, actions and behaviours performed in one or more frames. These
areas arise from the necessity of simulating human body motion, hence our particular interest
in estimating and tracking human kinematic structures. MoCap [137] estimates human
movement based on tracking its skeleton using markers placed on key locations.
Recent work from Wei et al. [217] introduced deep learning techniques to overcome
registration problems between complete or partial 3D models. They successfully demonstrate
the benefits that deep learning offers to track human body shapes with a real-time correspon-
dence framework. They make use of deep convolutional neural networks to train a feature
descriptors on depth maps of human body scans with and without clothing. They simplify
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the problem by identifying regions on the human body, instead of solving for complete dense
correspondence. This method ensures the body parts are in correspondence to facilitate the
search. The major limitation to this method and most supervised learning techniques is the
inability to generalise to arbitrary posed shapes. The approach may fail when given different
examples from the ones used in training.
Malleson et al. [133] instead focuses on representing human motion with a real-time
framework capable of tracking multiple people in indoor and outdoor environments. Their
approach combines markerless visual tracking with optional use of Inertial Measurement
Units (IMU) markers attached to the subject to increase accuracy. This approach overcomes
the limitation of being dependent on different human body shapes and clothing, allowing it to
generalise better for unseen examples. Compared to the previous work, skeletal information
allows to classify different body regions. Hence this approach offers an advantage over
the work proposed by Wei et al. [217] when dealing with extreme poses and unpredictable
environments. It requires a small number of physical markers, which are not ideal for
markerless approaches, e.g., it can add artefacts to the geometry surface where the markers
are placed. A central challenge in computer vision over the past two decades has been
markerless human motion capture from video [188, 87, 222, 133, 134]. Convolutional Pose
Machines (CPMs) [37] learn how to associate human body parts to human-like shapes from
a single image and to estimate 2D human joints locations for multiple people. CPMs allow
2D pose detection from video without markers. Therefore the approach can estimate the 2D
skeletal pose of people in indoor and outdoor video environments with a variety of clothing,
hair, viewpoints.
3.2.2 Temporally Consistent 3D Video
Multi-view video performance capture has advanced to allow reconstruction of more complex
scenes, such as rapid motion or dynamic clothing deformation. For these complex scenes,
the reconstruction is processed on a frame-to-frame basis to preserve the non-rigid natural
surface deformations. Consequently, the mesh representation for each frame is temporally
inconsistent where both vertex position and mesh connectivity for the reconstruction vary
from frame-to-frame, resulting in unstructured sequences of temporally inconsistent meshes.
This content is limited to replay of the captured performance preventing integration into a
conventional graphics pipeline which assumes deformable surfaces to have consistent mesh
connectivity where only the shape changes over time.
Recent research has evolved to explicitly model the shape of a human, via learning a
generic human body template from a resting pose [103] or a sequence of meshes [121, 232].
Consistent geometry of a subject is required across a sequence to allow learning techniques
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to represent the captured performance, which can sometimes be challenging to acquire due
to the natural environments, and human interaction with elements in the scene. Tracking
topological changes on a sequence over time can be performed by splitting a sequence
into subsequences [50] in a sequential manner, and assigning a template mesh to each
subsequence. Another technique is identifying similar shapes throughout a sequence in a
non-sequential manner. This technique allows generating a similarity tree to register meshes
through shortest path distances [90].
Li et al. [120] proposes a registration framework that simultaneously finds surface
correspondences and deforms the surface to approximate the target mesh. In this framework,
the pairwise correspondences are automatically constrained to lie on the 2D depth maps,
forcing the points to comply with the target mesh boundaries. These correspondences are
shown to work for stereo camera registration, although it strongly relies on the target mesh
being parametrised, hence not being able to generalise well. A significant limitation is high
computational cost derived from a global optimisation scheme. The previous work, Li et al.
[121] implemented a template-based registration method to avoid non-linear optimisation
of correspondences and surface deformation. They start by generating a rigid template and
dynamically warp partial scans to generate the final shape reconstruction. In this approach,
they need an additional step to recover fine dynamic detail and to transfer it onto the
template model. This recovery step is necessary because the template model is very smooth.
Consequently, it transfers high-frequency details to the template present in the scan. They
use low-pass filtering to remove high-frequency details, avoiding potential transient features
on the following scans. This method fails for fast motion due to the large inter-frame mesh
deformations, resulting in misalignments on the geometry, therefore for longer sequences,
the framework tends to produce incorrect registrations, for example, if the object is not
entirely visible in all frames. This situation requires manual correction of the registration.
Manual correction on a fast motion is a common limitation of single-view systems, requiring
time-consuming interaction for long sequences.
More recently, Collet et al. [50] present a model-free approach capable of volumetric
tracking. Their framework starts by segmenting the recorded sequence into keyframes
of meshes. Once keyframes are established, they are used for tracking in a forward and
background manner, e.g., a keyframe is register to its subsequent and precedent frames until
a threshold error is minimised. This iterative process is repeated until all keyframes are
correctly tracked, generating windows of aligned meshes. This process requires a single
machine as it is not possible to parallelise the registration process. Another major limitation
is the fact that it generates windows of temporally consistent meshes instead of a continuous
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representation of the captured sequence. The resulting mesh sequence is, therefore, not
temporally coherent.
Morgenstern et al. [145] proposes a coarse-to-fine pairwise mesh registration, directly
extracting a deformation graph from a mesh object. In contrast to Collet et al. [50], their
approach uses a block-based frame scheme to get a predictable keyframe rate, allowing the
user to set the average keyframe rate and specify additional keyframes, instead of the user
indirectly determining the number of keyframes through an error threshold. Some problems
remain, for example, high-frequency surface details in the target frame may not be recovered,
such as clothes wrinkles, which would need to be fused using post-processing techniques.
Keyframe methods suffer from high speed captures with substantial topological changes,
making this kind of systems challenging to generalise for different performance captures.
Huang et al. [88] present a volumetric approach for 3D shape tracking that uses centroidal
Voronoi tessellation representation to build a feature space where trained random forests
return optimal correspondences. However, volumetric techniques tend to preserve the
volume from frame to frame, and if the volume has a significant change, the technique is
not able to adapt. Coarse-to-fine matching demonstrates success for non-rigid registration
[165, 34] across complex sequences, and is achieved by targeting subsets of a surface area
and interactively decreasing its radius, preserving subtle details such as dynamic clothing.
These approaches focus on deforming a single reference frame through subsequent frames of
the sequence, leading to the increase of artefacts on significant changes in shape.
Non-sequential alignment approaches have also been investigated [90, 30, 148, 147,
149, 150], providing robust techniques that can handle larger non-rigid deformations in
consecutive meshes of the reconstructed captured sequences. Huang et al. [90] proposes
a global registration technique for inter-sequence of non-rigid surfaces. Their approach
assumes that the input mesh sequences were previously independently registered, hence
their problem is to find a common mesh template between all mesh sequences. They use a
similarity tree to create a graph structure that allows identifying inter-sequence similarities,
thus allowing for a graph path optimisation to determine a reference frame that minimises
non-rigid deformations across all sequences producing temporally consistent mesh sequences.
Budd et al. [31] proposes a non-sequential alignment approach based on a shape-similarity
tree of surface sequences for inter and intra-sequences. The shape-similarity tree allows
minimisation of the total non-rigid deformation needed to align all frames in the mesh
sequence. This method is described as a global non-rigid alignment technique, reducing
surface drift error that sequential alignment approaches suffer. Mustafa et al. [148] presents
a non-rigid surface alignment method that combines the shape-similarity tree and image
similarity across sequences and views. Image similarity is achieved by using a segmentation-
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based feature detector, which provides sparse correspondences across frames and camera
views that are further used to estimate non-rigid shape similarities and create a 4D match
tree. Guided optical flow is then used to estimate temporal correspondences from the 4D
Match tree. This method fails in the case of large deformation and uniform appearance
as it relies on accurate image correspondences to guide the shape tracking. However, the
shape comparison in the above techniques is computationally expensive and requires a full
sequence as a prior,which does not allow for online applications.
This section introduces the conventional approaches in the literature to convert an unstruc-
tured mesh sequence into temporally aligned mesh sequences. In this work, three components
of the literature were selected to tackle the problem of generating temporally aligned meshes:
mesh segmentation, rigid registration and Laplacian deformation, see Figure 3.8.
3.2.3 Mesh Segmentation
Mesh segmentation is an active field of research within the computer vision and graphics
community, with many application such as texture mapping, shape matching morphing, mesh
editing, multi-resolution modelling, compression and more [44, 174, 47, 219]. Arcila et
al. [9] introduced a framework for segmenting mesh sequences based on motion informa-
tion. The approach generates global patches for the whole sequence, by identifying rigid
transformations on the mesh surface, which propagates from one frame to the next. As a
result, they can segment only the areas of motion through the sequence and produce a global
segmentation.
In this work, we use segmentation techniques to facilitate the shape registration problem
where the difficulty is to find correspondences. To allow a mesh to deform onto another and
preserve the mesh structure integrity is necessary to find appropriate correspondences between
the two meshes. The correspondences are gathered by comparing the similarity between
shapes, where in practice this is intractable as the correspondences grow exponentially with
the size of the mesh vertices. The shape is partitioned into small regions, and the matching
is performed locally for each region, hence reducing the complexity to a local problem
avoiding the global search difficulty. In the following section, we discuss in more detail the
methodology used to segment 3D mesh surfaces.
Lloyd’s Algorithm for Geodesic Clustering
Clustering algorithms are widely used in the computer vision for data partitioning [216,
114, 65]. Shamir [175] shows state-of-the-art techniques for mesh segmentation which have
become an essential ingredient for manipulation algorithms and 3D mesh editors in recent
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Fig. 3.2 Segmentation of the Stanford armadillo into 125 surfaces patches using the Geodesic
Lloyds algorithm.
years. Lloyd’s algorithm for geodesic clustering can be applied to any surface shape; it
is automated and provides even segmentation through all the mesh surface according to
a geodesic surface distance criteria. Lloyd’s algorithm [126] partitions space into smaller
areas of related data within a Euclidean space and re-shapes the data until it has uniform
sized convex cells, see Figure 3.2. Given no prior on geometry structures, this algorithm
allows to evenly partition any geometry allowing soft and rigid transformation on distinct
areas of the surface referred to as patches. Lloyd’s algorithm is an extension of the k-means
clustering formulation, where a cluster is defined as a subset of mesh polygons with a single
polygon defined as the centroid. Given a set of points X , the algorithm aims to partition them
into NK clusters, producing a collection of {H(c)}NKc=1 polygon clusters. The generation of
clusters is random, and the algorithm re-calculates each cluster centroid to allow accurate
geodesic measurements between centroids on the mesh surface. The output of this algorithm
is labelled triangles on a mesh, allowing vertices to belong to multiple clusters and restricting
triangles to a specific cluster.
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3.2.4 Rigid Surface Registration
The registration of rigid surfaces is an alignment process that takes two datasets and overlaps
them on the same dimensional space. The dataset is comprised of 3D points representing a
mesh surface. Tam et al. [192] present a survey of surface registration techniques focusing
on point clouds and 3D mesh data fitting. They give a comparison of the state-of-the-
art techniques for registration methods, in particular to rigid and non-rigid [7] surface
registration, which is an essential component for the proposed alignment pipeline. For
simplicity, firstly let us illustrate the idea of geometric registration within the restricted case
of rigid registration of point clouds. In that case, the goal is to estimate an optimal rigid
transformation R, t⃗, where R is a 3×3 rotation matrix and t⃗ a translation vector, that aligns
two sets of 3D points X and Y . Rigid registration requires the estimation of 6 degrees of
freedom. The issue is that the correspondence between a set of points X and Y are unknown.
The following section describes the approach taken to find the unknown correspondences
and transformations that overlaps two datasets: Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [18] framework
to handle correspondences, and optimisation within the registration framework.
Iterative Closest Point
In the literature, ICP addresses two problems, first a subset-set matching where the corre-
spondences are available from an ideal model which has been partially scanned. Secondly, a
subset-subset matching problem where the data has no prior correspondences to the other data
[226]. This work faces the problem of no existing prior correspondences. Also, it is important
to constrain our correspondence search, so the resulting matching returns an optimal solution,
which minimises the squared distance between the point sets. Otherwise, the data will be
associated to the wrong part of the surface, for example, if matching human body models the
limbs need to be in correspondence, see Figure 3.3 for an ideal case. Rigid registration is
achieved with an ICP implementation, which minimises the following registration error with
respect to rotation R and translation t⃗ transformation, see Equation 3.1.
argmin
R,⃗t
NV
∑
i=1
min
j
||Rp(i)+ t⃗−q( j)||2 (3.1)
Where, p(i) and q( j) represent the source and target points, respectively, and set of points NV
representing mesh vertices. The solution is reached by iterating two steps until it converges
to a minimum solution; the following sequence is a generalisation of the basic ICP iteration:
1. given an initial rotation R, translation t⃗ and a collection of points X and Y , find ∀p(i)∈X
the closest point q( j) ∈ Y closest to Rp(i)+ t⃗.
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Fig. 3.3 The image illustrates an ideal human body model with a frame to frame correspon-
dences. The correspondences are performed using the centroid of each patch [29].
2. given the set of NV closest points q( j), update R and t⃗ to the rigid transformation
minimising argminR,⃗t∑
NV
i=1 min j ||Rp(i)+ t⃗−q( j)||2
The research community has extensively studied the rigid transformation estimation
step. A closed-form solution can be found with the method of Horn [85] or others such as
polar decomposition of the coordinate co-variance matrix [81]. Many error functions were
proposed as extensions of the original ICP algorithm, Rusinkiewicz and Levoy [166] provide
a good overview, as well as a comparison of different strategies.
Chen and Medioni [48] proposed to minimise the point-to-plane distance instead of the
traditional point-to-point distance. Their solution aims to have a better approximation of the
residual distance of each transformed p(i) to the target surface using its normals n(i)T , when
available. Having found the closest point q( j) for all p(i) from the first step, the second step
minimises Equation 3.2.
argmin
R,⃗t
NV
∑
i=1
min
j
||n(i)T (Rp(i)+ t⃗−q( j))||2 (3.2)
Another variant of ICP that improves performance and robustness is to weight the importance
of each of the correspondences, see Equation 3.3.
NV
∑
i=1
w(i)||(p(i)+ t⃗−q( j))||2 (3.3)
For example, the weights correspond to the residual distance between points [67]. Thus, we
create robust estimators that influence the contribution of each correspondence, achieving a
more balanced and distributed matching. This prevents significant impact from correspon-
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dences which are distant, avoiding drift of the rigid transformation away from its optimal
solution. When there are extreme cases, such as changes in topology between frames it is
preferable to discard outliers instead of weighting them [166]. The rejection occurs for a
given criterion, such as the distance to the target, or the angle between the normals being
below a threshold. On the other hand, if matching fails, the roles of target and source can be
reversed to re-compute correspondences.
The rejection of correspondence can also happen when forming the objective function in
the second step, by pruning correspondences involving points that are too distant or rejecting
a percentage of the correspondence after sorting them by their residual error [49]. Rejecting
a percentage of matches, which are distant can, for example, improve the registration of two
partial reconstructions that are only expected to have a partial overlap. The idea comes from
more conventional least-square regression tasks where it is used to limit the influence of
outliers. It integrates naturally in the ICP framework, and it is shown in [49] that this does
not affect the convergence properties of the algorithm.
3.2.5 Laplacian Deformation Framework
Laplacian deformation techniques have shown good results in shape modelling [123, 122,
28, 29]. The approach allows a mesh to be deformed based on several desired vertices whilst
maintaining the fine surface detail and original geometric shape. These details are achieved
by simultaneously solving for a rigid local transformation between all adjacent triangles,
which preserves the original relationship, giving the desired effect of maintaining local
detail. The Laplacian consists of differential coordinates to represent a mesh surface, see
Equation 3.4. Differential coordinates are known to naturally represent local geometric detail.
Therefore they are the preferable choice for surface representation in editing frameworks.
L⃗v = δ (3.4)
Equation 3.4 represents the differential coordinates, where v⃗ is a n-dimensional vector
containing the (x,y,z) absolute coordinates of all the vertices, consequently Equation 3.4
can be represented as Lv⃗x = δ x, Lv⃗y = δ y, Lv⃗z = δ z. The matrix L is called the topological
Laplacian of the mesh, which has been extensively studied in algebra and graph theory
[66, 58]. Finally, δ can be observed as a discretisation of the continuous Laplacian operator
[58].
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Fig. 3.4 Triangle mesh M sub-divide into three parts, for visualisation context.
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Fig. 3.5 (a) Simple triangle with arbitrary points (b) Example of Barycentric coordinates as
a ratio of the areas v⃗p.
Shape Function Gradient
Lets consider the triangle mesh M with n vertices {⃗v1, ..., v⃗n} and a point v⃗p in the triangle
plane, see Figure 3.4. Thus, the point v⃗p divides the triangle into three sub-triangles. There-
fore we can define the ratio of the area of the opposite sub triangle to the area of the original
triangle as the barycentric coordinates as φ(i, v⃗p). Barycentric coordinates are triples of
number (t1, t2, t3) corresponding to weights for the vertices of a reference triangle ∆A1A2A3,
see Figure 3.5. Consider the example in Figure 3.5, for an arbitrary point v⃗p, find t2 and t3
from the point v⃗q at the intersection of the line A1⃗vp with the side A2A3, and then determine
t1 as the mass at A1 that will balance a mass t2+ t3 at v⃗q, thus making v⃗p the centroid, see
Figure 3.5 (a). The areas of the triangles ∆A1A2⃗vp, ∆A1A3⃗vp and ∆A2A3⃗vp are proportional
to the barycentric coordinates t3, t2 and t1 of v⃗p, see Figure 3.5 (b) [64, 52]. Following the
example in Figure 3.4, lets represent the sub-triangles as follows, φ1(x) = A1A , φ2(x) =
A2
A ,
φ3(x) = A3A . Hence, we formulate Equation 3.5, where v⃗p(x) defines any point x on the plane
of the triangle (⃗v1, v⃗2, v⃗3) as a weighted sum of vertex positions.
v⃗p(x) =
n
∑
i=1
φ(i,x).⃗vi (3.5)
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φ(i,x) are the piece-wise linear basis functions associated with the vertices, i.e., φ(i, v⃗k) =
δ (i,k). Consequently, the gradient of v⃗p(x) can be written as:
∇⃗vp(x) =
n
∑
i=1
∇φ(i,x).⃗v(i)T (3.6)
Where ∇⃗vp(x) yields a constant 3×3 matrix G for each face f ( j) of the triangle mesh M.
The discrete divergence of this piece-wise constant gradient field yields a discrete Laplace
operator. The matix G can be computed simultaneously by a 3m×n matrix G representing
the gradient operator ∇ on the mesh M.G0...
Gn
= G⃗v(i) (3.7)
For a triangular mesh see Equation 3.8, where g( j) is the gradient operator matrix for each
individual face f ( j) of the mesh M and ∇φ1, ∇φ2 and ∇φ3 are the gradients of the triangle
shape functions.
g( j) = (∇φ1,∇φ2,∇φ3) (3.8)
For constructing the gradient operator g( j) lets consider the triangle on the Figure 3.4, and
call it f ( j). The Equation 3.9 demonstrated that the shape function ∇φ1 for the triangle
f ( j) = (⃗v1, v⃗2, v⃗3) must be perpendicular to the opposite edge (⃗v2, v⃗3).
∇φ1 · (⃗v3− v⃗2) = 0 (3.9)
The length must also be equal to 1d where d is the distance to the opposite edge (⃗v2, v⃗3) see
Equation 3.10.
∇φT1 (⃗v3− v⃗2) = ||⃗v3− v⃗2|| ||∇φT1 ||cos(∠(∇φT1 , v⃗1− v⃗3))
= d · 1
d
= 1
(3.10)
According with the divergence theorem the gradient must lie within the triangle plane, thus it
must be perpendicular to triangle f ( j) normal n( f ( j))T see Equation 3.11.
n( f ( j))T ·∇φ1 = 0 (3.11)
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Integrating these constraints of the shape function gradient into a matrix, results in the linear
system shown in Equation 3.12.(⃗v1− v⃗3)T(⃗v1− v⃗3)T
n( f ( j))T
(∇φ1,∇φ2,∇φ3) =
1 0 −10 1 −1
0 0 0
 (3.12)
The consequences of this is we can compute g( j) as shown in Equation 3.13, resulting in a
large sparse matrix G. Consequently mesh M can be represented by a single sparse matrix G
which encodes the shape attributes for all the triangles f ( j).
g( j) = (∇φ1,∇φ2,∇φ3) =
(⃗v1− v⃗3)T(⃗v1− v⃗3)T
n( f ( j))T

−11 0 −10 1 −1
0 0 0
 (3.13)
Laplacian Operator
The Laplacian operator can be represented with ∆⃗vp(x) which is defined as the divergence of
the shape function gradient v⃗p(x) discussed in the previous section see Equation 3.14.
∆⃗vp(x) = div∇⃗vp(x) = ∑
f ( j)∈F(i)
area( f ( j))(∇φi| f ( j))T G( j) (3.14)
where F denotes all faces contained in mesh M and incident of f ( j). Having the Lapacian
operator equation formulated we can simplify it by re-naming its attributes as follows,
GT DG = GT D(G⃗vk). Where D is the diagonal weighting matrix of face areas (representing
area( f ( j)) in Equation 3.14) and v⃗k are the known vertices that belongs to the original mesh.
The following formulation GT D represent the divergence operator in Equation 3.14, thus
GT DG is the divergence of the shape function gradient [28, 29], e.g., the Laplacian operator.
Energy Minimisation
To solve the Laplacian deformation problem we first need to constrain a group of vertices so
we can find a least squares solution for the unconstrained vertices, allowing the mesh M to
deform as desired. At this point we know from Equation 3.4 that δ =GT D(G⃗vk). Leading to
a minimisation problem, which will be solve for the energy E. The problem is of minimising
the energy E, therefore lets consider the Laplacian Equation 3.15 to represent mesh M.
L⃗vu = δ + L⃗vk (3.15)
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The v⃗u is the set of unknown deformed vertex locations to be computed and v⃗k is the known
vertex locations. The vertices v⃗k will also represent hard constraints [28], depending if the
vertex is constrained to be exactly transformed to its target position. Consequently, each
element of v⃗k is defined with the following constraints see formulation 3.16.
v⃗k =
{
v⃗k(i) if the location of the i th vertex is known
0 otherwise
(3.16)
Hard constraints allow animation of a character preserving the constrained vertices without
the need for skeleton structures [28], giving more control over all the mesh vertices, as they
are not constrained by specific joints on the mesh. To formulate a system that allows such
control over a triangular mesh, firstly it is necessary to define ER as the rigidity energy of the
mesh M, see Equation 3.17.
ER = ||L⃗vu−δ ||2 (3.17)
Along with rigidity it is necessary to define which vertices are to be constrained. A constraint
energy EC provides uniform weighting for the mesh M [29], see Equation 3.18
EC = ||WC(⃗vu− v⃗k)||2 (3.18)
The variable WC represents the diagonal weight matrix, where each position on its diagonal
is 1 if the corresponding vertex is constrained and 0 otherwise. To solve the location for all
vertices based on soft constraints the following energy Equation is minimised with respect to
v⃗u, see Equation 3.19.
ER+EC = ||L⃗vu−δ ||2+ ||WC(⃗vu− v⃗k)||2 (3.19)
From Equation 3.19 expanding L2 norms with Foils rule results in Equation 3.20.
ER+EC = (L⃗vu−δ )T (L⃗vu−δ )+(WC(⃗vu− v⃗k))T (WC(⃗vu− v⃗k)) (3.20)
In order to find a minimum gradient, this energy must equal zero, therefore we need to
differentiate the Equation 3.20.
∂ (ER+EC)
∂ v⃗u
=
∂ ((L⃗vu−δ )T (L⃗vu−δ ))
∂ v⃗u
(3.21)
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C = ABc(i, j) =
n
∑
k=1
a(i,k)b(k, j) (3.22)
To differentiate the Equation 3.21, we have to follow the rule 3.22.
c(i, j) =
n
∑
k=1
(Lik v⃗(u,k)−δ (i, j))2
=
m
∑
j=1
n
∑
k=1
(L( j,k)⃗v(u,k)−δ j)2
=
∂ ∑mj=1(∑
n
k=1(L( j,k)⃗v(u,k)−δ j)2)
∂ v⃗u
=
m
∑
j=1
n
∑
k=1
∂ (L( j,k)⃗v(u,k)−δ ( j))2
∂ v⃗u
=
m
∑
j=1
n
∑
k=1
(L( j,k)⃗v(u,k)−δ ( j))T L
∂Er
∂ v⃗u
= (L⃗vu−δ )T L
(3.23)
The resolved Equation 3.23 is also applicable to Ec, resulting in (WC(⃗vu− v⃗k))TWC. Once
both energies have been differentiated the minimum energy can be found, although the
gradient of this energy must equal zero, Equation 3.24.
(L⃗vu−δ )T L+(WC(⃗vu− v⃗k)TWC = 0 (3.24)
Equation 3.25 is the result of transposing the entire Equation 3.24.
LT (L⃗vu−δ )+WCT (WC(⃗vu− v⃗k) = 0 (3.25)
Expanding the parenthesis and gathering terms results in Equation 3.26.
(LT L+WCTWC)⃗vu = LTδ +WCTWCv⃗k (3.26)
Leaving us with an equation which can be solved directly by applying SparseLU factorisation.
This gives a system where constrained vertices provide hard constraints for deformation [28].
Since our constraints are likely to be subject to some error to maintain smooth deformation
we use an energy based formulation to introduce soft constraints [29], Equation 3.27. Where
v⃗u and v⃗k are a vector of mesh vertex positions, L is the Laplacian operator L = GT DG, G
is the discrete gradient operator, D is the diagonal matrix of triangle areas and δ (⃗vk) is the
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differential coordinates of v⃗k [181].
v⃗u = argmin
v⃗u
||L⃗vu−δ (⃗vk)||2+ ||WC(⃗vu− v⃗k)||2 (3.27)
Geometry alignment techniques require the establishment of correspondences between
frames so they can correctly align meshes for every frame [39, 26, 36, 205]. Lipman and
Sorkine et al. [123, 122, 180] propose a differential coordinate representation of a surface
mesh, which preserves local detail information in the presence of large mesh deformations.
Similarly, Sumner et al. [190] propose a deformation graph which allows users to manipulate
different shape representations directly. This graph is composed of nodes that contain affine
transformations and are linked by undirected edges. Sorkine and Alexa [181] presented
as-rigid-as-possible (ARAP) surface modelling framework for interactive mesh editing based
on local rigid transformations. Triangular meshes allow generation of these transformations
based on cells that represent a group of triangles, where cells usually overlap each other to
weight the vertices concerning each cell transformation. In contrast with deformation graphs,
these cells are dependent on the number of mesh vertices, where deformation graphs can
adopt multiple resolutions, hence not being tied to the number of vertices in the deformed
mesh. These methods allow manipulation of structured mesh sequences preserving deformed
surface details.
3.2.6 Summary and Motivation
This section presented an overview of temporal alignment techniques for surface meshes of
human representations. Several state-of-the-art techniques have been reviewed to coherently
represent human bodies, such as segmentation techniques, surface registration and tracking
methods, and a Laplacian framework to preserve fine surface details. The major disadvantage
of previous approaches is the ability to correctly track and register fast motion sequences with
large inter-frame deformations. Previous methods tend to adopt a keyframe based approach
to overcome these issues, although they only provide consistent geometry for a window of
frames. Other methods revert to a template-based method, allowing recovery of basic shape
representations, although in most cases, it requires post-processing methods to embed fine
details, such as wrinkles or more complex surface dynamics. These limitations motivate the
need for new robust techniques to generate temporally consistent geometry to represent the
realism of volumetric performance capture sequences.
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Fig. 3.6 Proposed skeleton driven surface registration pipeline, going from left to right, we
have a multiple view capture system to record shape and appearance. Followed by 2D pose
detection and shape reconstruction, to retrieve 3D skeletal and surface vertex correspondence.
Finalising with shape reposing to provide an initial pose estimation to the geometric alignment
method.
3.3 Skeleton Driven Surface Alignment
This section describes the proposed approach to generate temporally consistent geometry
from multiple view video of human performance. Firstly, we describe a model-free recon-
struction pipeline to estimated geometry from multiple view video. This pipeline performs
an independent mesh reconstruction at each frame giving temporally inconsistent geometry
per time instance t of the captured sequence. Secondly, we described the steps to estimate
the 3D skeletal pose of a subject for every t in the recorded sequence, from triangulating 2D
joints detections on every camera image. Thirdly, we present details on rigging the estimated
3D skeletal pose to a reference frame and techniques to animate a 3D surface using a skeletal
structure. Finally, we propose a non-rigid patch-based Laplacian deformation framework
to generate temporally consistent geometry for the captured performance sequence. An
overview of the proposed skeleton driven surface registration pipeline is shown in Figure 3.6.
3.3.1 Multiple View Surface Reconstruction
Input to our method is synchronised multiple view video {{I(t,c)}NCc=1}NTt=1 recorded from
calibrated cameras {{C(t,c))}NCc=1}NTt=1, where NT is the number of frames and NC is the
number of cameras, of a human actor in a controlled studio, see Figure 3.6. Surface
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reconstruction is performed using the method proposed by Starck and Hilton [183], this first
extracts foreground silhouettes via chroma-key matting, where the foreground pixels in the
images are separated from the known background colour. The silhouettes are then used to
compute a visual hull [112] reconstruction at each time t. The visual hull defines an upper-
bound on the true volume of the scene, and so constrains the available space for surfaces
reconstruction. This constraint allows wide-baseline feature matching between the cameras to
extract contours on the underlying surface inside the visual hull. The visual hull is then refined
using a volumetric graph-cut by matching stereo features across camera images I(t,c) to make
the geometry photo-consistent [183]. Stereo refinement adds geometric detail to concave
regions of the surface which cannot be recovered using visual hull reconstruction. This
process results in a sequence of temporally incoherent meshes which have been independently
reconstructed at each time instance t.
3.3.2 Skeletal Pose Estimation
2D Joint Detection
Given a set of captured images I(t,c) at a single time instance t, we use a 2D pose detector
to locate the skeletal joints of a subject. In the proposed pipeline, 2D joint detections are
given by a Convolutional Pose Machines (CPMs) detector of Cao et al. [37] which have
been demonstrated to be a robust 2D pose detector trained on a wide variety of subjects and
poses. The CPMs detect information on an image and return a 2D pixel location p⃗ of a joint
and confidence score w of the accuracy of that prediction. The detected information is given
as follows, Y (t,c, i) = {{{{p⃗(c, i),w(c, i)}t}NDi=1}NCc=1}NTt=1, where ND is the total number of
joints, NC is the number of cameras and NT the number of time frames.
Joint Triangulation
To translate the 2D joint information given by the CPMs into a 3D representation, it is
necessary to perform a 3D triangulation on the detected information given by the function
Y (t,c, i). This function returns 2D joints location of every camera for a given time instance
t, assuming that the cameras are calibrated with known camera intrinsic parameters K(c),
rotation matrix R(c, t) and translation vector t⃗(c, t) for all NC cameras.
The objective is to find the corresponding 3D joint position j⃗ for every 2D joint p⃗.
Therefore, for every ith 2D joint at a time instance t we find a 3D joint position { j⃗(i)}NDi=1
that minimises the re-projection error for all cameras against the detected 2D joints and
confidence scores given by Y (t,c, i). The 3D joint position j⃗(i) is optimised according to
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Equation 3.28.
argmin
j⃗(i)
ND
∑
i=1
NC
∑
c=1
w(c, i)||g(c, j⃗(i))− p⃗(c, i)|| (3.28)
where p⃗(c, i) and w(c, i) are the 2D detected joint location and joint confidence score returned
by Y (t,c, i), respectively, for every ith joint in cth camera at a time instance t. Joint confidence
scores w(c, i) make it robust against errors on wrong joint detection, e.g., in the case that a
joint is not detected, w(c, i) = 0. The function g(c, j⃗(i)) re-projects a 3D joint position into
the camera image plane g(c, j⃗(i)) = K(c)R(c) j⃗(i)+ t⃗(c). The vector j⃗(i) is the optimised
3D position of the ith joint for a time instance t.
The minimisation of Equation 3.28 results in a set of estimated 3D joint S(t, i, j) =
{{{ j⃗(i),b( j)}t}NDi=1}NBj=1}NTt=1. The collection of 3D joint positions j⃗(i) and bones b( j) repre-
sent a skeletal structure S(t, i, j) at a time instance t. In the context of this work a skeletal
structure is defined containing 25 3D joint positions j⃗(i) and 24 bones {b(i)}NBi=1. The bone
b(i) = { j⃗(i), j⃗( j)} is the relation between the ith and jth joints. This leads to a hierarchical
relationship between bones allowing creation of a kinematic structure for skeleton animation.
Kinematic Structure
A kinematic structure can be represented as a bi-directional graph G, where nodes represent
3D joint positions j⃗, and edges represent bones b. Each node has associated a rotation matrix
R and translation t⃗, defined as a transformation matrix T (t, i) = R(i,Θ)⃗t(i), where R(i,Θ) is
an axis-angle rotation of Θ degrees. The joint transformation T (t, i) is represented as a 4×4
matrix at each time instance t for the ith joint.
Let us consider the skeletal sequence denoted S(t, i, j) as a collection of skeletal poses
that represent all the 3D joint positions j⃗(i) and bones b( j) for the captured sequence.
The skeleton sequence S(t, i, j) can only inform about the joints location and relationship,
therefore to produce animation it is necessary to calculate the joint transformations that maps
one frame S(t, i, j) into S(t +1, i, j). The kinematic structure transforms an initial pose ϑ ,
translating the motion from a captured sequence S(t, i, j) to kinematic skeletal joint motion.
The initial pose ϑ is a kinematic structure, composed of 25 nodes ND and 24 edges NB.
Each edge has nodes associated, describing the dependency between nodes. Nodes contain a
transformation matrix T to calculate their spatial transformation from frame-to-frame relative
to its parent.
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Fig. 3.7 The image illustrates a T-pose for JP character. The skeleton is labelled with the
joints name used in this work.
Kinematic Motion
In this work, it was chosen to define a simplified version of the skeleton introduced in Section
3.3.2. Having fewer joints improves computation speed on kinematic motion estimation
and reduces surface artefacts when reposing mesh surfaces using skeletal structures, discuss
in Section 3.3.3, e.g., the head is only affected by a single joint instead of five joints. The
skeleton is initialised on a T-pose as illustrate in Figure 3.7, which is shown to be a good
approximation for reposing a skeleton to any other pose. The simplified skeleton is comprised
of similar structure as described previously, e.g., is composed of joints j⃗(i) and bones b( j).
As shown in Figure 3.7, it contains 16 joints and 15 bones, having the root node as the hip
joint, and it allows the neck node to rotate around all axis freely, this allows for more complex
motions to be captured. To be able to capture any kinematic motion, it is necessary to select
a first frame S(t, i, j) and initialise the pose ϑ as the reference pose.
In this work, we select the first frame of the sequence as an initial pose ϑ . Once ϑ is
solved for the first skeleton S(t, i, j) at frame t, we calculate a list of nodes transformation
T (t, i) that represent the first frame. Consequently, it is possible to map ϑ into any S(t, i, j)
given the initial estimation of the position and orientation. The pose ϑ is solved by calculating
node transformations that satisfy the constraints given by S(t, i, j).
The node transformation is solved using an inverse and forward kinematic chain approach,
Equation 3.29, where ρ(b( j)) is a set of parent nodes of the bone {b( j)}NBj=1 = b( j), and
[Rb( j)|⃗tb( j)] is the transformation matrix of the bone bi, forward kinematics uses the opposite
direction of transformation, i.e. the transformation is propagated from a node to all its
descendants. Firstly, the global transformations of key joints are retrieved, using the hip
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joint as the root transformation relative to the initial pose ϑ . Secondly, we identify the
rotation of the upper body, i.e. the rotation of the shoulders given by its parent joint - the
neck in this instance. Finally, we retrieve the head orientation to be able to change the head
rotation independent from the rest of the body. The remaining limbs are solved using inverse
kinematics to give an initial estimate of their possible locations using the extremity joint
as end-effectors. This approach allows for errors caused by incorrect or non-existent 2D
detection.
The final step is a refinement of joint positions using forward kinematics to eliminate
ambiguities caused by the previous step. The different skeleton poses are represented with
the initial pose ϑ and a collection of matrix transformations Ti which allows to repose ϑ to
all frames in S(t, i, j). For every frame S(t, i, j) ∈ Nt , pose ϑ is mapped onto S(t, i, j) using
ϑ = ρ(S(t, i, j),T (t, i)), where ρ(S(t, i, j),T (t, i)) solves T (t, i) for the new set of S(t, i, j)
constraints using an inverse and forward kinematic chain approach.
τ(b( j)) =ΠNBb( j)∈ρ(b( j))
[
Rb( j) t⃗b( j)
0 1
]
(3.29)
This method gives a sequence of skeletal poses based on joint rotations from the estimated
skeletal joint positions obtained by combining multiple view 2D poses using Equation 3.28
3.3.3 Skeleton Embedding and Shape Reposing
This section describes the methods used to initialise a template mesh frame with the captured
skeletal poses. The skeletons captured for every frame t previously have no relation to any
mesh. In this section we occlude t to simplify the equations. Consequently, it is necessary
to specify how to apply transformations of a skeleton to the reference mesh frame. The
reference frame is manually selected, so all the limbs of the body are separated. In this
work, we choose to focus on the standard linear blend skinning (LBS) method because of its
widespread use,
NB
∑
i=1
sw(i, j)T (i)⃗v( j) (3.30)
Where, v⃗( j) is the mesh vertex jth position, T (i) is the transformation matrix of the ith bone,
and sw(i, j) is the weight of the vertex in relation to ith bone. The weights sw(i, j) relate
to the attachment problem, which specifies how much each bone transformation matrix
affect a vertex j. The weights are retrieved using a heat equilibrium analogy, e.g., the mesh
is treated as an insulated heat-conducting body and force the temperature of bone i to be
1 while keeping the temperature of all of the other bones at 0 [13]. Therefore given the
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Fig. 3.8 A high-level diagram of the components used to created temporally aligned mesh
sequences.
pre-computed skeletons S(t, i, j) and joint transformations that map a pose into any frame t,
we can repose a reference mesh frame onto every frame t given a joint transformation T (i)
using the LBS method. Allowing the reference mesh to be reposed according to the detected
3D pose for each frame in the sequence to obtain an initial coarse mesh approximation of the
surface shape at that frame. The surface shape is then refined through geometric alignment
to represent the detailed shape for each frame.
3.3.4 Geometric Surface Alignment
This section describes a pipeline that converts an unstructured mesh sequence into a tempo-
rally consistent 4D mesh sequence. The pipeline takes as input the reposed reference mesh
obtained from the animation framework, described in Section 3.3.3. Temporally consistent
meshes are produced by optimising for rigid-registrations and non-rigid deformations using
a Laplacian deformation framework.
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Fig. 3.9 A hierarchical tree is representing different levels of resolution for our input mesh.
The left image is a tree structure of a 3D triangular mesh, where each level contains a
reference to the original mesh showed on the right.
Mesh Segmentation
Segmentation aims to decompose the mesh surface of a subject into a set of sub-regions to
obtain a hierarchical structure to facilitate the registration between meshes. The hierarchy
functions as a tree, where each leaf node contains a subset of its parent mesh, which contains
different resolutions of the segmented mesh. This tree allows navigation through different
parts of the mesh surface depending on its resolution, see Figure 3.9. In our experiments we
start the level zero of the hierarchy tree with 15 patches and finish the last level with 150
patches, which has demonstrated optimal results for all datasets, illustrated in Section 3.4.
Pre-processing Data
To initialise the system is necessary to specify NK as the total number of leaf nodes, which
are described as patches throughout this chapter. The tree structure allows every patch to
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Fig. 3.10 Figure shows the segmentation importance on the alignment pipeline. Reference
and target mesh refer to two consequent frames. The alignment pipeline takes the two mesh
has input data and sequentially fits the reference mesh to target mesh. It is visible on the
multi resolution stages the different levels of resolution created with segmentation techniques.
This Figure illustrates the different structured tree levels being transformed to fit the target.
be manipulated individually without interfering with the neighbouring patches geometry.
Individual manipulation eases the work of editing specific areas on a mesh structure, such as
reposing a character by manipulating individual limbs without using a skeletal structure. The
patches can be manipulated through rigid transformation, whilst maintaining local detail and
allowing re-positioning onto a target surface, see Figure 3.10. The following section will
describe in more detail the algorithm to segment the mesh surface into patches.
Geodesic Segmentation
To formulate our problem firstly it is necessary to consider the triangle mesh {M(i)}NVi=1
containing NV vertices v⃗(i) and a set of NP polygons u⃗( j) ∈ {U( j)}NPj=1 as input data. The
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segmentation algorithm only considers the following attributes, U( j) a collection of polygons
where U ∈M, gd : U×U → R+ a geodesic distance, and cl(c) ∈ {H(c)}NKc=1 a collection of
patches. We can define a set of patches in Equation 3.31.
φC(⃗u(i)) = arg min
c∈NK
gd(⃗u(i),cl(c)) (3.31)
The geodesic distance between a polygon u⃗(i) and a cluster cl(c) is represented by gd(⃗u(i),cl(c)),
therefore the function φC(.) returns the closest cluster cl(c) from a given polygon u⃗(i). The
problem to solve is, for a given number of NK clusters to find a set H where every u⃗(i) ∈U
has a unique cl(c) ∈H, see Equation 3.32. Algorithm 1 illustrates how the problem is solved.
To understand Algorithm 1 let us define the input data to be a triangular mesh, containing
vertices and polygons u⃗. The vertices contain geometric data to represent a polygon and its
centre of mass in 3D space. This information, along with the mesh connectivity creates a
fully connected undirected graph. The graph is composed of nodes and edges, where nodes
represent vertex indices of the mesh and the edges the mesh connectivity linking each vertex
to its neighbour. Edges have a weight assigned which is the cost to travel between nodes.
The weighting value is the Euclidean distance, e.g., distance between two vertices that share
the same edge. The undirected graph represents a distance map of the mesh surface, allowing
an accurate measurement of the distance between vertices on the mesh surface.
The geodesic term is introduced by using Dijkstra’s algorithm to efficiently generate a road
map from each centroid of the patch c ∈ H to all polygons u⃗ ∈U and use this information to
retrieve geodesic distances. The output of Algorithm 1 is a collection of patches H. For each
polygon u⃗ ∈U one patch c ∈ H is assigned, resulting in individual groups of polygons that
together represent the initial mesh given as input data.
min ∑
i∈NP
∑
j∈NP
gd(φC(⃗u(i)), u⃗( j)))2 (3.32)
Rigid Surface Registration
Geometric surface registration receives as input the initial animation mesh vertices NV , and
will iteratively find an optimal rigid transformation Ti = {Ri,⃗ ti}NVi=1, where Ri is a 3× 3
rotation matrix and t⃗i is a translation vector that aligns two sets of 3D vertices {V (i)}NVi=1 and
{U( j)}NVj=1 are defined as patches. The following section describes the approach taken to
refine transformations that overlaps two datasets: Patch-based Iterative Closest Point (PbICP)
is employed to estimate the rigid transformation from nearest point correspondence [90, 35].
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Algorithm 1: Lloyd’s algorithm implementation to find a set of distinct clusters
Data :Polygons u⃗(i) ∈ {U(i)}NPi=1
Result :Collection of Patches cl( j) ∈ {H( j)}NKj=1
1 Random select k polygons, where cl( j)⊂ {U(i)}NPi=1;
2 repeat
3 for all u⃗(i) ∈ {U(i)}NPi=1 do
4 find φC(⃗u(i)), geodesic closest center of cl( j) ∈ {H( j)}NKj=1 to u⃗(i) ;
5 end
6 for all i ∈ [ j] do
7 let cl(i) = average{⃗u ∈U |φC(⃗u(i),cl( j))}
8 end
9 until H is unchanged, or reached maximum number iteration;
Patch-based Iterative Closest Point Framework
This section discusses the main components illustrated in Figures 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13, which
consists of three processes: ICP, registration and correspondence search. The objective of
this framework is to guarantee the best fitting between a patch and a target mesh. Patches are
generated using a geodesic variant of Lloyd’s algorithm [126] described previously, which
partitions the mesh into a hierarchy of regions, and reshapes the data until it has uniformly-
sized convex cells. The patches maintain local mesh detail and allow for re-positioning
onto the target surface, thus creating a new pose with minimal loss in surface detail. The
registration is performed using a variant of ICP [226, 85, 166] represented by Equation 3.33,
which guarantees to return the best transformation between two meshes.
arg min
R(i),⃗t(i)
NV
∑
i=1
min
j∈NV
w(i)||R(i)⃗v(i)+ t⃗(i)− v⃗( j)||2 (3.33)
where w(i) is the weight corresponding to the residual distance between source {⃗v(i)}NVi=1
and target points {⃗v( j)}NVj=1. The correspondence search computes the closest point from all
source v⃗(i)∈{V (i)}NVi=1 to target v⃗( j)∈{U( j)}NVj=1 vertices within the patches, and vice-versa,
taking into account the vertex normals and distances. Thus, the search area is constrained to
be the best approximation to a patch. A constraint on the correspondence search is introduced
to stop the rigid transformation from drifting, rejecting vertex matches where the difference
in normal angle is greater than 50◦. Equation 3.33 estimates an optimal transformation that
minimises the error between source and target patches. This process is repeated until the
patch reaches an optimal transformation that reduces the error to its minimum, this is done
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Fig. 3.11 Proposed framework for the iterative closes point implementation.
Fig. 3.12 Proposed framework for the registration module of ICP in Figure 3.11.
by re-calculating the closest points on every iteration, allowing the patch to find different
correspondences throughout the fitting process see Figure 3.14.
Optimisation
Run-time performance is crucial for a per-frame basis application, where datasets usually
contain several minutes of captured frames from multiple camera setups, running at a
minimum of 30 frames per second (fps). Looking at Figure 3.11 it is visible that the
framework deals with one patch at a time, so it was obvious to split the workload through the
central processing unit (CPU) cores. A multi-thread implementation see Figure 3.15 has a
performance increase of ≈ 50% faster. This increase in performance depends on hardware
specification and workload of the CPU at the time of execution.
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Fig. 3.13 Proposed framework for the correspondence module of ICP in Figure 3.11.
Laplacian Deformation Framework
The Laplacian consists of differential coordinates to represent a mesh surface [123, 122].
Differential coordinates [66, 58] represent local geometric detail. The PbICP results in an
approximation of the target mesh, although rigid displacement tends to cause artefacts and
break the surface integrity. The Laplacian deformation regularises the mesh to its original
shape condition and fits the target mesh. To solve the Laplacian deformation problem, we first
constrain a group of vertices so we can find the least-squares solution for the unconstrained
vertices, allowing the mesh {M(i)}NVi=1 to deform.
v⃗u = argmin
v⃗u
||L⃗vu−δ (⃗vk)||2+ ||WC(⃗vu− v⃗k)||2 (3.34)
where {⃗vu(i)}NVi=1 is the set of unknown deformed vertex locations to be computed and
{⃗vk(i)}NVi=1 is the known vertex locations. The vertices v⃗k can also represent hard constraints,
depending on if the vertex is predefined to be exactly transformed to its target position.
Consequently, each element of v⃗k is defined with the following constraints.
v⃗k =
{
v⃗k(i) if the location of the ith vertex is known
0 otherwise
(3.35)
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Fig. 3.14 The left-hand-side images represent two meshes overlying each other. The target
mesh in yellow over the mesh. The right-hand-side images represent the distance error on
the source mesh against the target. The bottom row, we can see the result of using the all ICP
framework, including the re-calculation of the closest points. The top row we see the result
of not using this re-calculation. Demonstrating the benefit of adjusting the targets for every
iteration.
The rigidity of the mesh is defined as ||L⃗vu−δ ||2, allowing the mesh surface to be manipulated
onto the target shape. The preservation of surface detail is described by a constraint energy
as ||WC(⃗vu− v⃗k)||2, providing uniform weighting along the mesh surface whilst preserving
detail and shape. The variable WC represents the diagonal weight matrix, where each position
on its diagonal is 1 if the corresponding vertex is constrained, and 0 otherwise. To solve the
location for all vertices based on soft constraints, Equation 3.34 is minimised with respect to
v⃗u. The Laplacian operator L = GT DG, where G is the discrete gradient operator, and D is
the diagonal matrix of triangle areas and δ (⃗vk) is the differential coordinates of v⃗k [181].
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Fig. 3.15 Multi-thread component that sits on top o the ICP framework, increasing its
performance time.
3.4 Results and Evaluation
This section presents results and evaluation for the proposed SDSR, presented in section 3.3
compared with previous model-based and model-free alignment approaches. The SurfCap
dataset, JP and Roxanne character [183], and Dan character [43] are reconstructed using multi-
view stereo [183] and temporally aligned with the proposed framework. Vlasic dataset [211]
consists of two sequences, samba and crane, containing temporally aligned geometry for all
captured frames. This dataset also provides multi-view video which allows reconstruction
using multi-view stereo [183] to use for comparison against the proposed approach. Rachel
dataset is reconstructed using multi-view stereo [183] and temporally aligned with the
proposed framework.
Results demonstrate that the proposed framework achieves plausible reconstruction and
alignment of dynamic shape using the SDSR framework for a variety of sequences, see Figure
3.16. The proposed approach demonstrates that the results are qualitatively and quantitatively
comparable to the state-of-the-art in terms of accuracy without any requirement for manual
intervention in the presence of large motions as required for previous work.
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Fig. 3.16 Proposed results on four sequences, from top to bottom, Vlasic samba and crane
[211], Rachel dataset, and SurfCap street dance dataset [183]. From left to right the images
illustrates temporally consistent meshes across a sequence and its respective tracked pose at
that time instance.
3.4.1 Error Metrics
Evaluation is performed using Hausdorff distance defined as follows,
dH(A,B) = max{sup
a∈A
d(a,B),sup
b∈B
d(b,A)} (3.36)
Where d(a,B) and d(b,A) is the distance from a point a to a set B and from a point b to a set A,
which has been shown to be a good measurement between 3D meshes. The comparison was
performed between the final temporally consistent result and the target mesh reconstruction
at each time instance. We have evaluated our results against LBS approach, see Table 3.1.
This shows an order of magnitude reduction in surface fit error for the proposed approach
against the initial LBS skeletal fit.
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Table 3.1 The figure illustrates a comparison of the proposed results against linear blend
skinning using Hausdorff metrics to measure the distance error between 3D meshes, see
Section 3.4.1. The values represent the average error across the all motion sequence for
different datasets.
Proposed LBS
Dataset RMSE(m) STDDV RMSE(m) STDDV
JP [183] 0.0020 0.0044 0.0136 0.0154
Rachel 0.0089 0.0074 0.0099 0.0098
Vlasic Crane [211] 0.0059 0.0066 0.0153 0.01664
Vlasic Samba [211] 0.0044 0.0061 0.0145 0.0156
3.4.2 Model-based Surface Registration for Complex Geometry
We have measured the results against two publicly available sequences from Vlasic et
al. [211], Samba and Crane datasets (Figure 3.16 row 1 and row 2) to the target mesh
reconstruction and compared with the proposed results. This comparison can be seen in
Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19, where we measure the results using the error metrics from
Sections 3.4.1. The measurements are performed between the proposed, linear blend skinned
and Vlasic results against stereo reconstructions using multi-view stereo [183]. From the
figure, we can conclude that LBS has the highest error to the target surface; this results from
using a single template mesh to represent the target mesh sequence. LBS is not capable of
providing non-linear deformation because it only allows to repose a surface mesh according
to a transformation of skeletal joints, see Figure 3.17. Although LBS has a high error, see
Table 3.1, it provides a closer approximation of the target mesh allowing for the proposed
approach achieve comparable results to Vlasic Samba and Crane datasets [211], see Figures
3.18 and 3.19.
The first two top rows in Figure 3.16 show that the proposed result is capable of tracking
3D human body pose and generate temporally consistent geometry for a subject with loose
clothing and complex body motions. From Figure 3.23, it is visible that the mean error is
smaller than 1cm, demonstrating the ability to maintain fine local details on loose clothing
sequences. Comparing with Vlasic datasets, we were able to maintain the same human pose
and maintain the clothing dynamics tracked from the proposed pipeline.
3.4.3 Model-free Surface Registration for Complex Geometry
When body parts are in close proximity the reconstruction may have incorrect topology e.g.,
the arm being joined to the body or both arms being joined together, this causes the previous
surface-based alignment approaches to fail. Whereas the proposed SDSR framework can
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Fig. 3.17 Comparison of the results of performing Linear Blend Skinning against using the
proposed pipeline. From left to right, the source mesh, target mesh, Linear Blend Skinning
to the target frame, heat map showing error concerning the stereo reconstruction, proposed
result and heat map showing error concerning the stereo reconstruction.
correctly reconstruct the structure due to the underlying skeletal structure. The Rachel
sequence was captured to demonstrate difficulties with body parts being in close contact,
see Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.16. We have measured the proposed result to the target mesh
reconstruction to demonstrate the minimal residual error for sequences where the subject is
in skin-tight clothing with body contact, see Figure 3.16 row three and four. The proposed
approach demonstrates the ability to have mesh surface contact without losing tracking or
causing undesired artefacts. From Figure 3.23, it is visible that the mean error is smaller than
1 cm, demonstrating the ability to maintain fine local details on loose clothing sequences.
We have also compared the proposed method to results from the method proposed by Budd
et al. [90] on the SurfCap JP street dance dataset [183], and to LBS, to the target mesh
reconstruction, see Figure 3.22. Comparing with the method of Budd et al. [29, 31], we
were able to maintain the same human pose and maintain the clothing dynamics tracked from
reconstruction methods. Figure 3.22 illustrates comparable results to the method proposed by
Budd et al. [29, 31], although there is a small discrepancy on the deviation error suggesting
a benefit from combining the proposed approach with a non-rigid surface alignment to allow
less surface drift and more accurate representations of non-rigid surfaces. The increase in
deviation using LBS on Figure 3.22 relates to the non-rigid surface deformations present
throughout the motion sequence. The first 20 frames relate to a ’T’ pose where the character
remains in a resting pose, hence the error is stable. The increase in error relates to the inability
to capture surface deformations by using LBS, as it preserves the details from the original
reference frame. Figure 3.21 justifies the use of skeletal tracking to repose a reference mesh
using LBS techniques. This experiment was performed using a sequential alignment approach
and the proposed approach, where for both situations, the same template frame was used to
generate the results. The sequential alignment approach rely on the successful alignment of
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Fig. 3.18 The graph shows the mean distance and the standard deviation from result to target
mesh of Vlasic Samba [211] performance sequence.
previous frames, in this situation ( Figure 3.21) the frames without reposing were not able
to keep track of arm motion. As seen before in Section 3.2, these techniques also increase
the error cause from surface drifting on long sequences. On the other hand, the proposed
approach is capable of tracking the arm motion for all the sequence, therefore providing with
a better representation of the target frame, which facilitates alignment techniques.
3.4.4 Performance
Presented results were generated using a desktop PC with an Intel i7-2600 CPU 3.40GHz,
12GB of RAM and a Nvidia Geforce GTX 960 GPU. Run-time performance varies based on
the number of cameras and mesh complexity. Per-frame computation times for the evaluation
datasets are as follows: Vlasic [211] (8 cameras, 10k vertices) 30 seconds, SurfCap [183] (8
cameras, 17k vertices) 3 minutes, and Rachel (16 cameras, 11k vertices) 30 seconds.
3.4.5 Qualitative Results
This section shows examples for the datasets used for evaluation in Section 3.4. The results
at the bottom row of each figure are coloured with 64 patches for visualisation purposes. The
number of patches chosen for this section is purely for qualitative results, as it demonstrates
the consistency in the vertex topology. Although from experiments, we found that the number
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Fig. 3.19 The graph shows the mean distance and the standard deviation from result to target
mesh of Vlasic Crane [211] performance sequence.
of patches can vary depending on the sequence we want to process. Sequences with tight
clothing ≈ 125 patches are sufficient, where sequences with more loose dynamics ≈ 250
were required to capture all non-rigid deformations. The number of patches was chosen
to allow integrity and minimum residual error of the surface geometry. This opens future
direction to allow adaptive patch resolution depending on some properties of the sequence
and the surface. The coloured patches also allow to visually track the surface motion, e.g., if
an area of the surface deviates too much from its original position. The frames were chosen
on an ascendant order, where the first frame from the left-hand side represents the start of the
original sequence and the following frames are subsequent frames in the sequence. The top
and bottom rows are aligned, so the frames coincide to the same frame index.
JP Dataset
Figure 3.24 shows an example of five frames for the JP poping dataset. It is visible from
the results on the bottom row that the proposed method is capable of tracking the arms and
body motion. From the coloured patches in the proposed results the surface has no drifting
artefacts, as the patches remain constant from the start to the end.
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Fig. 3.20 The image illustrates three frames of Rachel dataset where the proposed approach
handles body contact whilst maintaining the surface structure integrity.
Roxanne Dataset
Figure 3.25 shows an example of five frames for Roxanne game character dataset. It is
visible from the results on the bottom row that the proposed method is capable of tracking
the arms and body motion. Figure 3.26 shows an example of five frames for Roxanne fashion
dataset. It is visible from the results on the bottom row that the proposed method is capable
of tracking the body motion and clothing dynamics. This example shows the difficulty to
register the clothing motion, and the proposed approach can track and maintain the surfaces
structure that represents the clothing, although it is not able to entirely represent the original
clothing deformation because the patches resolution used are sufficient to represent the target
and maintain the integrity of the surface structure. Clothing dynamics remains an open
challenge in the research community.
Dan Dataset
Figure 3.27 shows an example of five frames for Dan jump long dataset. It is visible from the
results on the bottom row that the proposed method is capable of tracking a jump motion.
This example shows the difficulty to register body parts that come into contact resulting in
changes in reconstructed surface topology, e.g., the torso has contact with the legs on the
third frame, the proposed approach can track and maintain the surfaces structure of the torso.
It is visible on the subsequent frames that the surface mesh on the torso remains consistent
and does not suffer large drifts.
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Fig. 3.21 Comparison against surface alignment technique using the SurfCap dataset [183].
The first image from the left represents the initial template. There are two set of results,
frame 123 and frame 160 showing significant differences in pose. On both frames from left
to right, we have the target reconstruction, followed by the proposed result and finishing with
the result without skeletal assistance.
Vlasic Dataset
Figure 3.28 shows an example of five frames for Vlasic crane dataset [211]. It is visible from
the results on the bottom row that the proposed method is capable of tracking the clothing
and body motion. Figure 3.29 shows an example of five frames for Vlasic samba dataset
[211]. It is visible from the results on the bottom row that the proposed method is capable
of tracking the body motion and clothing dynamics. This example shows the difficulty to
register the clothing motion, where the proposed approach can track and maintain the surfaces
structure that represents the clothing, although it is not able to represent the original clothing
deformation entirely.
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Fig. 3.22 The graph shows the mean distance and the standard deviation from result to target
mesh of JP pop performance sequence.
Fig. 3.23 Illustrate error with respect to stereo reconstruction. The error is the vertex distance
from result to stereo reconstruction measured in meters. The colour scheme show the
variation from the minimum (blue) to the maximum (red) error.
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Fig. 3.24 The image illustrates five frames of JP popping dataset. The top row represents the
original dataset reconstructed using multi-view stereo [183], and the bottom row temporally
consistent geometry generated from the proposed approach.
Fig. 3.25 The image illustrates five frames of Roxanne jog dataset. The top row represents the
original dataset reconstructed using multi-view stereo [183], and the bottom row temporally
consistent geometry generated from the proposed approach.
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Fig. 3.26 The image illustrates five frames of Roxanne twirl dataset. The top row repre-
sents the original dataset reconstructed using multi-view stereo [183], and the bottom row
temporally consistent geometry generated from the proposed approach.
Fig. 3.27 The image illustrates five frames of Dan long jump dataset. The top row repre-
sents the original dataset reconstructed using multi-view stereo [183], and the bottom row
temporally consistent geometry generated from the proposed approach.
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Fig. 3.28 The image illustrates five frames of Vlasic crane dataset. The top row represents the
original dataset reconstructed using multi-view stereo [183], and the bottom row temporally
consistent geometry generated from the proposed approach.
Fig. 3.29 The image illustrates five frames of Vlasic samba dataset [211]. The top row
represents the original dataset reconstructed using multi-view stereo [183], and the bottom
row temporally consistent geometry generated from the proposed approach.
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Fig. 3.30 Illustration of frame editing, the top row of images are the edited frames and the
bottom row are the original frames.
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3.5 Application
3.5.1 Mesh Compression
Temporal alignment of dynamic mesh sequences enforces a consistent mesh topology over
a sequence. Temporal alignment reduces storage and transmission requirements as only
vertex positions change on a per-frame basis and attributes such as mesh connectivity and
texture coordinates remain constant. Table 3.2 demonstrates that structured mesh sequences
are capable of reducing storage size by ≈ 83.7%. The proposed approaches maintains the
structure and detail from the original dataset whilst reducing storage size significantly, see
Section 3.4.5. This improves rendering performance and allows for more frames to be loaded
simultaneously.
Table 3.2 The table illustrates the total amount of disk space occupied in Megabytes (MB).
The original column represents 3D mesh of the original dataset, and the latent space and
decoder columns represent the required memory to synthesise 3D meshes.
Dataset Vertices Frames Original Proposed
JP [183] 7502 2182 29800.0MB 2125.6MB
Rachel 6000 120 3344.7MB 93.3MB
Vlasic Crane [211] 10002 174 491.3MB 168.3MB
Vlasic Samba [211] 9971 173 491.0MB 167.4MB
3.5.2 Editing of Volumetric Video
The proposed approach enables artistic editing of volumetric video through a keyframe-based
animation framework. This framework allows manipulation of the volumetric video in a way
that is intuitive to artists and compatible with existing animation frameworks. The framework
also provides the opportunity for correction and extension of the captured motions without
the need for additional data captures, hence saving on production costs. Figure 3.30 illustrates
an edited example on two sequences. First, we demonstrate adjustments in head orientation
and arm pose on the Vlasic Samba dataset [211]. The second set of images demonstrate
keyframe-based animation on the Rachel dataset. In this edit, the knee of the character was
raised at a keyframe. This edit was propagated to surrounding frames to give a smooth and
natural motion.
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3.6 Limitations
The limitations of the proposed approach are in two areas: joint detection and 3D pose
errors caused by axial rotation. Failure of the pose detection as in Figure 3.32 typically
occurs where observed poses are not represented in the training data, e.g., handstands and
self-occlusion. Given an incorrect 3D pose estimation, the reposed reference mesh may not
be sufficiently close to the target surface to find correspondences, see Figure 3.31. The second
limitation comes from the inability to solve for axial rotation, e.g., wrist rotation accurately.
This limitation can result in ’candy wrapper’ artefacts occurring when the reference mesh
is reposed, see Figure 3.33. Malleson et al. [133] approach overcomes these limitations by
using video+IMU to accurately estimate human pose with internal joint rotation. Hence,
having the potential to over come limitation of purely visual tracking based on CPMs.
Fig. 3.31 The image illustrates the wrong joint prediction that fell outside of the subject
volume, therefore introducing errors to the repose step. Consequently, it is cascading to
increase the overall alignment error.
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Fig. 3.32 The image illustrates the current limitation, where the tracking has failed; this is
caused by miss detection of the pose detector, causing the alignment to produce the wrong
results.
Fig. 3.33 The image illustrates the current limitation, where the reposing produced unnatural
results. The ’candy wrapper’ effect is caused when the joint has no angle constraints
producing unnatural joints behaviours which cause to create a stretch effect on the surface
mesh.
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3.7 Conclusion
The proposed skeleton driven surface registration approach allows a temporally consistent
4D mesh representation to be computed from multiple view video of human subjects. We
improve on existing methods by first embedding a 3D skeleton into the estimated surface
geometry. Using LBS on a reference frame selected from the sequence, allows the frame to
be reposed to match the pose of any other frame in the sequence before non-rigid geometry
alignment. This reposed mesh provides a closer starting point for performing patch-based
non-rigid geometry alignment. In particular, this reduces errors in geometry correspondence
caused when the reference and target surface vary substantially. The proposed method can
track motion from various public datasets that include loose clothing and fast motion. The
proposed approach demonstrates more accurate registration than previous sequential and
non-sequential state-of-the-art approaches for fast motion, close body contact and loose
clothing sequences. This framework can be used to edit volumetric video by simply setting
keyframes based on a solved 3D pose. The 3D pose is an intuitive method employed by
animators to edit traditional computer-generated imagery elements and would allow the
volumetric video to fit into existing pipelines. The framework was implemented with a
modular design to allow future improvements in targeted areas. For instance, geometry
correspondence could be improved by introducing more information from the captured scene,
e.g. colour information in situations where the colour pattern varies throughout the surface.
2D joint detection and skeleton tracking can be improved by using more training data in
situations where subjects perform unusual movements that cause self-occlusion, such as
holding other parts of the body.

Chapter 4
Dynamic Shape Representation using
Generative Networks
This chapter presents techniques to represent realistic human-like motion using a
compressed learnt model from 4D volumetric performance capture data. The chapter
begins with a review of state-of-the-art learning algorithms for mesh representation,
followed with the motivation to address problems on the representation of 4D dy-
namic shapes. Sequences of 4D dynamic geometry representing a human performing
an arbitrary motion are encoded through a learning network into a compact space
representation, whilst maintaining the original properties, such as shape dynamics.
We present two methods to learn 4D dynamic geometry from 4D volumetric video,
firstly an autoencoder network capable of compression and low reconstruction error
compared to ground-truth content. Secondly, a variational autoencoder that presents
generative capabilities to synthesise, interpolate and generate novel posed meshes.
Theses models significantly reduce the memory space requirements, while maintaining
the reconstruction quality and facilitating the interpolation between mesh sequences.
Training specifications, networks architectures and comparisons are presented and
discussed, demonstrating the advantages of using variational over traditional autoen-
coders. The generative networks are evaluated and discussed, demonstrating the ability
to facilitate the computation of new poses and provides a compact representation of
captured dynamic shape enabling real-time synthesis and interpolation of novel posed
meshes. Finally, this chapter presents a range of applications, such as dynamic mesh
synthesis, interpolation and random generation, which opens the possibility to novel
interactive character animation applications.
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4.1 Introduction
Dynamic surface capture is an emerging media that keeps evolving into new concepts and
areas, allowing the research community to advance in areas such as, medical imaging,
computer vision, automotive and the creative industry. Dynamic surfaces are produced from
4D volumetric performance capture studios which generally consist of a set of synchronised
cameras that simultaneously record a performance [50, 183, 54, 38]. The generated content
usually consists of sequences of 3D geometry that integrate all visual aspects of a scene, for
example, shape, motion and appearance.
Stark and Hilton [183] proposed a reconstruction technique for wide-baseline scenes
to overcome the limitation of only replaying a recorded sequence. They present a fully
automated framework for reconstruction and representation of surface motion sequences
of people recorded in a multiple view video scenario. The system provides an efficient
representation of geometry and appearance, allowing for level-of-detail control in storage and
streaming. They also present the use of this representation for interactive character control
on game engines. Surface reconstruction from multiple view video capture systems is still an
active area of research within the community [183, 54, 50]. These systems tend to generate
unstructured mesh sequences with both the vertex connectivity and geometry changing from
frame-to-frame.
Recent research has introduced frameworks to overcome the limitation of unstructured
mesh content by generating structured mesh sequences for the captured scene, allowing for
easy geometry adjustment on longer sequences, reduced storage requirements and enabling
real-time interactive character animation. Methods for temporal alignment of mesh sequences
have been introduced to obtain sequences with temporally consistent mesh structures [90, 35,
211, 161]. In this work, we obtain structured mesh sequences using a skeleton driven surface
registration framework (SDSR) described in Chapter 3. Structured meshes also require a
significant computational effort to process and only allow to replay the captured motion.
Learning-based methods allow understanding and efficient representation of the real
world through structured mesh sequences [193, 118, 160, 228, 5, 153, 157]. Structured mesh
sequences enable learning methods to model complex variation on mesh surfaces, which leads
to the ability to generate new content for unconstrained environments, such as reconstructing
3D human shapes from images in wild environments [176, 209, 227] or understand how
human hair strands are composed and simulate realistic hairstyles [228]. Learning-based
methods rely on assumptions of the observed environment; therefore, structured content is
crucial for these methods to work. A significant limitation of this methods is the quantity
and quality of the data, several methods strongly rely on model-based information [193, 160,
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228, 153, 157], as it provides a robust representation of surfaces. However, it is not capable
of preserving dynamic attributes, such as loose clothing, or soft-tissue deformations.
This chapter proposes a generative network to represent realistic human-like motion from
temporally consistent reconstructions of dynamic mesh sequences [90, 35, 211, 161]. The
proposed approach learns an efficient compressed representation of 4D dynamic geometry
through a variational autoencoder network. The learnt model is capable of reproducing the
original 4D dynamic mesh sequences, together with interpolating and synthesising novel
posed 4D meshes through a compact latent space. This leads to novel animation applications
capable of compact representation for real-time animation from 4D volumetric performance
capture data.
4.2 Related Work
This section presents a review of related theory and state-of-the-art techniques to learn a
representation of 3D temporally consistent geometry. The review of existing approaches
motivates the use of deep networks to learn dynamic shape.
4.2.1 Generative Networks
Deep learning algorithms have recently added been proposed in the form of sophisticated
networks, which are capable of learning features, compressing and generating novel content.
These networks have been proposed to improve on traditional statistical machine learning
algorithms. Hence this section will discuss state-of-the-art methods used for learning and
compressing data.
An autoencoder (AE) neural network aims at learning the internal representation of data,
typically encoding, and identifying important hidden features [15]. In its simplest form, an
AE is very similar to a multilayer perceptron (MLP) [33], which consists of an input layer,
an output layer, and one or more hidden layers. The data that goes through this layers are
compressed into a lower dimension and decompressed to its original dimensional space,
which resembles a Principal Component Analysis (PCA). For an ideal AE, the input and
output are the same, which implies that the hidden units need to be tuned such that an accurate
non-linear approximation to the identity function can be obtained. When neural networks are
used, the interest is in learning an internal representation that relates the input to the output.
Figure 4.1 shows a schematic diagram of a generic neural network, where X and X˜ are the
input and output vectors, respectively. The output vector X˜ is obtained from X through a
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Fig. 4.1 Schematic structure of a traditional AE neural network.
series of linear/non-linear mappings denoted by fθ (.) and gθ ′(.) functions, respectively. The
vector z corresponds to a hidden layer in the network with reduced dimensionality.
PCA is a statistical algorithm introduced by Pearson [70] and Hotelling [86]. It consists
of extracting principal components from a vector of random variables. Principal components
consist of an ordered linear combination of the original variables, where the first component
represents the maximum variance, and the following components represent the maximum
possible variance whilst not being correlated to the previews components. Autoencoders
that use linear activation functions are known to learn principal components of the input
data [12], although these learnt components have no particular order as in PCA. Therefore
autoencoders are described to be a generalisation of PCA’s.
However, autoencoders have the advantage of learning non-linear combinations of the
input data, rather than the linear combination of PCA. Recently, Charte et al. [46] presented
the difference between these approaches on the MNIST dataset [115]. Figure 4.3 shows an
example from their study, where several test samples were subject to multiple approaches.
The first row illustrates the test images, the second and third rows illustrate the PCA and a
linear autoencoder optimised using mean squared error (MSE), respectively. The last two
rows show the non-linear abilities of autoencoders, demonstrating comparable results to the
test samples, surpassing the quality of the results of the other methods. The last two rows
also show improvements over the standard autoencoders by adjusting the activation functions
and the objective function to generated higher quality reconstructions. These approaches
may be applied to very different types of problems.
Recently, research has been focusing on disentangling particular features of the compact
learnt representations, which AEs are not capable of doing. Therefore, instead of learning the
representation of the data as in an AE network, a new generative network learns variations
on the distribution of the input data, presented as a variational autoencoder (VAE). Doersch
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Fig. 4.2 Schematic structure of a traditional VAE neural network.
[59] provides a comprehensive study on VAEs, which emerge as one of the most popular
generative models because they can be built on top of deep neural networks and provide
compact latent spaces. The VAEs mathematical foundation is not identical to the classic
autoencoders, e.g., sparse autoencoders [151, 116], denoising AE [210, 17], as it provides
compact representations and allows novel synthesis by navigating through the learnt space
[59]. For example, sparse autoencoders generally require tuning parameters based on sparsity
penalties, and like denoising autoencoders do not allow direct sampling from the learnt space,
without performing Markov Chain Monte Carlo as in the work of Bengio et al. [16]. In
contrast VAE arrive to overcome these limitations allowing direct sampling from a compact
learnt space. The reason they are known as "autoencoders" is that their architecture is
composed of an encoder and a decoder, as in the AE network, illustrated in Figure 4.2.
Generative networks have been shown to be capable of handling a variety of data, such as
handwriting digits [104, 169], human faces and expressions [104, 162, 108, 160, 127], 3D
scenes [108, 193, 127, 157], volumetric segmentation [178, 193, 127].
4.2.2 Learnt Deep Mesh Representations
Learning mechanisms have emerged to allow the representation of complex volumetric data
content [193, 118, 160, 228, 5, 153, 157] instead of image feature extraction and recognition
techniques, e.g., identifying street signs, cars number plates or recognising human faces in
natural environments.
Recent research focuses on the problem of reconstructing complex non-rigid surfaces in
controlled multi-view systems. Tan et al. [193] demonstrated a VAE to learn a representation
of parameterised dynamic shapes. Their network trains on a pre-processed feature space of
the training data, demonstrating low reconstruction error for ground truth shapes. Lombardi
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Fig. 4.3 MNIST dataset comparison between PCA and AE using different parameter per-
formed by Chart 4.3.
et al. [127] proposed a learnt model of shape and appearance conditioned on viewpoint
allowing recovery of view-dependent texture detail. This network demonstrates the ability
to learn 4D dynamic shapes from vertices, avoiding the need to pre-process information.
They demonstrate the real-time capabilities of variational autoencoders, being able to decode
shape and appearance in less than five milliseconds. Leroy et al. [118] approaches the
problem of 3D reconstruction with multi-view images using a learning-based technique,
instead of learning from 3D shape. They propose to use a convolutional neural network
to extract local photometric configurations to match features between viewpoints and to
estimate depth maps. Their solution consists of a sweeping volume approach trained on a
static dataset, where the convolutional neural network estimates depth along the viewing rays
and scores the photoconsistency on the volume directly. This approach is demonstrated to be
capable of accurate reconstruction from multi-view images. Ranjan et al. [160] proposes a
Convolutional Mesh Autoencoder (CoMA) a learning-based algorithm to generate 3D faces
instead of human bodies. Their method learns non-linear deformations using a hierarchical
multi-scale approach based on spectral convolutions on the mesh surface. The architecture of
their network is an AE using convolutional Chebyshev polynomials filters [56]. For every
convolutional layer on the encoder, they define a down-sampling operator that reduces the
mesh vertex connectivity defining a new topological structure at each layer while maintaining
the global structure of the original mesh. The decoder computes the reverse operation to
up-scale the mesh structure for each convolutional layer until it reaches the original vertices
dimension. Thus, the network can learn multi-scale features for different resolution of a 3D
mesh.
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This up-scaling and down-scaling methods are possible given a Graph Neural Networks
[170, 27, 56], which have been successfully applied to geometry processing tasks such as
shape correspondence and reconstruction [144, 106, 160]. In their basic form, these models
learn a deep representation over the discretised surface by combining a latent representation
at a given node with a local linear combination of its neighbours’ latent representations, and
a point-wise non-linearity. Different models vary in their choice of a linear operator and
point-wise non-linearity, which notably includes the graph Laplacian, leading to spectral
interpretations of those models. Kostrikov et al. [106] proposes a pipeline that applies
neural networks directly on triangle meshes, building on deep geometric learning. They
have introduced Surface Networks, a deep neural network that is designed to exploit the
non-Euclidean geometry of surfaces naturally. Although they show that their method requires
good-quality meshes to produce optimal results. Litany et al. [124] propose a learning-based
method for the completion of partial shapes focused on objects that can undergo non-rigid
deformations. They demonstrate a VAE with graph convolutional operation that learns a
latent space to complete realistic shapes from partial scans. Larsen et al. [111] proposes a
combination of a VAE and GANs to simultaneously learn to encode, generate and compare
dataset samples in an unsupervised manner. They have demonstrated representation of
high-level structured details from the learned data, and the capability to disentangle factors
of variation in the input data distribution.
Other researches approach the problem from a single-image model-based method, to
disentangle shape and appearance from wild environments. Shu et al. [176] instead of
learning geometry features approach the problem from an image-based perspective to dis-
entangle shape and appearance given images of human faces. They introduce Deforming
Autoencoders, an unsupervised learning-based generative method. This method predicts a
2D transformation field to constrain the generated result to resemble the input face structure,
allowing it to generate and interpolate novel posed images. This shows the ability to control
pose on images of human faces while maintaining its appearance, although the generated
results suffer from distortions caused by the transformation field, and are not capable of
generating 3D reconstructions. Zhou et al. [228] present HairNet a deep learning-based
method to generate a reconstruction of 3D hair from an unconstrained image. Their approach
takes as input 2D orientation fields of hair images and synthesises strand features on a
parameterised 2D scalp. The realistic appearance is introduced with a collision and visibility
loss between the hair strands, allowing for natural non-rigid deformation of the hair to be
present in the final result. They use a convolutional neural network with an AE architecture
to provide a compact representation of the hairstyles. Although due to to the lack of training
data, their method fails for some unique hairstyles, such as kinky, afro or buzz cuts. Varol et
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al. [209] present BodyNet a neural network to estimate volumetric body shape from a single
image. BodyNet is a robust network composed of four independent components, first, a 2D
pose detection on the images space along with 2D body part segmentation, followed by a
3D pose and 3D shape estimator. These components are trained individuality contributing
to estimate accurate 3D human body shape from a single image. This method lacks small
surface details and clothing geometry. To tackle this limitation, Zheng et al. [227] propose a
reconstruction learning-based algorithm to predict 3D human volume from a single image.
To handle occluded regions of the human body given a single image, they propose to use
SMPL to give a correct estimate of the shape. They use three networks to allow 3D human
shape from a single image; the first network is an image feature encoder; second, an AE
volume-to-volume translation network; third, a refinement network on the surface normals.
These networks are trained on synthesised image textures generated from available 3D human
model-based datasets [209, 208, 129], allowing capture of generic body shapes for images
of people with general clothing. Their method relies on accurate estimations of the SMPL
model, hence not being able to recover if the estimation is wrong. Another limitation is that
the occluded areas tend to be over-smooth, and the method only provides basic clothing and
is not able to handle complex scenarios, such as loose dresses.
4.2.3 Summary and Motivation
This section presented an overview of learning-based methods to learn a representation of
3D temporally consistent geometry from surface meshes or images of people. The major
disadvantage of previous approaches is the complexity and inability to represent dynamic
content, such as human soft tissue deformation, loose clothing dynamics, inaccurate 3D
reconstruction from occluded regions [176, 209, 227]. Other approaches only on complex
problems, such as hair dynamics [228], but do not generalise to full human bodies [160, 127].
Finally, the common limitation is that these approaches rely on model-based reconstruction
methods [193, 127, 153, 157], which contain strong priors about the shape structure, only
allowing to preserve general shape and clothing. The method presented in this chapter intro-
duces a compact learnt representation for 4D dynamic mesh sequences which significantly
reduces the memory and computer requirements. The use of a VAE for learning allows
the synthesis of plausible mesh poses and sequences, which have not been observed in the
captured scene. During training, our network learns a latent representation of posed mesh
geometry that enables manipulation of dynamic shapes via a low dimensional representation.
This representation improves on generalising to novel meshes and also allows temporal up-
scaling. We demonstrate that this learnt representation can be used as the basis for real-time
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mesh animation from multiple capture mesh sequences in Chapter 6. The contributions of
this chapter can be summarised as follows:
• An efficient representation of 4D mesh sequences using variational autoencoders, which
exploits the latent space to allow manipulation and generation of novel content.
• A variational autoencoder that allows reuse, editing and synthesis of different motions
from performance capture data, allowing the generation of transition between captured
sequences.
4.3 Dynamic Shape Representation
In the context of this chapter, 4D volumetric video represents temporally consistent 4D
mesh sequences {{M(s, t)}NsTt=1}NSs=1 computed from multi-view video capture. Temporally
consistent 4D mesh sequences are achieved using the framework described in Chapter 3,
which consist of a 3D mesh sequence M(s, t) with constant polygon topology {U( j)}NPj=1 and
{V (i)}NVi=1 mesh vertices. A 4D volumetric video dataset consists of NS sequences where each
sequence s = [1...NS] is represented by a mesh sequence M(s, t) = (V (i),U( j)) containing
i = [1...NV ] vertices and j = [1...NP] polygons for every time instance t = [1...NsT ].
The following sections introduce the use of generative networks to efficiently represent
4D mesh sequences from the volumetric video content, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. To start
this section firstly, we discuss how to pre-process dynamic shapes using state-of-the-art
techniques to make it more suitable for neural networks. We introduce two methods to
compress 4D dynamic geometry using an AE and a VAE, along with an evaluation of the
advantages and limitations of both architectures. The evaluation shows that the compact latent
variables of the VAE are advantageous for mesh sequence representation and interpolation.
4.3.1 Dynamic Shape Pre-processing
Dynamic shapes represent sequences of 3D meshes of an actor or scene, whilst preserving
visual features, such as shape and motion of the surface. This content usually arises from
performance capture studios which consist of multiple synchronised cameras focusing on a
captured volume, with the ability to record a performance and convert it to the digital format
described as volumetric video. Performance capture systems tend to provide temporally
inconsistent geometry for the captured performance, making it difficult to track the shape.
The SDSR framework presented in Chapter 3 provides 4D temporally consistent geometry
and skeletal structures for animation control. In this chapter the term 4D refers to the known
temporal correspondence of surface points across mesh sequences [90, 161].
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Fig. 4.4 Mesh sequence representation AE pipline. The training is an offline process which
maps the input mesh from a sequence s at a time instance t to a latent vector zst . The decoder
block is used to generates original and interpolated posed mesh in real-time.
This framework receives as input synchronised multi-view video from calibrated cameras
and returns 3D skeletal pose and temporally consistent 4D mesh sequences. The purpose
of the networks described in the following section is to learn a low dimensional latent
representation of the dynamic 4D mesh shape. Therefore, our input data must not contain
global translations or rotations. To achieve this, we use the SDSR framework to obtain 4D
mesh sequences and align all meshes to a common origin and orientation given a skeleton
root joint e.g., the centre hip joint. The input data used in the following section consists of
centred temporally consistent 4D mesh sequences of a character.
4.3.2 Autoencoder Architecture
In this section, an AE neural network consists of an unsupervised learning algorithm that
aims to learn an approximation of the input data X . For clarity the input data X and output X˜
illustrated in Figure 4.1, consist of temporally consistent 4D mesh sequences Mst = M(s, t)
and M˜st = M˜(s, t), respectively. The hidden layer representation z is referred as a latent vector
and represented as zst = {{z(s, t)}N
s
T
t=1}NSs=1.
The network described in this section consist of an encoder f (Mst |zst ;θ) and a decoder
g(zst ;θ ′|M˜st ) so that Mst ≈ M˜st , see Figure 4.5. The encoder and decoder comprise an affine
mapping followed by a non-linearity expressed as fθ (Mst )= S(Wx+b) and gθ ′(z
s
t )= S(W
′x+
b′) . Where θ = {W,b} and θ ′ = {W ′,b′} are the learnt parameters, with W and W ′ denoting
the weight matrices and b and b′ representing the bias vector, respectively. The nonlinear
mapping S is achieved using a rectified linear unit (ReLU) and a hyperbolic tangent (tanh)
activation functions, respectively.
The encoder maps the data Mst onto a latent vector z
s
t , and the decoder produces re-
constructions M˜(s, t) of data Mst from the latent vector z
s
t . The architecture of the encoder
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Fig. 4.5 AE framework. The input and the output of the encoder and decoder respectively,
are vertices. The first two dense layers of the encoder and decoder use Leaky ReLu [193].
consists of three fully connected layers, the first two layers use ReLU [193] activation layer,
and the output layer uses a linear activation layer, see Table 4.1. The encoder transforms
the vertices of mesh Mst into a 128 dimensional latent vector z
s
t using fully connected layers,
where M ∈ [v1,v2, ...,vn] is the 3NV vector of mesh vertices and U is the constant mesh
connectivity. The decoder learns how to interpret the latent vector zst to reconstruct an
approximation M˜(s, t) of the input mesh Mst . The architecture of the decoder similarly to
the encoder consists of three fully connected layers, although the output layer uses a tanh
activation layer [193], see Table 4.2.
Training Details
We train our AE for 104 epochs, which is optimised through validation data to avoid over-
fitting with a learning rate of 0.001, where validation data is randomly sampled from the
training data. We use stochastic gradient descent with a momentum of 0.9 to optimise the
MSE = ||M˜−M||2 loss between mesh vertices M˜ and the ground truth samples M.
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Table 4.1 Mesh AE network encoder layers configuration.
Layer Input Size Output Size Activation
Fully connected Mst verticesx1 300x1 leaky relu
Fully connected 300x1 128x1 leaky relu
Fully connected 128x1 128x1 linear
Latent vector 128x1 128x1 -
Table 4.2 Mesh AE network decoder layers configuration.
Layer Input Size Output Size Activation
Latent vector 128x1 128x1 -
Fully connected 128x1 128x1 leaky relu
Fully connected 128x1 300x1 leaky relu
Fully connected M˜st 300x1 verticesx1 tanh
4.3.3 Variational Autoencoder Architecture
The VAE aims to maximise the probability distribution of the encoded data samples Mst , and
allows the generation of novel data M˜st by sampling from its learnt space, see Section 4.5.3
for results on VAE generative properties. This is the advantage against using an AE neural
network, which simply encodes the data samples Mst as distinct latent vectors z
s
t in the learnt
space and may lead to discontinuities. This does not allow the decoder to predict a plausible
approximation of a latent vector zst when this does not exist in the original encoded data.
Firstly, for our model to be representative of the dataset, it is necessary to guarantee that
for all datapoint Mst in the dataset, there is one or several settings of the latent variables that
induce the model to generate something very related to Mst . Hence, we have a vector of latent
variables zst in a high-dimensional space Z that can be sampled according to some probability
density function P(zst ) defined over Z [59]. Lets consider a set of deterministic functions
f (zst ;θ), parametrised by a vector θ in some space Θ, where f : Z×Θ→ X. Where f is
deterministic, but if zst is random and θ is fixed, then f (zst ;θ) is a random variable in the
space X. Therefore we optimise θ such that is possible to sample zst from P(zst ) and, with
high probability, f (zst ;θ) will be similar to the ground truth Mst in our dataset. Generative
models can capture data dependencies by learning low-dimensional latent variables zst to form
a latent space Z. To make the notation precise mathematically, the model aims to maximise
the probability of each datapoint Mst in training under the entire generative process according
to Equation 4.1.
P(Mst ) =
∫
P(Mst |zst ;θ)P(zst )dz (4.1)
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Fig. 4.6 VAE framework. The input and the output of the encoder and decoder, respectively,
are the set of mesh vertices (V (i)). The first two dense layers of the encoder and decoder use
Leaky ReLu [193].
The latent variables zst are sampled according to a probability density function P(M
s
t ) defined
over Z. The function f (zst ;θ) has been replaced by a distribution P(Mst |zst ;θ), which denotes
the maximum likelihood estimation that allows dependencies of Mst over the latent vector z
s
t
to be made explicit by using the law of total probability, and P(zst ) is the prior probability
distribution of a latent vector zst . In this work we chose the output of P(M
s
t |zst ;θ) to be a
Gaussian distribution,
P(Mst |zst ;θ) =N(Mst | f (zst ;θ),σ2 ∗ I) (4.2)
Where it has mean f (zst ;θ) and covariance equal to the identity matrix I times scalar variance
σ2, which is a hyperparameter. A hyperparameter is a parameter whose values are set before
training a network that in principle have no influence on the performance of the model but
affects the speed and quality of the learning process. By having a Gaussian distribution, we
can use gradient descent to increase P(Mst ) by making f (z
s
t ;θ) approach Mst for some zst , e.g.,
gradually making the training data more likely under the generative model. From this point
onward, we will omit θ from f (zst ;θ) to avoid confusion on the following equations.
The VAE model finds a probabilistic distribution of the trained data through an encoder
and decoder architecture, see Figure 4.6. The encoder is trained to map the posterior
distribution of data samples Mst to the latent space Z meanwhile forcing the latent variables
zst to comply with the prior distribution of P(z
s
t ), see Table 4.3 for the encoder architecture.
However, both the posterior distribution P(zst |Mst ) and P(Mst ) are unknown. Therefore, the
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VAE gives the solution that the posterior distribution is a variational distribution Q(zst |M˜st ),
computed by a neural network. In order to make Q(zst |M˜st ) consistent with the distribution
P(zst ), we use the Kullback-Leiber (KL) divergence [104],
KL(Q(zst |M˜st )||P(zst )) (4.3)
This network minimises the loss L of P(Mst |zst ) over the whole latent space Z, where ω =
weight the importance of the KL divergence, as follows:
L = (Q(P(Mst |zst )|M˜st )−Mst )+ωKL(Q(zst |Mst )||P(zst )) (4.4)
The decoder is trained to map the latent variables zst to generate data samples M˜
s
t that
reconstruct the optimal approximation of the true sample Mst from the latent vector z
s
t , see
Table 4.4 for the decoder architecture. The VAE model pipeline used to train on dynamic 4D
shapes is summarised in Figure 4.6.
Training Details
For the network to learn a good distribution, we train the VAE network for 104 epochs, which
is optimised through validation data to avoid over-fitting with a learning rate of 0.001. We
set the prior probability over latent variables to be a Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and unit standard variation, P(zst ) = N(z
s
t ;0, I). We use stochastic gradient descent with a
momentum of 0.9 to optimise the MSE loss between reconstructed vertices and the ground
truth samples, and simultaneously the KL divergence of both probabilistic distributions.
Training the VAE network using stochastic gradient descent and random prior initialisation
generates a probabilistic representation of the learned space. Therefore, different network
training on the same dataset might produce different neural representations that have similar
performance in terms of training. The probabilistic representation of VAE network can
generate different results given the same input. This behaviour from VAE networks is
introduced by the random prior used to compute the latent space while in training. Although,
this behaviour will difficult the generation of a consistent mesh representation given the same
input, consequently, introducing undesired artefacts when synthesising the original mesh
sequences. Therefore, the VAE network uses the mean Gaussian distribution of the input data
and freezes the network weights while in testing mode. Allowing accurate evaluation of the
original mesh sequence when synthesised from the network, discussed in Section 4.3.4. This
behaviour at testing allows the accurate synthesis of the original data, illustrated in Section
4.5.1, guaranteeing the same synthesis result for the same input.
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Table 4.3 Mesh VAE network encoder layers configuration.
Layer Input Size Output Size Activation
Fully connected Mst jointsx1 300x1 leaky relu
Fully connected 300x1 128x1 leaky relu
Fully connected 128x1 128x1 linear
µ Fully connected 128x1 128x1 linear
σ Fully connected 128x1 128x1 sigmoid
Latent vector 128x1 128x1 -
Table 4.4 Mesh VAE network decoder layers configuration.
Layer Input Size Output Size Activation
Latent vector 128x1 128x1 -
Fully connected 128x1 128x1 leaky relu
Fully connected 128x1 300x1 leaky relu
Fully connected M˜st 300x1 verticesx1 tanh
4.3.4 Networks Comparison
Training Error
In this section, we discuss the training performance of the AE and VAE. The datasets used to
train the networks were split into two blocks, training data and validation data. Validation
data is composed of ≈ 10% of the training dataset, e.g., ≈ 10% of samples in the training
dataset were randomly removed to create our validation dataset. The validation dataset should
be composed of samples of each motion sequence instead of containing an entire motion
sequence. If the validation dataset is composed of one motion sequence, excluding it entirely
from the training dataset, both networks will struggle to extrapolate those missing posed
meshes, as each motion sequence contains distinct motions. The use of a validation dataset
allows evaluation if the network is over-fitting to the training dataset.
Figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 illustrates the training progress of the AE and VAE described
in Section 4.3.2 and Section 4.3.3 respectively, for Dan [43], JP [183], Roxanne [183] and
Thomas [23] dataset respectively, using a latent space dimension of 128. For evaluation
of the different latent space dimensions please consult Appendix A.1. From these figures
we can conclude that both networks are training equally well, the validation loss and the
training loss demonstrate a similar decrease in the loss function. This demonstrates that both
networks are not over-fitting, as the validation loss is decreasing and not increasing, and
there is a small gap between training and validation loss. We expect the AE network to not
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Fig. 4.7 The graph shows the training progress of the AE and VAE for Dan [43] dataset
using latent space dimension of 128.
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Fig. 4.8 The graph shows the training progress of the AE and VAE for JP [183] dataset using
different latent space dimension of 128.
generalise as well as the VAE. The VAE has generative properties which allows the network
to generate of novel content and latent space interpolation, see Section 4.5
Reconstruction Error
In this section, we discuss the mesh reconstruction error of the AE and VAE networks mesh
synthesis. We compare the synthesised 3D meshes from the network presented in Section
4.3.2 and Section 4.3.3 against ground truth aligned geometry acquired from multiple view
stereo reconstruction [183] and the Thomas dataset [23]. The comparison is evaluated with
the Hausdorff metrics presented in Section 4.4.1.
Table 4.5 and 4.6 illustrates the reconstruction error average of the AE and VAE for
Dan [43], Roxanne [183], JP [183] and Thomas [23] dataset respectively, over four different
configuration of the latent space on training and validation dataset. It is visible from the
figures and tables that both networks achieve comparable results to the ground truth, most
of the results generated from the VAE network have an average error of 19 millimetres
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Fig. 4.9 The graph shows the training progress of the AE and VAE for Roxanne [183] dataset
using different latent space dimension of 128.
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Fig. 4.10 The graph shows the training progress of the AE and VAE for Thomas [23] dataset
using different latent space dimension of 128.
(mm), and the results from the AE have an average error of 10 millimetres (mm) error.
From the Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 it is visible that the AE achieves better reconstructions,
which is expected from this type of network, where VAE networks also give importance to
the distribution of the data, consequently reducing the reconstruction results. The overall
reconstruction error in both networks slightly increases when going over 128 dimensions
for the latent space, therefore we have chosen to present the results using a latent vector
of 128 dimensions. According to the tables, it is possible to achieve similar results to the
ones presented using lower dimensions, hence the highest minimum value should be a better
comparison in terms of data compression against the original dataset disk space occupied, see
Table 4.7. It is visible that both networks are capable of reconstructing the original datasets
used for training and capable of generalising to reconstruct the datasets used for validation.
For more evaluation results on reconstruction error using a latent dimensions of 128 refer to
Appendix A.2.
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Table 4.5 It is illustrated the different error metrics used for evaluation of the AE of 3D
mesh for training and validation dataset. The values represent the average error across the all
motion sequence for different datasets.
Dan [43] Roxanne [183]
Train Validation Train Validation
Dimesions rmse(m) stddv rmse(m) stddv rmse(m) stddv rmse(m) stddv
32 0.0050 0.0026 0.0069 0.0035 0.0030 0.0015 0.0062 0.0030
64 0.0050 0.0025 0.0071 0.0037 0.0025 0.0013 0.0061 0.0029
128 0.0112 0.0055 0.0120 0.0061 0.0030 0.0015 0.0063 0.0029
256 0.0199 0.0207 0.0203 0.0212 0.0046 0.0022 0.0068 0.0032
JP [183] Thomas [23]
Train Validation Train Validation
Dimesions rmse(m) stddv rmse(m) stddv rmse(m) stddv rmse(m) stddv
32 0.0585 0.0096 0.0196 0.0149 0.0031 0.0015 0.0045 0.0022
64 0.0165 0.0100 0.0190 0.0137 0.0022 0.0012 0.0040 0.0022
128 0.0174 0.0108 0.0196 0.0143 0.0028 0.0015 0.0044 0.0024
256 0.0166 0.0104 0.0197 0.0148 0.0034 0.0018 0.0048 0.0024
Table 4.6 It is illustrated the different error metrics used for evaluation of the VAE of 3D
mesh for training and validation dataset. The values represent the average error across the all
motion sequence for different datasets.
Dan [43] Roxanne [183]
Train Validation Train Validation
Dimesions rmse(m) stddv rmse(m) stddv rmse(m) stddv rmse(m) stddv
32 0.0162 0.0164 0.0164 0.0164 0.0178 0.0172 0.0166 0.0176
64 0.0158 0.0159 0.0151 0.0143 0.0182 0.0184 0.0178 0.0183
128 0.0160 0.0149 0.0173 0.0164 0.0174 0.0163 0.0168 0.0158
256 0.0163 0.0171 0.0169 0.0186 0.0189 0.0206 0.0199 0.0210
JP [183] Thomas [23]
Train Validation Train Validation
Dimesions rmse(m) stddv rmse(m) stddv rmse(m) stddv rmse(m) stddv
32 0.0291 0.0294 0.0317 0.0338 0.0126 0.0119 0.0156 0.0224
64 0.0295 0.0294 0.0335 0.0365 0.0124 0.0113 0.0122 0.0121
128 0.0244 0.0224 0.0295 0.0290 0.0128 0.0117 0.0130 0.0189
256 0.0349 0.0364 0.0400 0.0436 0.0126 0.0116 0.0121 0.0127
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4.4 Results and Evaluation
This section presents results and evaluation for the proposed dynamic shape representation
using generative networks, presented in Section 4.3. To evaluate the proposed approach,
we use volumetric video datasets for full-body human performance captures [183, 23]. The
SurfCap dataset, JP and Roxanne character [183], and Dan character [43] are reconstructed
using multi-view stereo [183] and temporally aligned with SDSR discussed in Chapter 3
which allows for surface pose manipulation and temporally aligned content generation. The
Thomas dataset [23] consists of four sequences of temporally aligned meshes, and skeletal
pose is retrieved using the SDSR framework. An overview of dataset properties is shown in
Table 4.7. Results demonstrate the usability of neural networks to facilitate the representation
and compression (see Table 4.7) of highly detailed meshes. The presented results were
generated using a desktop PC with an Intel Core i7-6700K CPU, 64GB of RAM and an
Nvidia Geforce GTX 1080 GPU. Pre-processing performance depends on the number of
sequences. The decoder run-time performance achieves ≈ 30 frames per second (fps).
4.4.1 Quantitative Results
The proposed VAE uses Equation 4.4 as a metric to predict plausible shape reconstructions.
The comparison was performed between the training data, to ensure minimum error when
sampling the original sequences, and validation data to guarantee a plausible result when
generating unseen 3D meshes, see Figure 4.11. Section 4.3.4 presents quantitative evaluation
of shape reconstruction for four sequences of volumetric video. We compare generated 3D
meshes with ground truth geometry acquired from multiple view stereo reconstruction [183]
and publicly available datasets [23]. 3D mesh evaluation is performed using Hausdorff dis-
tance defined as dH(A,B) = max{supa∈A d(a,B),supb∈B d(b,A)}, where d(a,B) and d(b,A)
is the distance from a point a to a set B and from a point b to a set A, which has been shown
to be a good measurement between 3D meshes [78]. The comparison contains training and
validation data for all sequences, see Section 4.3.4.
4.4.2 Latent Dimensions
We have evaluated our model with different values for the latent space (see Section 4.3.4),
according to the reconstruction loss Equation 4.4. Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 illustrate the
reconstruction error using the Hausdorff distance metrics on Roxanne and Thomas characters
respectively. We have chosen a random frame from the validation dataset and compared
for each latent dimension, the distance error to the original frame. The results suggest
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Fig. 4.11 The left column shows the reconstruction error of the training (seen) data, the right
column shows the reconstruction error for validation (unseen) data.
Fig. 4.12 Roxanne [183] character evaluation on different latent space dimensions.
that using 128 dimensions for the latent space gives a good trade-off between compression,
reconstruction error and shape detail.
4.4.3 Compression
Table 4.7 demonstrates that the learnt representation is capable of compressing the dynamic
mesh geometry by ≈ 88%. The representation requires both the latent vectors and the
decoder network parameters to be stored for each frame in the motion dataset. For example,
with Dan [43] dataset the neural network used in real-time occupies 29.6MB along with
3.7MB representing latent variables of encoded sequences. Achieving a total of 33.3MB
of memory usage, which is a substantial improvement compared to 330.7MB of the Dan
dataset comprising of 976 frames. The neural network decoder is dependent on the number
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Fig. 4.13 Thomas [22] character evaluation on different latent space dimensions.
Table 4.7 The table illustrates the number of vertices and frames, and disk space occupied in
Megabytes (MB).
Dataset vertices frames original latent space decoder
Dan [43] 2667 976 330.7MB 3.7MB 29.6MB
Roxanne [183] 2475 414 129.7MB 1.1MB 27.5MB
JP [183] 3463 1788 1.1GB 5MB 38.2MB
Thomas [23] 5002 212 185.5MB 0.46MB 18.3MB
of vertices generated, therefore varying between datasets. Although as the length of a
sequence increases the efficiency of the representation will increase as the decoder size is
approximately constant.
4.5 Applications
The VAE produces a compact learnt space that allows the generation of new content by
sampling from the learned space (Figure 4.17) or interpolation of sampled latent vectors
(Figure 4.18). Sampling from the learnt space allows the reproduction of the original 4D
volumetric video sequences with a low reconstruction error and generation of novel posed
meshes. Interpolation in the learnt latent space allows generation of novel posed meshes that
represent transitions between observed sequences, see Section 4.5.2.
4.5.1 4D Mesh Synthesis
Figure 4.14 illustrates Dan [43], Thomas [23], Roxanne [183] and JP [183] synthesised
results using both AE and VAE networks. For this experiment, a random motion sequence
and frame was selected from the validation dataset for qualitative evaluation purposes. These
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Fig. 4.14 Mesh synthesis for validation dataset, top-row: original dataset; middle-row: VAE
synthesised results; bottom-row: AE synthesised results.
results show that both VAE and AE networks are capable of reconstructing a plausible
character shape which has not been seen at the training stage without significant artefacts on
the geometry. For more results regarding mesh synthesis for each of the datasets, refer to
Appendix A.3.
4.5.2 Latent Space Interpolation
Interpolating the latent space is only possible because of the compact space representation
produced by the generative network. Interpolation is performed according to Equation 4.5.
zi = (1−α)∗ zs1t1 +α ∗ zs2t2 (4.5)
Where zi is the interpolated latent vector, α defines a normalised weighting [0..1] between
latent vectors zs1t1 and z
s2
t2 . Intermediate 3D mesh frames are synthesised to evaluate how
well the network is representing the geometry. Figure 4.18 illustrates interpolation examples
on different datasets using the AE and VAE networks for comparison. For each example
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Fig. 4.15 Qualitative evaluation for mesh synthesis, top-row: original dataset; middle-row:
VAE synthesised results; bottom-row: AE synthesised results.
the green and orange boxes represent the source and target frames respectively, the top row
shows the original five frames used to compare the synthesised results from both networks.
For this experiment a random motion sequence was selected along with five consecutive
frames, where the first and last frame are used for interpolation evaluation purposes. For
every source and target frame we use the encoder of each network to generate the respective
latent vector zs1t1 and z
s2
t2 predictions, respectively. This allows Equation 4.5 to generate a
latent vector zi for every in-between frame, where i = [0..4]. This allows the decoder of each
network to synthesise intermediate frames for every predicted zi as shown in Figure 4.18.
Figures 4.18a, 4.18b and 4.18b illustrates Dan [43], Roxanne [183] and JP character dataset
[183] respectively it is visible that both VAE and AE networks are capable of reconstructing
the characters shape without any abnormal deformations. For all examples the AE results
(bottom row) has difficulties in matching the pose from the top row. VAE (middle row)
produces closer approximation to the original posed mesh (top row) compared to AE (bottom
row) results for all characters.
4.5.3 Novel Mesh Generation
We use a standard-setting z ∼ N(0, I) as the input to the probabilistic decoder, and test
the capability of the networks to generate new meshes by randomly sampling around this
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Fig. 4.16 Latent space visualisation using t-SNE for Roxanne character using the VAE
network.
space. The random sampling from the learnt space is shown in Figure 4.17 for the VAE
network. We can see that, since we learned the pose space of 3D meshes from our proposed
framework, we can easily generate new models, which generally produce plausible posed
meshes with minimal surface artefacts. The VAE can generate plausible new models by
randomly sampling from the learned space which fits in a Gaussian distribution, hence the
ability to produce novel posed meshes. Figure 4.16 illustrates the compactness of the learned
space using t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [207] for visualisation on
Roxanne character, which motivates the use for a VAE network, where samples of similar
motion aggregate in proximity,e.g., standing motion. On the other hand, the AE network is
not capable of generating novel models as the learned space is sparse and difficult to predict,
therefore randomly sampling from this space results in invalid predictions which often do
not resemble the learned dataset.
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Fig. 4.17 Random generation of novel posed mesh for Dan character using the VAE network.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 4.18 Latent space interpolation between two frames with distinct poses, on the left,
surrounded with a green box is the source, on the right surrounded with an orange box is the
target, in between is the interpolated results for shape using VAE and AE networks.
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4.6 Limitations
The primary limitation is the quality of 4D volumetric video sequences for training. The
synthesis will reproduce artefacts present in the input data such as shape error or pose
misalignment. Currently, this is limited by the available 4D volumetric video sequences
but will improve as 4D volumetric video improves. The proposed network suffers from
discontinuities in areas where there is insufficient training data, creating incorrect interpola-
tion of intermediate mesh sequences in the latent space, for example, two nearby samples
from the latent space are not guaranteed to be similar, see Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.16.
This limitation could be addressed by using deep metric learning techniques, such as triplet
loss with weak supervision, e.g., using an auxiliary pose similarity. This could be used to
encourage metric properties in the space and so better support interpolation. Although this
limitation is overcome with motion graphs which do not allow for such distinct transitions as
presented in Chapter 6. Currently, the network is only able to represent one character a time,
an interesting extension for future work would be to encode multiple characters in a single
space, or a single person wearing multiple types of clothing.
Fig. 4.19 Latent space interpolation, the blue is the source and in the red mesh is the target, in
between are the interpolated steps. The circles represent artefacts caused by the interpolation.
4.7 Conclusion
The proposed generative network is capable of both providing a compact representation for 4D
volumetric video of multiple captured motion sequences with an order of magnitude reduction
in size. Two network architectures were presented to allow a compact representation of 4D
volumetric video. An AE network capable of representing dynamic 4D mesh sequences
with a low reconstruction error < 1cm and efficient training convergence, which allows
for basic interpolation and high-quality synthesis of the learnt data. A VAE network to
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simultaneously learn the probabilistic distribution of input data and dynamic shape detail.
The VAE results in a lower reconstruction accuracy < 2cm but outperforms the AE network
for its generative capabilities. Hence it maintains a low reconstruction error preserving the
surface detail, e.g., clothing wrinkles from the Thomas dataset, loose clothing dynamics
from the JP dataset and hair motion from the Roxanne dataset. This allows for novel
synthesis and more accurate interpolations of learnt dynamic 4D mesh sequences. The
VAE interpolation in the latent space allows the synthesis of novel intermediate motions
producing smooth transitions between captured sequences. The proposed generative network
synthesises plausible human-like motions from a compressed learnt representation. Using the
decoder of the VAE allows applications to require less memory at run-time, making it suitable
for technologies with memory constraints. We have illustrated that the proposed method can
preserve shape details and motion from various public datasets, with a comparison of two
learning techniques. We have also demonstrated that a VAE network can be used to represent
and produce content for 4D volumetric video accurately. Building on the deep learning
for 4D mesh sequence representation in Chapter 5 we extend the representation to skeletal
pose driven mesh encoding and consider the representation and synthesis of appearance. In
chapter 6, we combine these approaches to introduce a Deep4D motion graph representation
for animation.
Chapter 5
Deep4D: A Compact Generative
Representation for 4D Volumetric Video
This chapter introduces Deep4D a compact generative representation of shape and
appearance from captured 4D volumetric video sequences of people. 4D volumetric
video achieves highly realistic reproduction, replay and free-viewpoint rendering of
actor performance from multiple view video acquisition systems. A deep generative
network is trained on 4D video sequences of an actor performing multiple motions
to learn a generative model of the dynamic shape and appearance. We demonstrate
that the proposed generative model can provide a compact encoded representation
capable for high-quality synthesis of 4D volumetric video with two orders of magnitude
compression. A variational encoder-decoder network is employed to learn an encoded
latent space that maps from 3D skeletal pose to 4D shape and appearance. This enables
high-quality 4D volumetric video synthesis to be driven by skeletal animation, including
skeletal motion capture. This encoded latent space supports the representation of
multiple sequences with dynamic interpolation to transition between motions. Deep4D
representation allows unseen skeletal motion sequences to generate novel dynamic
shape and appearance content. The learnt representation implicitly combines multiple
captured motions in a unified representation for character animation from volumetric
video, allowing novel character movements to be generated with a dynamic shape and
appearance detail. Subsequent research presented in Chapter 6 introduces the use of
the Deep4D representation to implement a 4D motion graph for interactive character
animation.
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5.1 Introduction
Rendering realistic human appearance is a particularly challenging problem. Humans
are social animals that have evolved to read emotions through body language and facial
expressions [127]. As a result, humans are extremely sensitive to movement and rendering
artefacts, which gives rise to the well-known uncanny valley in the photo-realistic rendering
of human appearance. Recently, there has been significant progress using deep generative
models to synthesise highly realistic images [72, 104, 230, 95, 206, 132, 177] and videos [213,
204] of scenes, which is vital for applications such as image manipulation, video animation
and rendering of virtual environments. Human avatars are typically rendered using detailed,
explicit 3D models, which consist of meshes and textures, and animated using tailored motion
models to simulate human behaviour and activity. Previous work has introduced methods
for animation from volumetric video based on resampling and concatenation of volumetric
sequences [93, 159] and based on explicit 4D parametric representations combining multiple
sequences [43].
Recent work [84] has shown that it is possible to learn and animate natural human
behaviour (e.g. walking, jumping) from human skeletal motion capture data (MoCap) of actor
performance. On the other hand, designing a realistic 3D model of a person is still a laborious
process. Given the tremendous success of deep learning models [72, 104, 231, 102, 95],
the question arises, why not also learn to generate a realistic rendering of a person? By
conditioning the image generation process of a generative model on additional input data,
mappings between different data domains are learned [51, 101, 230, 95, 96], which for
instance, allows for controlling and manipulating object shape, such as turning sketches
into images and images into paintings. Generative methods have improved recently on
the resolution and quality of images produced [102, 141, 25]. Nevertheless, the generators
continue to operate as black boxes, and despite recent efforts, the understanding of various
aspects of the image synthesis process remains an open problem. The properties of the latent
space are also poorly understood, and the commonly demonstrated latent space interpolation
[60, 110] provide no quantitative way to compare different generators against each other.
Motivated by recent advances in generative networks [101, 102, 72] and following the work
in Chapter 4, this chapter proposes a novel architecture for learning to generate dynamic 4D
shape and high-resolution appearance given 3D skeletal motion information that exposes
ways to control image synthesis. Our appearance generator starts from a learned motion
space and adjusts the resolution of the image at each convolution layer based on the latent
motion code, therefore directly controlling the strength of image features at different scales.
In this chapter, we introduce Deep4D a compact generative network representation of 4D
volumetric video sequences, which learns a unified latent space from character skeletal pose
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which allows 4D shape and appearance synthesis. The latent space enables interpolation to
combine sequences and generate novel 4D volumetric video sequences seamlessly. Deep4D
representation of multiple 4D volumetric video sequences in the learnt latent space enables
the interactive synthesis of novel 4D volumetric video through MoCap datasets.
5.2 Related Work
This section presents a review on related theory and state-of-the-art techniques to learn a
representation of the 4D volumetric video.
5.2.1 Learning 4D Volumetric Video
The ability to observe, record and analyse human behaviour became interesting for researchers
with the growth of performance capture studios based on multi-view video content. From
Chapter 3 we have seen the nature of its unstructured data, which allows for replay and
visualisation from any view-point, enabling to create immersive experiences based on 4D
volumetric video content. On the other hand, unstructured data is difficult to manipulate or
create new content or even further analyse other scene elements, such as the natural dynamics
of clothing or human bodies. This difficulty led to the proposed alignment framework in
Chapter 3 allowing unstructured meshes to be correctly tracked and represented as structured
mesh sequences. Overcoming the limitation of unstructured data, facilitating geometry
manipulation and analysis. Chapter 4 utilises structured mesh sequence to learn dynamic
motion spaces capable of generating and representing 4D dynamic mesh sequences. Therefore
the research community started a path to understand further humans motion, representation
and behaviour using learning mechanism on 4D volumetric video.
Recently, Trumble et al. [203] presented a learning architecture to simultaneously
estimate human skeletal motion and volumetric representation given multi-view video content.
They use a convolutional autoencoder to learn a shared representation for skeletal joint
positions and volumetric representation given a set of sparse wide-baseline camera view
images. This research demonstrates the ability of an autoencoder type architecture to predict
a rough volume shape and skeletal joint positions with the potential to enable an analysis
of human behaviour in indoors and outdoors scenarios. Although, the shape learned from
this method is a rough representation of the ground truth, not preserving the realism of
4D volumetric videos, such as dynamic appearance and consistent geometry. Zanfir et al.
[225] focus their effort in representing multiple 3D human bodies from a single image.
They can track overtime a 2D and 3D pose of multiple interacting people. Their approach
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tracks people, segmented human body parts, 3D pose and semantic 3D pose information
simultaneously over time. This provides temporal consistency for pose and shape over a
sequence with multiple interacting people. This method relies on the SMPL model to provide
a human shape representation with a consistent approximate shape; hence their method only
provides posed body models, which lack non-rigid deformation. Alldieck et al. [5, 6] instead
focus on having detailed body shapes and high-resolution appearance from a single image
using learning methods. They present Tex2Shape a model trained on synthetic images to
produce 3D reconstructions and 2D texture appearances of the visible subject. Tex2Shape
uses Pix2Pix-style [95] a learning method to estimate normals and displacement vectors to
directly infer shape parameters on the SMPL body model [129]. This method strongly relies
on a parameterised model, hence not being able to handle long hair and dynamic clothing.
Mustafa et al. [148, 147, 149, 150] instead makes use of multi-view images, which provide
information about the visible scene, allowing for more accurate scene understanding for
complicated sequences. They provide a robust model to simultaneously estimate per-pixel
semantic information and structured sequences. In their approach, the initial segmentation
and pose are jointly optimised with reconstruction to reduce errors by combining information
across multiple views. This approach allows an understanding of multiple human interaction
and behaviour for complex dynamic scenes on 4D volumetric video. Their method deals with
reconstruction in general dynamic scenes and relies on the use of learnt models for initial
segmentation and pose estimation.
Learnt Mesh Sequence Representations
Tejera and Hilton [199] proposed a part-based spatio-temporal mesh sequence editing tech-
nique that learns surface deformation models in Laplacian coordinates. This approach
constrains the mesh deformation to plausible surface shapes learnt from a set of exam-
ples. Part-based learning of surface deformation allows local manipulation of the mesh and
achieves greater animation flexibility, allowing the generation of novel posed meshes. Tan
et al. [193] use a variational autoencoder (VAE) to learn a representation of parameterised
dynamic shapes. Their network trains on a pre-processed feature space of the training data,
demonstrating low reconstruction error for the ground truth shapes. Lombardi et al. [127]
proposed a learnt model of shape and appearance conditioned on viewpoint allowing recovery
of view-dependent texture detail for human face representations. This network demonstrates
the ability to learn 3D dynamic shapes from vertices and texture maps, avoiding the need to
pre-process features representative of the mesh structured, although they limit it to faces there
might be the possibility to applied to handle full-bodies. From the approach presented in
Chapter 4 we have demonstrated the capabilities of learning 3D dynamic shapes to produce
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realistic animation using a VAE to learn the geometric space of a human character and re-use
the decoder in real-time to synthesise 3D geometry.
Learnt Representation of Appearance
Recently, Esser et al. [63] presented an approach progressing towards a holistic learning
framework for rendering human behaviour trained from skeletal motion capture data for
realistic control and rendering. They learn a mapping from an abstract pose representation to
target images conditioned on a latent representation of a VAE for human body appearance.
Karras et al. [102] propose a novel training methodology for generative networks that
progressively grows both the generator and discriminator, starting from a low image resolution
and ending at the original image resolution. They demonstrate that the model learns fine
details as the training progresses, hence improving training speed and stability, and producing
high-quality images for human faces. Although photorealism is a hard problem to solve, this
approach is a step towards recreating high-quality images that are indistinguishable from real
images. More recently, Karras et al. [101] redefine the architecture of generative networks
for style-based transfer for human face appearance. Using a similar approach to Karras et
al. [102], they demonstrate high-quality image results, for example, the ability to learn the
exact placement of hair, stubble, freckles, or skin pores. This method shows the potential
to synthesise high-resolution images of humans, whilst preserving natural details that are
essential for the perception of realism. The method outlined in this chapter overcomes the
need to explicitly load full sequences of 4D dynamic shapes and appearance, which are often
expensive in both computation and memory requirements [92, 93, 42, 39].
5.2.2 Summary and Motivation
The previous section presented an overview of techniques to learn representations of the 4D
volumetric video and introduced state-of-the-art techniques to visualise dynamic surfaces
and realistic appearance for human subjects. 4D volumetric video datasets allow recording of
dynamic surfaces and realistic appearances, although as discussed in the previous chapters,
this content is usually limited to replay, or requires considerable effort to manipulate and
animate. State-of-the-art techniques are limited but not exclusive to model-based representa-
tion [193, 176, 209, 6], models of human faces [102, 101, 127] or only 2D image synthesis
and re-projection [102, 101, 63], lacking dynamic 3D surfaces and appearance, generated
from performance capture systems. Chapter 4 presented a novel learnt approach to generate
dynamic mesh surfaces, although this is limited only to 4D dynamic mesh representation,
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excluding the appearance representation and not capable of learning from skeletal motion
sequences
In this chapter, we introduce a Deep4D generative representation and synthesis of shape
and appearance, learnt from character skeletal pose of 4D volumetric video sequences.
Deep4D representation learns 4D motion spaces to allow a seamless transition of both
dynamic shape and appearance between captured sequences and provide a compact represen-
tation, which overcomes the memory and computation requirement of previous approaches
to represent captured sequences at run-time explicitly. The primary novel contributions of
this chapter are:
• Deep4D representation of 4D volumetric video for interpolation and generation of 4D
dynamic shape and high-resolution appearance.
• Mapping of skeletal motion to 4D volumetric video to synthesise dynamic shape and
appearance.
• A progressive generative model for dynamic texture synthesis from skeletal motion.
• A generative network that allows performance capture content to be manipulated through
a low-dimensional motion representation compatible with existing MoCap datasets.
5.3 4D Volumetric Video Representation
The work presented in this chapter is a step forwards to allow control and synthesis of
4D volumetric video, preserving the realism of dynamic shape and appearance. Chapter 4
presents an approach to generate dynamic mesh geometry for a single character. This chapter
presents a novel generative network to learn to synthesise both dynamic shape and appearance
from a skeletal pose. This section introduces the use of a generative network to represent
4D volumetric video content from performance capture data efficiently. Pre-processing of
the captured volumetric video into a form suitable for neural networks is presented. The
generative network for the learning of 4D shape from captured volumetric sequences is
described, together with the use of a variational encoder-decoder to ensure a compact latent
space representation mapping from 3D skeletal pose to corresponding 4D dynamic shape.
Finally, we present a generative network for 4D video appearance that learns to synthesise
high-resolution dynamic texture appearance from the compact latent space representation, see
Figure 5.1. Enforcing a compact latent space representation enables interpolation between
skeletal poses to generate plausible intermediate mesh shape and appearance. Deep4D
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Fig. 5.1 The generative network is driven from 3D skeletal motion to synthesise 4D volu-
metric video interactively.
generative representation enables the generation of realistic renderings of human characters,
with the ability to re-target new skeletal motion information.
5.3.1 Volumetric Video Pre-processing
In the context of this chapter, 4D volumetric video represents 4D mesh sequences Mst , 2D
textures T st and 3D skeletal motion p
s
t computed from multiple view video capture. A 4D
volumetric video dataset consists of NS sequences s = [1...NS] and each sequence consists of
NsT frames at a time instance t = [1...N
s
T ].
State-of-the-art volumetric performance capture of people with loose clothing and hair
[50] results in high resolution reconstructed shape and texture appearance. Raw volumetric
video typically results in an unstructured mesh sequence where both the mesh shape and
connectivity changes from frame-to-frame [159]. Several approaches have been introduced
for temporal alignment over short subsequences to compress the storage requirements [50]
or global alignment across complete sequences [90, 35, 161]. In this chapter, we employ
the skeleton driven volumetric surface alignment framework described in Chapter 3 to
pre-process captured 4D volumetric video of people to obtain a temporally coherent mesh
structure across multiple sequences. This framework receives as input synchronised multiple
view video from calibrated cameras and returns 3D skeletal joints and temporally consistent
3D meshes with the same mesh connectivity at every frame. The texture appearance is
retrieved by re-mapping the original multiple view camera images onto the temporally
consistent 3D meshes providing a dynamic texture map with consistent coordinates for all
captured frames. The input to the deep network presented in the following sections consists
of centred 4D temporally consistent mesh sequences with the corresponding 2D texture maps
and 3D skeletal joint locations.
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Fig. 5.2 Deep4D shape representation network overview. The input and the output of the
encoder and decoder is 3D skeletal motion and 4D shape respectively.
5.3.2 Deep4D Shape Representation
Variational networks have become a popular approach to learn a compact latent space
representation which can integrate with deep neural networks. In this section, we employ a
variational encoder-decoder to learn a compact latent space mapping between 3D skeletal pose
and the corresponding 4D shape, illustrated in Figure 5.2. The generative network architecture
maximises the probability distribution of the 3D skeletal joint positions p = {{pst}N
s
T
t=1}NSs=1,
encoded in the latent space z = {{zst}N
s
T
t=1}NSs=1, and learns the generative mapping of the
decoder to the corresponding 4D mesh M˜st .
Generative networks learn dependencies from the input data and capture them in a low-
dimensional latent vector zst , creating compact representations z
s
t ∈ Rd , where d is the latent
space dimension (128 dimensions throughout this work). The probability density function
P(p) for the skeletal pose is given by:
P(p) =
∫
P(p | z) P(z)dz (5.1)
The distribution P(p|z) denotes the maximum likelihood estimation of dependencies of p
over the latent vector z, and P(z) is the prior probability distribution of a latent vector z. To
ensure a compact representation P(p|z) is modelled as a Gaussian distribution with mean
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µ(z) and diagonal co-variance σ(z) multiplied by the identity I, which implicitly assumes
independence between the dimensions of z.
P(p | z) =N(p | µ(z), σ(z)2 ∗ I) (5.2)
The generative network architecture is composed of an encoder, illustrated in Table
5.1, which receives 3D skeletal joint positions as input, and a decoder, illustrated in Table
5.2, that generates high resolution 3D meshes. The encoder is trained to map the posterior
distribution of data samples p to the latent space z, meanwhile forcing the latent variables z
to comply with the prior distribution of P(z). However, both the posterior distribution P(z|p)
and P(p) are unknown. Therefore, variational networks give the solution that the posterior
distribution is a variational distribution Q(zst |M˜st ). In order to make Q(zst |M˜st ) consistent with
the distribution P(z), we use the Kullback-Leiber (KL) divergence [104]:
KL(Q(zst | M˜st ) || P(zst )) (5.3)
The decoder is trained to regress from any latent vector zst in the learnt space z to a 4D
mesh representation M˜st . Equation 5.4 defines the loss function minimised by the network to
achieve a compact latent space representation and generative network output.
L = (Q(P(pst | zst ) | M˜st )−Mst )+ωKL(Q(zst | M˜st ) || P(zst )) (5.4)
This is an optimal approximation of the true samples Mst , where ω weighs the importance
of the KL divergence, and Mst is the ground truth 4D mesh for the 3D skeletal pose p
s
t of
sequence s at time t.
Training Details
The network architecture used to regress 3D skeletal pose to 4D mesh shape is summarised
in Figure 5.2. The network was empirically found to learn a good latent space distribution
with accurate 4D shape generation using a training cycle of 104 epochs, which is optimised
through validation data to avoid over-fitting with a learning rate of 0.001. Validation data
is randomly selected and removed from the input training data for each motion sequence.
We set the prior probability over latent variables to be a Gaussian distribution with zero
mean and unit standard variation, p(z) = N(z;0, I). We use Adam optimisation [104] with
a momentum of 0.9 to optimise Equation 5.4 between the reconstructed and ground truth
mesh vertices, and simultaneously the KL divergence of the 3D skeletal pose distribution.
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Table 5.1 Mesh generative network encoder layers configuration.
Layer Input Size Output Size Activation
Fully connected pst jointsx1 300x1 leaky relu
Fully connected 300x1 128x1 leaky relu
Fully connected 128x1 128x1 linear
µ Fully connected 128x1 128x1 linear
σ Fully connected 128x1 128x1 sigmoid
Latent vector 128x1 128x1 -
Table 5.2 Mesh generative network decoder layers configuration.
Layer Input Size Output Size Activation
Latent vector 128x1 128x1 -
Fully connected 128x1 128x1 leaky relu
Fully connected 128x1 300x1 leaky relu
Fully connected 300x1 M˜st verticesx1 tanh
Evaluation of the performance of the network for shape representation from skeletal pose is
given in Section 5.4.4.
5.3.3 Progressive 4D Appearance Generator
In this section, we propose the use of a Progressive Generator Network (PGN) for the
synthesis of high-resolution dynamic mesh texture maps from the encoded skeletal pose
latent space representation. A similar approach described as the progressive growing of
GANs was first introduced by Karras et al. [102] to improve image synthesis quality and
training stability of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [72].
A GAN consist of two networks, a generator and a discriminator. The generator produces
images from a latent code, and the distribution of these images should be indistinguishable
from the training distribution. The discriminator evaluates the quality of the images produced
by the generator, forcing the generator to learn how to produce high-quality images so that
the discriminator cannot tell the difference. A progressive generator generally consists of a
network where the training begins with a low-resolution image and progressively increases
the resolution until it reaches a target resolution. This incremental multi-resolution approach
allows the training first to discover the large-scale structure of the distribution of the images
and then shifts the attention to finer-scale details, whereas in traditional GAN architectures,
all scales are learned simultaneously.
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Fig. 5.3 Progressive appearance network overview. The input is learnt latent vectors from
3D skeletal motion, and the output is a high-resolution 2D texture appearance.
In this section, we adapt the generator from the progressive growing of GANs [102]
to learn how to synthesise high-resolution texture appearance from the latent probability
distribution learned from 3D skeletal motion, Section 5.3.2. The proposed PGN for high-
resolution texture map synthesis from the latent space vector is illustrated in Figure 5.3.
The PGN initially starts with a small feed-forward network, see Table 5.3, which consists
of 4 fully-connected layers, where the input consists of learnt latent vector zst of dimension
128, which corresponds to the dimensions of the latent space learned from the 4D shape
generative network, and the output dimension of the 4th layer is 512, to match the input size
requirements of the first convolutional layer, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. The convolutional
layers consist of 9 blocks, where each block represents a different resolution, and its output
is a high-resolution texture T˜ st . The structure of the convolution block generator is illustrated
in Appendix B.1, producing 1024×1024 texture maps.
We also experimented with a VAE network for appearance synthesis. This experiment
was found to result in significant blur and loss of detail. The VAE assumes the same input
and output, hence not being a suitable architecture for the problem. For this reason, a
more sophisticated network approach is required, see Section 5.4.5 for comparison with
state-of-the-art methods.
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Table 5.3 Progressive generator network feed forward block
Layer Output Size Activation Parameters
Latent vector 128 - -
Fully connected 128 linear 16,512
Fully connected 256 linear 33,024
Fully connected 512 linear 131,584
Fully connected 512 linear 262,656
Unflatten 512x1x1 - -
Fig. 5.4 Progressive appearance training overview. Convolutional layers training stages,
Stabilising stage with 16x16 resolution, and Fading stage to the next 32x32 resolution layer.
Training Details
The PGN training starts with a 4×4 resolution and progressively grows the network layers
until it reaches 1024× 1024 resolution. The network progresses through the training by
adding new layers with double the size. There are two stages for training the growing process
(Figure 5.4), the first stage is when a new layer is added a fading stage begins where the new
layer will be smoothly added to the network. This new layer will operate as a residual block,
whose weight τ increases linearly from 0 to 1. When the fading stage is over the second stage
is initiated, the stabilising stage, where the new layer is fully integrated with the network,
and it iterates over another training cycle. This training pattern repeats until it reaches the
full resolution of 1024×1024. For every stage, we gradually decrease the minibatch size,
vary the stabiliser number of training iterations and vary the convergence tolerance. These
parameters are necessary to avoid exceeding the available memory budget and decrease the
training time, see Table 5.4 in Appendix B.1, which illustrates the different parameters used
for every stage at each resolution.
The generator network is trained using Adam [104], with a constant learning rate of
0.001 across the full training. We use leaky ReLU [193] with a leakiness value of 0.2,
equalised learning rate for all layers, except the last layer that uses linear activation, and
pixel normalisation of the feature vector after each Conv 3×3 layer. Feature map counts
in our convolution layers are illustrated in Table B.1. All weights of the convolutional,
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Table 5.4 Progressive appearance generator training parameter. It illustrates the parameters
used for each resolution layer, for every training stage at a different resolution we modify the
mini-batch size, the number of epochs for the stabiliser stage and the minimum number of
epochs before early stopping.
Layers resolution
4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024
mini-batch size 120 120 100 50 25 14 7 3 3
stabiliser epochs 1000 1000 1000 500 256 200 200 200 200
convergence epochs 1000 1000 1000 1000 500 500 500 300 300
fully-connected and affine transform layers are initialised using a Gaussian distribution
with zero mean and unit standard variation, p(z) = N(z;0, I). Stochastic gradient descent
with a momentum of 0.9 is used to minimise the mean squared error (MSE) loss between
reconstructed image T˜ st and the ground truth samples T
s
t . Our training time is approximately
four days on a single Nvidia Geforce GTX 1080 GPU.
5.4 Results and Evaluation
This section presents results and evaluation for the proposed shape generative network and
the progressive appearance generator from the skeletal pose, introduced in Section 5.3.2 and
Section 5.3.3. To evaluate the Deep4D generative representation, we use publicly available
volumetric video datasets for the whole body and facial performance [183, 43, 22, 105].
The SurfCap dataset, JP and Roxanne characters, and Dan character [43] are reconstructed
using multi-view stereo [183] and temporally aligned with SDSR from Chapter 3, which
allows for surface pose manipulation. Martin dataset [105] consists of one sequence of
temporally aligned geometry and texture appearance of a human face, and 3D facial key-
points. Thomas dataset [22] consists of four sequences of temporally aligned meshes and
texture appearance. An overview of dataset properties is shown in Table 5.7. Examples of
character motion synthesis using the proposed generative networks are shown in Figure 5.29.
Results demonstrate that the proposed Deep4D representation allows interpolation, synthesis
and interactive character control from skeletal motion sequences. The learned generative
model for shape and appearance synthesises 4D dynamic shape and appearance with quality
similar to the input 4D volumetric video.
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Table 5.5 Comparison of error metrics used for evaluation of 3D mesh and 2D texture
appearance. The values represent the average error across the all motion sequence for
different datasets.
Mesh Appearance
Dataset RMSE(m) STDDV MSE SSIM PSNR
Dan [43] 0.0158 0.0156 0.0008 0.8417 30.7327
JP [183] 0.0266 0.0257 0.0007 0.9610 31.1675
Martin [105] 0.0027 0.0015 0.0001 0.9813 38.6342
Roxanne [183] 0.0166 0.0161 0.0002 0.9804 36.0430
Thomas [22] 0.0125 0.0122 0.0002 0.9889 35.9946
5.4.1 Performance Evaluation of the Deep4D Representation
The variational encoder-decoder uses Equation 5.4 as a metric to predict plausible shape
reconstructions from skeletal pose. The progressive appearance generator uses the MSE as
the loss function between generated images and ground truth as a metric to predict plausible
high-resolution textures. The comparison was performed between the training data, to ensure
minimum error, when sampling the original sequences, and validation data to avoid over-
fitting when training, and better generalisation to unseen mesh, see Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7.
These figures present a quantitative evaluation of shape reconstruction for five sequences of
volumetric video data.
We compare generated 3D meshes with ground truth geometry acquired from multiple
view stereo reconstruction [183]. 3D mesh evaluation is performed using Hausdorff distance
defined as dH(A,B) = max{supa∈A d(a,B),supb∈B d(b,A)}, where d(a,B) and d(b,A) is the
distance from a point a to a set B and from a point b to a set A. The comparison contains
training and validation data for all sequences, see Table 5.5. The appearance is evaluated
using three metrics that are commonly used to assess image quality: mean squared distance
(MSE); multi-scaled structural similarity (MS-SSIM); and peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR),
see Table 5.5 for quantitative results.
We compared the results generated for Dan, JP, Roxanne and Thomas datasets against
the VAE for dynamic shape presented in Chapter 4 and LBS techniques using the SDSR
framework presented in Chapter 3 to produce content. Table 5.6 illustrates this comparison
with the average reconstruction error for both generative networks and LBS method. This
table demonstrates that the propose Pose-to-Shape using the Deep4D representation achieves
comparable performance to the Shape-to-Shape VAE encoding of Chapter 4 and a significant
improvement over LBS in the representation of non-rigid surface shape deformation. Which
motivates the used of skeletal information to synthesis 3D dynamic shape, as it is capable of
similar or better reconstruction errors. Another advantage of this network is the generalisation
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capability to other human motion subjects, as we have seen in Section 5.5.2, which allows
synthesising dynamic shape and appearance given a new skeletal pose. This ability is not
present in the network presented in Chapter 4, because the models across different subject
are not temporally consistent.
Table 5.6 Comparison of the two proposed networks, pose-to-shape presented in Chapter 5
and shape-to-shape presented in Chapter 4. The values represent the average error across all
motion sequences for different datasets.
Pose to Shape Shape to Shape LBS
Dataset RMSE(m) STDDV RMSE(m) STDDV RMSE(m) STDDV
Dan [43] 0.0158 0.0156 0.0160 0.0149 0.0170 0.0131
JP [183] 0.0266 0.0257 0.0244 0.0224 0.0447 0.0690
Roxanne [183] 0.0166 0.0161 0.0174 0.0163 0.0244 0.0425
Thomas [22] 0.0125 0.0122 0.0128 0.0116 0.0169 0.0121
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Fig. 5.5 The graph shows the mean distance and the standard deviation from meshes against
the decoder reconstruction, on the JP and Dan dataset [183, 43].
5.4.2 Qualitative Results
We compare our network generated results on rendered images of the original textured model
and synthesised 4D volumetric content, see Figures 5.11, 5.25 and 5.26. The network can
capture dynamic shape detail and high-frequency appearance details, such as wrinkles and
hair movement, see Figure 5.11. The network is also capable of interpolating the existing
data and generates novel geometry and appearance within the learned space, see Section
5.5.1. To evaluate the network interpolation performance, the mesh and appearance of two
encoded frames were selected and intermediate frames synthesised. Figure 5.25 and Figure
5.26 demonstrate the experiment with a gap of four frames between the selected frames.
Figure 5.28 demonstrates a more challenging example with two randomly selected frames
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Fig. 5.6 The graph shows the mean distance and the standard deviation from meshes against
the decoder reconstruction, on the Thomas and Roxanne dataset [22, 183].
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Fig. 5.7 The graph shows the mean distance and the standard deviation from meshes against
the decoder reconstruction, on Martin dataset [105].
containing large differences in shape and appearance, note that the method can produce a
natural transition between frames.
The proposed generative network maps from 3D skeletal motion to 4D volumetric video
sequences consisting of shape and appearance. To evaluate this capability we use existing
public skeletal motion capture sequences [1] to synthesise novel 4D volumetric video content,
see Section 5.5.2. To drive the generative network, we use the 3D skeletal joint positions pst
to obtain the encoded latent vectors zst , sampling from the learnt distribution P(p|z). Figure
5.29 shows three characters being driven by a novel motion sequence demonstrating the
potential to generate novel plausible 4D shape and appearance sequences from MoCap input
of similar motions.
5.4.3 Linear Blend Skinning Comparison
This section includes a comparison of the proposed pose-to-shape against linear blend
skinning (LBS) techniques demonstrating the benefits of using the proposed network. LBS
is a widely used approach in real-time character animation for deforming a surface mesh
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Fig. 5.8 The graph shows the mean squared distance from texture images against the
progressive generator reconstruction, on JP, Dan, Roxanne, Martin and Thomas datasets
[43, 183, 105, 22].
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Fig. 5.9 The graph shows the multi-scaled structural similarity (MS-SSIM) from texture
images against the progressive generator reconstruction, on JP, Dan, Roxanne, Martin and
Thomas datasets [43, 183, 105, 22].
according to an underlying bone structure, where every bone contains a transformation matrix
that affects a group of vertices. This relation is given by a weighting attribute that weights
the contribution of a bone transformation on a vertex; more detail is presented in Section
3.3.3. LBS is commonly used in animation frameworks, and it allows manipulation of
surface geometry using a low-dimensional skeletal control structure. LBS is computationally
efficient, allowing real-time character animation and can be beneficial in some applications,
such as the proposed SDSR framework presented in Chapter 3. Although, it does not
allow propagation of non-linear surface deformation, and it can cause artefacts on the mesh
surface. To understand if the proposed Deep4D shape model is capable of learning non-linear
attributes from the input data instead of only learning a linear mapping, we compare the
results against LBS. For this comparison, we present two experiments; the first experiment
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Fig. 5.10 The graph shows the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) from texture images
against the progressive generator reconstruction, on JP, Dan, Roxanne, Martin and Thomas
datasets [43, 183, 105, 22].
evaluates the interpolation performance of the proposed shape model against LBS. The
second experiment compares the synthesis of a mesh sequence against using LBS to animate
the same motion sequence. To compare the meshes, we use the Hausdorff distance metrics,
discussed in Section 5.4.1.
Figure 5.12 illustrates the results for the first experiment using the Thomas [22] dataset.
The top row represents the original sequence of walking motion, the source and target frames
surround by green and orange boxes, respectively, represent the frames used for interpolation.
The middle row shows the results of interpolating the latent vectors representative of the
source and target frames. Latent vectors were generated by encoding the respective skeletons
of the source and target frames to the learnt latent space. As a consequence, we can synthesise
intermediate poses following Equation 5.5. The bottom row shows the LBS results for source
and target frames. For LBS, it is necessary to attach the skeleton and mesh of the source
frame. LBS is achieved using the animation capabilities of the SDSR framework presented
in Chapter 3, which allows animation of a mesh given a skeletal structure generating mesh
frames for given skeletal targets. Therefore, given the original skeletal motion frames, we
map the source frame onto the target frame whilst generating the intermediate frames, as
illustrated in the bottom row. Figure 5.13 illustrates the results for the second experiment
using the Dan [43] dataset. The outline of this figure is similar to the first experiment,
where the top row represents the original sequence, middle row the results with the proposed
method, and the bottom row the LBS results. For this figure, the LBS results were acquired
with the same procedure as the previous experiment. The proposed results were generated
using the latent vectors of the original skeletal frame in the learnt latent space to synthesise
the geometry, instead of using linear interpolation to synthesis the results. This experiment
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Fig. 5.11 The images represent the same motion frame, the top images were rendered using
the original geometry and texture appearance, and the bottom images were rendered using
the generative networks. The error image is an error histogram between the original and
resulted images. It is visible from the reconstructed that it preserves original details such as
reflection on the eyeball, clothing patterns and wrinkles.
demonstrates the ability to generate a more accurate reconstruction of the original mesh
compared to using LBS. To support these figures, Table 5.6, shows quantitative evaluation
for all the datasets between LBS and the proposed results.
5.4.4 Network Architecture Evaluation
This section includes three experiments on different architectures for the 4D shape and
appearance models that justify the proposed network architecture. Section 5.3.2 presents a
novel network architecture to learn 4D mesh sequences from 3D skeletal motion; hence the
first two experiments are based on synthesis and learning of 4D shape. Section 5.3.3 presents
a progressive appearance generator to learn high detailed texture maps from learnt skeletal
motion space; hence the last experiment in Section 5.4.5 compares the proposed network to
a state-of-the-art method for learning realistic appearance [127]. Figure 5.2, Table 5.1 and
Table 5.2 summarise the network architecture for 4D shape generation. Figure 5.3, Table
5.3 and Table B.1 summarise the network architecture for 4D appearance generation. The
following sections will introduce variants of the proposed network and comparison to the
state-of-the-art, demonstrating that the proposed approach achieves a significant improvement
in accuracy and overall quality of the texture synthesis.
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Fig. 5.12 Interpolation between two frames from the original motion sequence surrounded
with a green and orange box. The top row represents the original sequence composed of 5
consequent frames. The middle row is the result of interpolating the learnt latent vector of
the proposed network. The bottom row is the result of using linear blend skinning.
Experiment 1
Figure 5.14 shows the first architecture variant from the proposed network. The architecture
of the network and training performance remain the same as the proposed approach. The
layers that represent the mean and covariance were occluded to simplify the figure. The only
modification is the size of the encoder layers and the latent space. In this experiment, we
set the input, output and latent space to be the size of the skeletal joint position vector. The
skeleton used for the Dan dataset is composed of 18 joints. Consequently, the layers have
input and output size of 54. In this situation, we have seen a similar error loss whilst training
the network compared to the proposed approach, see Figure 5.15. This similarity in error loss
shows that the network should be able to represent the output as well as the proposed network.
Although this is not the case, Figure 5.16 illustrates a significant difference in interpolation
capabilities from the proposed network and experiment 1 network architecture. Figure 5.16
illustrates interpolation results from the same viewpoint for the Thomas dataset [22] using
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Fig. 5.13 Synthesis between two frames from the original motion sequence surrounded
with a green and orange box. The top row represents the original sequence composed of 6
consequent frames. The middle row is the result of synthesising the learnt latent vector of
the proposed network. The bottom row is the result of using linear blend skinning.
the proposed and experiment 1 architectures. The top row contains two distinct frames from
different motion sequences, left and run motion sequence from the Thomas dataset [22],
representing the source and target respectively. The results for both architectures maintain
the surface quality compared to the ground truth, meaning that it does not introduce further
artefacts on the mesh surface. Although, the interpolation from experiment 1 seems out of
order, confusing the orientation of the character. Frames 1,2 and 3 (frame 0 being the first
frame from the left) from Figure 5.16 have sudden changes in the global orientation of the
character. Demonstrating the inability to provide a continuous smooth interpolation of the
two distinct frames. On the other hand, the proposed network can smoothly interpolate two
distinct frames, synthesising plausible intermediate interpolated posed meshes. Therefore the
first experiment demonstrates that this is not a suitable architecture to represent transitions of
3D meshes from a skeletal pose.
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Fig. 5.14 Experiment 1 network architecture.The input is skeletal joint positions, the output
is a 4D shape. The network optimises the loss between reconstructed and ground truth 4D
shapes.
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Fig. 5.15 The graph shows the training and validation loss for experiment 1 and proposed
network architectures on Thomas dataset [22].
Experiment 2
Figure 5.17 shows the second architecture variant from the proposed network. For this exper-
iment, we have chosen to remove the encoder and directly map the skeletal joint positions
as the latent pose space to the high-resolution to the corresponding high-resolution mesh.
Figure 5.18 illustrates the training and validation losses for the proposed and experiment 2
architectures. This figure shows that experiment 2 architecture has a far better error loss and
convergence performance, then the proposed approach. This performance is a predictable
behaviour as the modified architecture optimises for the MSE loss between the generated and
the ground truth meshes, instead of learning the probability distribution of the input data and
reconstruction error simultaneously. Because the results were promising, we have decided to
investigate the quality of interpolated motions further. Similarly to experiment 1 the Figure
5.19 illustrates interpolation results for the Thomas dataset [22] using the proposed and
experiment 2 architectures. The middle row contains the generated content from interpolating
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Fig. 5.16 Thomas experiment 1 with different network architecture.
the learnt latent vectors representative of the source and target frames. The bottom row shows
the interpolated results using the experiment 2 architecture, where the source and target
skeletal frames were linearly interpolated to generate the intermediate poses and given to
the variant architecture to generate the according mesh representation. This experiment has
shown the inability to generate novel posed meshes using the second experimental network.
The general pose structure from experiment 2 can be argued to give a good approximation of
what could be seen as a smooth interpolation, although the surface quality and structure is
lost. This experiment causes artefacts on the mesh surface, resulting in degradation of the
mesh quality whilst generating the particular pose. The proposed results can be argued to
generate plausible posed meshes whilst preserving the original surface integrity and quality,
outperforming experiment 2.
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Fig. 5.17 Experiment 2 network architecture. The input is skeletal joint positions, the output
is a 4D shape. The network optimises the loss between reconstructed and ground truth 4D
shapes.
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Fig. 5.18 The graph shows the training and validation loss for experiment 2 and proposed
network architectures on Thomas dataset [22].
5.4.5 Appearance Synthesis Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the progressive appearance generator against
the state-of-the-art method proposed by Lombardi et al. [127] for facial image synthesis.
Figure 5.20 illustrates a variant of the network proposed by Lombardi et al. [127], which we
have used for the following experiments. The variant network architecture was chosen to
allow for appearance synthesis only, as we intend to evaluate the texture synthesis quality.
Therefore we have removed the mesh and view-point conditioning from the original network
architecture. We trained this network on 2D textures from the Thomas [22] and Martin
[105] datasets, where the training took approximately 10 days for 104 training cycles, with
a mini-batch size of 64. This network minimises the MSE error and the KL-divergence
simultaneously, similar to the proposed approach.
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Fig. 5.19 Thomas experiment 2 with different network architecture.
Figure 5.21, 5.22 and 5.22 illustrate the evaluation using three metrics for comparison to
assess image quality: MSE; peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR); and multi-scaled structural
similarity (MS-SSIM). These figures demonstrate quantitative evaluation for the experiment,
showing that the proposed network has far better results then the Lombardi et al. [127]
network.
Figures 5.24a and 5.24b illustrates qualitative evaluation for this experiment. We have
chosen one random sample from the training dataset to evaluate the quality of the texture
synthesis given a seen example. Figure 5.24a presents heat-map images to compare the
synthesised result against the ground-truth for the proposed and Lombardi networks. It is
visible that the proposed network outperforms the Lombardi et al. [127] approach, this is
more visible on the close-up Figure 5.24b where the details on the t-shirt have been lost when
using the Lombardi et al. [127] network. The proposed network is capable of preserving
the printed image on the t-shirt along with wrinkles present in the original image. The lack
of detail and the presence of blurred results from state-of-the-art Lombardi et al. [127]
network has led to the network presented in Section 5.3.3. The proposed approach is a
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more sophisticated network, capable of preserving fine details and complex structures, and
achieves faster training given limited computational hardware.
Fig. 5.20 A variant of Lombardi et al. [127] network architecture.
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Fig. 5.21 The graph shows the mean squared distance from texture images against the
progressive generator reconstruction, on Thomas [22] and Martin [105] datasets.
5.4.6 Compression
Table 5.7 demonstrates the proposed approach is capable of compressing 4D volumetric
video through a deep learnt representation. The latent space representation achieves up to two
orders of magnitude reduction in the size of the captured 4D volumetric video depending on
sequence length. The decoders have an approximate size 105MB with the texture encoder size
constant, 94MB, due to the fixed texture image resolution and the mesh encoder dependent
on the mesh resolution, 10−18MB.
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Fig. 5.22 The graph shows the multi-scaled structural similarity (MS-SSIM) from texture
images against the progressive generator reconstruction, on Thomas [22] and Martin [105]
datasets.
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Fig. 5.23 The graph shows the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) from texture images
against the progressive generator reconstruction, on Thomas [22] and Martin [105] datasets.
Table 5.7 The table illustrates the total amount of disk space occupied in Megabytes (MB).
The original column represents 3D mesh and 2D textures of the original dataset, and the
latent space and decoder columns represent the required memory to synthesise 3D meshes
and 2D texture appearance.
Dataset Vertices Frames Original Latent Space Decoder
Dan [43] 2667 1447 768.2MB 2.6MB 104MB
JP [183] 3463 1788 1272.7MB 4.7MB 106.8MB
Martin [105] 2689 310 479.1MB 0.80MB 104MB
Roxanne [183] 2475 414 428.1MB 1.1MB 103.3MB
Thomas [22] 5002 212 1186.3MB 0.55MB 112.4MB
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(a) Thomas appearance heat-map.
(b) Thomas appearance close-up.
Fig. 5.24 Thomas appearance synthesis qualitative evaluation of Lombardi et al. [127]
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5.5 Applications
The proposed generative networks produce a compact motion space capable of generating
novel content by sampling or interpolating the learnt space representation, as illustrate in
Figures 5.25, 5.26, 5.27, 5.28 and 5.29. The latent space of the learnt motion allows the
pre-trained generators for shape Q(zst |M˜st ) and texture A(zst |T˜ st ) to synthesise and interpolate
between the captured 4D volumetric video shape and appearance sequences. Interpolation
in the learnt latent space allows the generation of novel posed meshes that represent tran-
sitions between observed sequences, see Section 5.5.1. The proposed networks learn to
generate dynamic shape and appearance from skeletal motion information; therefore, it is
not constrained to the characteristic of the human body, such as gender, body shape and
structure or appearance. Chapter 3 provides an animation framework that allows sequence
manipulation or transfers skeletal motions to drive novel motion sequences; hence we can
re-use existing skeletal motion capture databases [1] to synthesise new content, see Section
5.5.2. The following section will discuss in more detail these applications.
Fig. 5.25 Latent space interpolation, two frames from the original motion sequence with
3 frames in between are selected visible on the top row, and the bottom row illustrates that
the generative network is capable of recreating the missing frames shape and appearance by
interpolating the source and target latent vectors.
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Fig. 5.26 Latent space interpolation, two frames from the original motion sequence with
3 frames in between are selected visible on the top row, and the bottom row illustrates that
the generative network is capable of recreating the missing frames shape and appearance by
interpolating the source and target latent vectors.
5.5.1 Latent Space Interpolation
Interpolating the latent space is only possible because of the compact space representation
generated from the generative network. To perform interpolation in the latent space, firstly,
it is necessary to choose two latent vectors zs1t1 and z
s2
t2 to randomly sample from the learnt
space. To evaluate the interpolation performance of the network we choose two encoded
frames of the same motion sequence, zs1t1 and z
s2
t2 . This allows allows use of the generators
to synthesise 3D mesh shape and appearance from the original motion frames. For these
evaluations four frames are chosen apart from s1 and s2, then we perform linear interpolation
according to Equation 5.5.
zi = (1−α)∗ zs1t1 +α ∗ zs2t2 (5.5)
Where zi is the interpolated latent vector, α defines a normalised weighting [0..1] between
latent vectors zs1t1 and z
s2
t2 . Intermediate 4D shape and texture frames are synthesised to
qualitatively evaluate how well the network is representing the 4D shape and appearance, see
Section 5.4.2. Figure 5.25 and Figure 5.26, demonstrate that the model is compressing the
data distribution according to its motion similarity.
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Fig. 5.27 Latent space interpolation, two frames with distinct motions are selected, on the
left surrounded with a green box is the source and on the right surrounded with a red box is
the target, in between is the interpolated results for shape and appearance.
For each example, the green and red boxes represent the source and target frames,
respectively, the top row shows the original five frames used to compare the synthesised
results from the network. For this experiment, a random motion sequence was selected
along with five consequent frames, where the first and last frame are used for interpolation
evaluation purposes. For every source and target frames we use the encoder to generate the
respective latent motion vector zs1t1 and z
s2
t2 predictions, respectively. Equation 5.5 is used to
generate a latent vector zi for every in-between frame, where i = [0..4]. This allows for the
decoder to synthesise intermediate frames for every predicted zi as shown in Figures 5.25 and
5.26. Figure 5.25 illustrate Roxanne character dataset [183] and Figure 5.26 Dan character
dataset [43], it is visible that the network is capable of reconstructing the character shape and
appearance without any abnormal deformations or texture artefacts.
For a more complicated case, source and target frames were randomly selected from
all motion sequences of one character and used to interpolate and synthesise the resulting
intermediate motion path linearly, see Figures 5.27 and 5.28. Interpolation of pairs of frames
from the Thomas dataset [22] is illustrated in Figure 5.27, results show that the network
is capable of reconstructing the character shape and appearance without any abnormal
deformations or texture artefacts. This experiment demonstrates that the network generates
smooth, posed meshes with appropriate dynamic texture appearance. The t-shirt wrinkles
appear to change according to the body motion, simulating a natural behaviour of clothing
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Fig. 5.28 Latent space interpolation, two frames with distinct 3D motion landmarks are
selected, on the left surrounded with a green box is the source, on the right surrounded with
a red box is the target, in between is the interpolated results for shape and appearance.
deformation. The transition of posed shape from source to target also produces a natural
motion.
Figure 5.28 illustrates the Martin face dataset [105]; results demonstrate that the network
is capable of reconstructing character face shape and appearance without any abnormal
deformations or texture artefacts using facial landmarks as the pose input. This experiment
demonstrates that the network handles the transition of facial expressions generating consis-
tent meshes with appropriated dynamic texture appearance. This experiment emphasises the
ability to learn complicated facial expression and the ability to interpolate between distinct
expressions.
5.5.2 Synthesis from Motion Capture Data
Traditional MoCap systems generate realistic human motion by tracking the skeletal motion
of an individual by using physical markers. Therefore it is important to advance towards
enabling the proposed network to re-use the vast MoCap dataset available for research
purposes [1]. The proposed generative networks are capable of transforming a MoCap
sequence to generate 4D volumetric content from the given motion. The method requires
two pre-processing steps: firstly, it is necessary to re-target the MoCap motion and skeletal
structure to match the orientation, translation and skeleton of the chosen character to synthe-
sise; secondly, to encode the new motion using the pre-trained encoder P(p|z); and finally to
use the pre-trained generators, shape Q(zst |M˜st ) and texture A(zst |T˜ st ) to synthesise the novel
4D volumetric content for the given MoCap motion. Figure 5.29 illustrates the network
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generating novel posed texture models for Roxanne, Dan and Thomas datasets of a walking
sequence never seen by the network. Figure 5.30 illustrates the network generating novel
posed texture models for Dan datasets of a jump sequence never seen by the network. Figure
5.31 illustrates the network generating novel posed texture models for Roxanne datasets
of a walking sequence never seen by the network. Results demonstrate that the network is
capable of generating content for novel motion sequences producing high-quality 4D motion
sequences of shape and appearance.
Fig. 5.29 The top row is a motion capture sequence which is used to synthesise the bottom
rows. The bottom rows are 4D volumetric content of Roxanne. Dan and Thomas datasets. It
is visible that can generate 4D volumetric video from skeletal motion for different subjects.
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Fig. 5.30 The top row is a motion capture sequence which is used to synthesise the bottom
rows. The bottom rows are 4D volumetric content of Dan. It is visible that can generate 4D
volumetric video for motions captured from different subjects.
Fig. 5.31 The top row is a motion capture sequence which is used to synthesise the bottom
rows. The bottom rows are 4D volumetric content of Roxanne. It is visible that can generate
4D volumetric video for motions captured from different subjects.
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5.6 Limitations
Similar to Chapter 4 the quality is limited by the publicly available 4D volumetric video
sequences. The introduction of the skeletal representation might raise concerns on the
ability to accurately represent surfaces, as one skeleton configuration can have many surface
representations. In the dataset used in the experiments this limitation was not discovered,
although in the future this could be accounted by introducing extra information while training
the network, such as velocity, motion labelling, joint transformations or temporal information.
The current implementation is not optimised for texture rendering due to copy operations
between CPU and GPU memory, with optimisation this could achieve > 30 fps for shape
and appearance synthesis. Multi-resolution progressive generation allows for rendering
and memory constraints to improve, although this has a visual quality impact, because
the different resolutions are downsized samples of the original, resulting in loss of detail.
Motion capture data synthesis may create undesired artefacts on the appearance and shape
if the skeletal motion is outside the space of observed 4D motions as this requires extreme
extrapolation in the latent space. Although we see it as a step towards allowing complex
networks to generate extreme poses whilst preserving the mesh structure and integrity.
5.7 Conclusions
The proposed Deep4D generative representation enables skeletal motion sequences to repre-
sent the dynamic shape and high-quality appearance. The 4D generative network supports
interpolation in the latent space to synthesise novel intermediate motions allowing smooth
transitions between captured sequences. The progressive appearance generator synthesises
high-resolution textures for the learnt motion space, whilst preserving details of motion and
realistic details. The proposed network is capable of a compact representation of multiple 4D
volumetric video sequences achieving up-to two orders of magnitude compression compared
to the captured 4D volumetric video. The generative network allows mapping of skeletal
motion capture data to generate novel 4D volumetric video sequences with detailed dynamic
shape and appearance. The approach achieves efficient representation and real-time rendering
of the 4D volumetric video. The proposed Deep4D representation has the potential to over-
come limitations of previous 4D volumetric video animation approaches, which requires high
storage and computational costs. Generative network usually suffers from discontinuities
in areas where there is insufficient training data to allow synthesis or interpolation, creating
transitions between meshes with significant differences in pose and shape. The proposed
method can preserve shape details and appearance, as shown in the evaluation. The training
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performance of the neural network can be improved by reducing the number of convolutional
layers from the progressive appearance generator, which consequently improves the run-time
appearance rendering. Deep4D provides the foundation for the work presented in Chapter
6, allowing for a real-time animation framework to produce realistic renderings of human
characters from performance capture content.
Chapter 6
Deep4D Motion Graphs: Learning to
Animate Volumetric Video
This chapter introduces a novel Deep4D motion graph that enables compact represen-
tation and interactive animation from captured volumetric video sequences of people.
The introduction of generative networks in the previous Chapters, capable of syn-
thesising and interpolating 4D volumetric video, allowed motion graphs to produce
realistic renderings of actor performance from multiple view video acquisition sys-
tems. Generative networks are trained on 4D volumetric video sequences of an actor
performing multiple motions to learn a generative model of the dynamic shape and
appearance. This model provides a compact encoded representation capable of high-
quality synthesis of 4D volumetric video with two orders of magnitude compression.
This representation enables character animation to be driven by generative networks
that support the representation of multiple sequences with dynamic interpolation to
transition between motions. Generative networks suffer from discontinuities in areas
where there is insufficient training data to allow synthesis or interpolation. The pro-
posed Deep4D motion graph overcomes this limitation by enforcing transitions through
a motion graph. Ensuring that synthesised motions are constrained to be similar to
the space of observed motions and avoid extrapolations which may fail to synthesise
plausible shape and appearance. The Deep4D motion graph allows interactive character
animation whilst preserving the plausible realism of movement and appearance from
the captured volumetric video. Deep4D motion graphs implicitly combine multiple
captured motions in a unified representation for character animation from volumetric
video, allowing novel character movements to be generated with dynamic shape and
appearance detail.
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6.1 Introduction
Performance capture studio content has been exploited for virtual character motion re-
targeting [14] through manipulation of key-points to create novel motions. Interactive
character animation pipelines usually consist of two stages, modelling a parameterised 3D
character and rigging an appropriate skeletal structure to match the 3D shape of the character
model. This process requires a high level of skill to manually edit and create plausible human-
like motions whilst maintaining a realistic appearance. 3D characters are commonly acquired
using a high-resolution 3D laser scan and skeletal structures from artists which manually
adjust skeletal joint positions. The novel animations are often generated using inverse
dynamic and kinematic solvers on a skeletal motion capture database [188, 87, 222, 133].
The introduction of motion graphs [11, 107, 117] and parameterised skeletal motion spaces
[80, 163] allowed representation and real-time interactive control of character movement
from performance capture data.
This chapter proposes Deep4D motion graphs an animation framework to generate realis-
tic human-like motion from learnt representations of 4D volumetric video as presented in
Chapters 4 and 5. The proposed generative networks learn an efficient compressed repre-
sentation of 4D dynamic geometry and appearance through a deep generative network. The
generative properties of these networks allow the construction of a motion graph capable of
reproducing smooth and realistic motions using the learned representation of the dynamic 4D
volumetric video. Deep4D motion graphs build on top of learnt models, capable of interpo-
lating and generating novel posed surface geometry and texture maps, and can be integrated
into existing animation pipelines as a compact representation for real-time animation from
4D volumetric performance capture data.
6.2 Related Work
This section presents a review of related theory and state-of-the-art techniques to animated
4D volumetric video from performance capture systems.
6.2.1 Motion Graphs
Motion graphs have been used on performance capture content for human character anima-
tion from skeletal motion capture sequences [163, 194, 107, 117, 10, 11, 80] and from 4D
volumetric video [184, 183, 91, 41, 42, 39, 43, 93, 22–24]. Skeletal-based character anima-
tion commonly required high-resolution 3D laser scan [20] to achieve human realistic shape
and appearance. Mesh deformation given a skeletal motion is often generated using inverse
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dynamic and kinematic solvers on a skeletal motion capture database [188, 87, 222, 133]
with surface animation based on the skeletal motion limiting the realism of deformation and
appearance. This limitation led motion graphs to be extended to 4D volumetric video to
preserve the realism recorded from performance capture systems. The following section in-
troduces state-of-the-art methods on skeleton-based and 4D volumetric based motion graphs
for the animation of human characters.
Motion Graphs for Skeletal Motion
Motion graphs for character animation from skeletal motion capture sequences [194, 107,
117, 10, 11] and parameterised skeletal motion spaces [163, 80] allowed representation
and real-time interactive control of character movement from performance capture data.
The skeletal motion graphs are constructed using a frame-to-frame similarity metric which
identifies similar poses and motion. Molina-Tanco and Hilton [194] proposed the use of
structured graphs of skeletal motion sequences for controlling a digital character to produce
animation. Structured graphs were constructed using a frame-to-frame similarity metric
which identifies similar poses. The similarity between frames can be represented as a directed
graph, where nodes represent the pose at a time instance and edge the transitions. These
directed graph representations lead to the introduction of Motion graphs by Kovar et al.
[107]. Nowadays, Motion Graphs are a common tool for automatic synthesis from examples
of skeletal motion capture data in the literature. In this strategy, motion data sequences
are represented by a graph where nodes represent sequences of frames and edges represent
transitions between them, see Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 for a motion graph illustration.
Arikan and Forsyth [10] use motion graphs on computer-generated characters using skeletal
motion capture to produce human-looking motions. They further illustrate their method on a
games character allowing to synthesis motions with intuitive control, such as what action
to occur in the animation or drawing the timeline with user-selected motions [11]. Their
method allows a user to select a start and end-point for the motion with pre-selected motions.
These methods usually require modelling a parameterised 3D animated character and rigging
the skeletal structure to produce surface deformation. This process requires professional
skill, and manual editing to create plausible skeletal motions and maintain realistic character
deformations.
Motion Graphs for 3D and 4D Volumetric Performance Capture
The concept of motion graphs was extended to volumetric video using both structured meshes
(temporally consistent) [41, 42, 39, 43, 23] and unstructured meshes (temporally inconsistent)
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(a) Transition costs (b) Initial motion graph
Fig. 6.1 An illustrative example of a graph representation of two input sequences.
[184, 183, 91, 93, 159]. Initial approaches [184, 89] concatenate unstructured, dynamic mesh
sequences without temporal consistency of the mesh connectivity based on shape and motion
similarity. Starck et al. [184] and Huang et al. [91] proposed to construct motion graphs
for dynamic surfaces, without requiring pre-processing alignment techniques. Prada et al.
[159] instead ensures that at defined transitions points, mesh alignment is performed to
provide a smooth blending between frames and optical flow is used to give a ghost-free
texture. They contributed with a solution for appearance interpolation in addition to geometry
synthesis. Interpolation based transitions were performed through template-based tracking
applied locally to pre-selected similar source and target mesh transition segments only. This
method avoided the challenging problem of global mesh alignment and only considered the
alignment of geometry and texture where necessary.
In contrast, Casas et al. [43] and Huang et al. [93] leverage the correspondence of the
structured mesh sequences to find pose transitions. Casas et al. [43] uses a parametrised
motion graph which allows high-level interactive character animation. They proposed a novel
layered view-dependent texture map representation to support efficient storage and rendering
to maintain the realism of the character appearance. Huang et al. [93] presents a hybrid
representation using skeletal motion control with surface motion graphs. This approach
allows for realistic content generation from skeletal motion capture using a learned part-based
Laplacian surface deformation model [199] to infer realistic surface deformations. In both
works of Casas et al. [43] and Huang et al. [93] they present with a graph optimisation,
pruning the graph to only maintain transition that satisfies certain constraints. These con-
straints can be either a user-defined key-frames or MoCap motion sequences. Boukhayma et
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(a) Transition cost local minima (b) Motion graph connectivity
Fig. 6.2 An illustrative example of building a motion graph for two input sequences.
al. [23] demonstrates a motion graph technique to interpolate between temporally aligned
structured mesh sequences automatically. Their approach is demonstrated to maintain realism
between motion transitions via a novel transition cost function that weights its realism, and
an optimised motion graph that keeps the minimum necessary transitions between frame
sequences, see Figure 6.3. These approaches demonstrate that motion graphs can be used
to interpolate between related motions, whilst maintaining the realism of the motion and
appearance in the original performance captured scene.
The major limitation of traditional motion graph techniques is re-animation of per-
formance capture datasets, which are usually complex to maintain the non-linear surface
deformations when interpolating between motion sequences. Interpolation of dense meshes
are estimated using linear interpolation between meshes, which can remove the natural
surface motion; also, it can require significant computational time, which can decrease the
rendering performance. The appearance needs to be estimated in run-time, which can produce
ghosting artefacts. Performance capture datasets tend to require a significant memory to store
and to achieve real-time interactive character animation control.
6.2.2 Summary and Motivation
The previous section presented an overview of techniques to animate and represent 4D
volumetric video. The review of previous work discusses animation techniques on 4D
volumetric video, where animation frameworks can be built either by using skeletal motion
capture or directly from 3D and 4D performance capture content. Frameworks that use
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(a) Complete digraph (b) Shortest path tree (c) Essential graph
Fig. 6.3 An illustrative example of building an essential motion graph for two input se-
quences.
skeletal motion capture need a rigged character and LBS to animate a human character, and
this can introduce artefacts on the surface geometry. Correction of these artefacts requires
skilled professional artists and software tools to create plausible animations. Usually, the
rigged characters are 3D animated figures professionally created, therefore not representing
realistic human shapes. Several techniques are presented to solve this particular problem,
such as, laser-scanned human models that are rigged onto a skeleton to represent each frame
captured, motion graph techniques that work on structured and unstructured mesh sequences
to produce realistic motion transition and generate smooth animations. These techniques all
required complex algorithms and the necessity to load entire datasets into memory at run-time
to perform pre-processing and synthesise novel motion sequences. Chapter 4 and 5 presented
novel learning frameworks for 4D volumetric video shape and appearance to generated
dynamic mesh surfaces and appearance improving on traditional animation techniques.
In this chapter, we introduce a Deep4D motion graph representation of 4D volumetric
video sequences. We have chosen to use the generative network proposed in Chapter 5, as
this better represents 4D volumetric video containing shape and appearance. This generative
network learns a pose space representation of the 4D volumetric video content. In Chapter
5 the generative network is capable of generalising the motion to other subjects skeletal
motions, illustrated in Section 5.5.2. Chapter 5 generative network learns a 4D skeletal
motion space to allow a seamless transition of both dynamic shape and appearance between
captured sequences and provides a compact representation, which overcomes the memory
and computation requirement of previous approaches to represent all captured sequences at
run-time explicitly. The primary novel contributions of this chapter are:
• Deep4D motion graph representation of 4D volumetric video for interactive animation and
generation of dynamic shape and high-resolution appearance.
• An animation framework that allows performance capture content to be manipulated
through a low-dimensional skeletal motion representation compatible with existing motion
capture datasets.
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Fig. 6.4 Animation framework pipeline. The image illustrates the online block that generates
high-resolution 4D volumetric video. The 4D Motion Graph contains the learnt motion
representation allowing the decoders in real-time to synthesise 4D volumetric video sequences
consisting of 4D mesh, 2D texture appearance.
6.3 Deep4D Motion Graph Representation
The following section introduces Deep4D motion graphs a novel approach to generate motion
graphs [42, 39, 22, 24] from the learnt 4D dynamic sequences discussed in Chapter 5. The
motion graphs, animation and rendering blocks in Figure 6.4 will be discussed in detail to
demonstrate the steps taken to generate motion graphs capable of animating learnt characters
from 4D volumetric video datasets. The goal is to merge the popular deep learning research
field with traditional animation pipelines to begin a new era for computer graphics, creating
novel mechanisms to produce realistic human animations.
Firstly, we discuss the input data to the animation framework along with the pre-requisites
for initialisation. Secondly, the generation of motion graphs for learnt 4D volumetric video is
presented along with a discussion of the metrics chosen to evaluate similarity and transition
costs between motion frames. Finally, a real-time motion synthesis approach to generate 4D
video sequences with interactive animation control by concatenating and blending between
the captured motion sequences is presented.
6.3.1 Input Data
The framework receives as input, skeletal motion data for 4D volumetric video estimated
using the SDSR framework presented in Chapter 3 and latent vectors z(s, t) of each motion
sequence Mst used in Chapter 5 for 4D shape and appearance learnt from a skeletal pose.
In the context of this section a sequence of motion frames {Fst }N
s
T
t=1}NSa=1 refers to collec-
tions of frames which contain representative latent vectors, and skeletal structures given by
the SDSR framework as follows, Fst = {z(s, t),S(s, t)}, where zst = z(s, t) is a latent vector
and S(s, t) a skeletal structure from a motion sequence s = [1...NS], which contains NsT
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number of frames t = [1...NsT ], representative of the original motion dataset. Lastly, it is
necessary to utilise the pre-trained mesh generator Q(zst |M˜st ) and the appearance generator
A(zst |T˜ st ) from Chapter 5 to interpret each latent vectors zst stored as a motion frame in latent
motion sequence Fst . The proposed approach is capable of using the pre-trained generator
network Q(zst |M˜st ) from Chapter 4, although this only generates 3D dynamic mesh surfaces
and excludes the appearance from the similarity metrics and rendering presented in the
following sections. This demonstrates that Deep4D motion graphs are not dependent of the
input data, and are capable of handling multiple learning architectures.
The generative networks synthesise M˜st meshes and T˜
s
t texture maps for every z
s
t ∈ Fst ,
which represents a temporally consistent 4D mesh and appearance, i.e. the topology, vertex
connectivity and texture coordinates are constant across all frames and sequences. In this
section, 4D volumetric video sequences represent a human character and are not restricted in
motion or clothing. The construction of a motion graph is independent of the learnt model,
allowing the framework to generalise its application to other types of models, such as the
representation of dynamic 4D meshes from Chapter 4, or representation of 4D shape and
appearance learnt from skeletal motion from Chapter 5. A motion graph is interpreted as a
directed weighted graph structure built from captured 4D volumetric video sequences, where
graph nodes represent frames that contain latent vectors which hold information about shape,
motion and appearance, and edges link nodes together to represent motion pathways between
frames.
6.3.2 Pre-processing
The data is required to be pre-processed; this offline process starts with training the generative
networks described in Chapter 5 for a skeleton motion sequences of a human character. Once
training is complete the generators Q(zst |M˜st ) and A(zst |T˜ st ) are used to recover the 3D meshes
and 2D textures represented by each latent vector zst , to allow the pre-processing step to be
automated. The first step in the pre-processing stage is to connect frames within the same
sequences automatically, and if possible create loops for cyclic motions, consequently a
sequence can infinitely repeat itself, see Figure 6.5. Loops are generated via searching on a
similarity matrix SIM(F itu ,F
j
tv) for all pairs of frames in the same sequence to automatically
choose the minimum cost, see Sections 6.3.3 and 6.3.4. Transitions within the same sequence
should produce the most natural motion; hence the shape and motion cost should be small.
The next step is to fully connect the graph by adding all possible transition combinations
between sequences to allow better path estimations to be found for all frames, see Figure 6.3.
This step will generate a fully connected graph with appropriated edge weights using shape,
motion and dynamic time warping metrics, as detailed in the following sections. Lastly, the
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(a) Connected sequences (b) Cyclic sequences
Fig. 6.5 An illustrative example of building an inner loop for each motion sequence.
graph is optimised using Dijkstra’s algorithm to minimise the number of transition in the
final motion graph, as detailed in Section 6.3.5.
6.3.3 Shape Similarity Metric
Similarity is computed for every pair of frames in the input 4D volumetric video sequences
SIM(F itu ,F
j
tv), where F
i
tu is a frame tu from the i
th sequence F itu = {Mitu ,T itu}, comprising
meshes Mitu and textures T
i
tu , where i = [1...NS]. For a given latent vector z
s
t the decoder
Q(zst |M˜st ) reconstructs temporally consistent geometry, where vertices correspondences
between the source and target meshes are known, and the appearance generator A(zst |T˜ st )
reconstructs the 2D texture appearance of generated frame. The shape, motion and appearance
similarity is computed for every pair of source F itu and target F
j
tv frames, having tu ∈ [1,NsT ]
and tv ∈ [1,NT ] frames for all sequences i, j ∈ [1,NS].
SIM(F itu,F
j
tv) = θSIMM(M
i
tu ,M
j
tv)+(1−θ)SIMA(T itu ,T jtv ) (6.1)
Where θ weights the relative importance of shape and appearance similarity, giving a
complete similarity matrix SIM(F itu,F
j
tv) for all frames generated by the learnt 4D volumetric
video representation. To measure shape similarity we use the Euclidean distances and
velocities between mesh vertices as illustrated in Equation 6.2.
SIMM(Mitu,M
j
tv) =
1
NV
(||xitu − x jtv||+ ||vitu − v jtv||) (6.2)
Where vertex velocity vitu = (x
i
tu − xitu−1), and NV is the number of vertices. The appearance
similarity uses the average absolute difference of the 2D texture appearance between two
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frames as illustrated in Equation 6.3.
SIMA(T itu ,T
j
tv ) =
1
NX
||T itu −T jtv || (6.3)
Where NX is the number of pixels. The similarities are normalised to the range [0,1] as
follows:
SIMQ(F itu,F
j
tv) =
SIMQ(F itu ,F
j
tv)−min(SIMQ(F itu ,F jtv))
max(SIMQ(F itu,F
j
tv))−min(SIMQ(F itu ,F jtv))
(6.4)
Where SIMQ(·) is either SIMM(·) or SIMA(·) similarity metrics for shape and appearance.
The pre-computed similarity matrix SIM(F itu,F
j
tv) for all frames allows to evaluate in real-time
the similarity cost between any source and target meshes.
6.3.4 Transition Edge Cost
In the context of this chapter, an edge in a motion graph represents a transition between
two frames, where for clarity frames will be described as nodes in this section. For every
edge, we associate a weight to represent the similarity of shape transitions between nodes
quantitatively. Realistic transitions should require little change in shape and appearance
corresponding to a small similarity score. Hence the metric used takes into account the
optimal surface interpolation cost between any pair of nodes [23]. The cost of transitioning
is the sum of intermediate poses between source node u and destination node v weighted by
the similarity score for each intermediate frame.
In order to smoothly blend source node u from a 3D mesh sequence to destination node v
from another sequence, it is necessary to consider a blend window of length b. This window
represents a successive number of nodes bu, on the source sequence it begins at node u
and ends at node u+bu−1, in the destination sequence a window bv ending at node v and
starting at node v−bv+1, see Figure 6.6. Once, the window frame is initialised between
source and destination sequence, it is necessary to extrapolate the nodes that gradually blend
both sequences, generating smooth realistic transitions. To extract the optimal nodes from
source and destination sequences we use a variant of standard dynamic time warping (DTW)
[146, 218, 215, 39] to estimate the best temporal warps wu and wv respectively with respect
to the similarity metric defined in Equation 6.1. DTW was first introduced by Sakoe and
Chiba [168] for signal time alignment, it was used in conjunction with dynamic programming
techniques for the recognition of isolated words and it had been widely used since then
mainly for recognition tasks. The transition duration varies within a third of a second and
2 seconds [215], hence we allow the length bu and bv to vary between boundaries bmin and
bmax. The optimal transitions with minimal total similarity cost D(u,v) through the path
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Fig. 6.6 This is an illustrative image of gradual frame blending using dynamic time warping.
generated from the DTW algorithm, as shown in Figure 6.6.
D(u,v) = min
bu,bv,wu,wv,CL
∑
t∈[0,CL]
SIM(F itu,F
j
tv) (6.5)
Where SIM(F itu,F
j
tv ) is the shape similarity cost defined in Section 6.3.3, and CL is the length
of the path found by the DTW algorithm considered as the transition duration, see Figure 6.6.
The optimisation above finds the following optimal parameters (bu,bv,wu,wv,CL), which are
considered later for motions synthesis. Similar to Section 6.3.3, we define the edge weight
between nodes to be the surface deformation cost D(u,v) and its interpolated duration cost
CL(u,v). Equation 6.6 summarises the definition for the edge cost between nodes u and v.
D′(u,v) = min[α(v−u),D(u,v)+α CL(u,v)] (6.6)
For the case nodes u and v are from the same sequence the surface deformation should be
minimal. To control the tolerance between surface deformation and transition duration we
add weight α .
This process will create a fully connected digraph where edges are weighted for the shape
similarity and transition cost between nodes, in the following Section 6.3.5 we will discuss
how to prune and optimise the connectivity of the complete digraph.
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6.3.5 Motion Graph Optimisation
The last stage in the framework aims to find a globally optimal solution to minimise the
number of transitions between nodes. Plausible transitions can be achieved by selecting the
minimum cost transition from the similarity matrix between sequences, to generate a motion
graph, as shown in Figure 6.2. A fully connected digraph was generated from Section 6.3.4,
which connects every pair of nodes for all existing motion sequences. Therefore selecting
the minimum cost transition for every node would maintain dense connectivity in the graph.
We have implemented a globally optimal strategy that extracts and maintains only the best
paths between every pair of nodes [91, 41, 39, 22, 23]. This strategy corresponds to extracting
the essential sub-graph from the complete digraph induced from the input sequences [21].
This method ensures the existence of at least one transition between any two nodes in the
graph, which potentially yields a better use of the original data with less dead ends. Given the
fully connected digraph, we use the Dijkstra algorithm on every pair of nodes to extract the
shortest paths between source and target nodes. Once this process is completed, we remove
all edges that do not belong to the new generated paths, giving a connected digraph that
contains only the necessary least cost transitions. The resulting structure is also referred to as
the union of shortest-path trees rooted at every graph node. This solution will guarantee the
best realism when transitioning from frames of different sequences.
6.4 Results and Discussion
Generative networks have shown to be capable of synthesising dynamic surface shape
and appearance, interpolating the learnt motion spaces to generated intermediate novel 4D
content and have demonstrated to generate new meshes from random sampling in the learnt
space, see Chapter 4. Chapter 5 demonstrate further investigation on generative networks,
proposing a learnt model to represent 4D volumetric video from skeletal motion. This
model allows compressed skeletal motion sequences to represent 4D shape and appearance
from 4D volumetric video, with the ability to interpolate and synthesise novel realistic 4D
volumetric video. This range of applications opens the possibility for efficient rendering
of interactive character animation using the proposed Deep4D motion graphs discussed
in Section 6.3. Examples of character animation using generative networks are presented
in Sections 6.4.2, 6.4.3 and shown in Figures 6.8, 6.10 and 6.7. Results demonstrate
that the proposed animation framework allows for interactive character animation with
seamless transitions between sequences based on interpolation of the latent vectors. The
meshes are coloured to illustrate different motion sequences and interpolation between them
when performing a blend transition. Section 6.4.1 discusses how to convert encoded mesh
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Fig. 6.7 The image illustrates Dan character following a pre-defined path, the image on the
left is performing a walk sequence and on the right a transition from walk to a long jump.
The colours illustrate different sequences and transition blends.
sequences into a continuous animation of 4D volumetric video using the generative network
proposed in Chapter 4. Section 6.4.3 presents the novel Deep4D motion graphs that make
use of the Deep4D generative representation presented in Chapter 5 producing realistic
animations and renderings of 4D volumetric video.
6.4.1 Generation of Motion Transitions
To generate a continuous stream of animation between motion sequences it is necessary to
calculate the least costly transition path between a source frame F itu and a target frame F
j
tv
from different motion sequences. As discussed previously, the least costly transition should
be a transition within the same motion sequence. Consequently, if the animation remains
unchanged by the user, the framework will play the same motion in a loop. If the user
requests to switch the current motion, the framework will process the minimum transition
cost D(F itu,F
j
tv) from the current motion frame F
i
tu to the selected motion sequence F
j
tv , and
returns the following parameters (bu,bv,wu,wv,CL), Section 6.3.4. These parameters allow
interpolation of the intermediate frames between frame u and v with a transition length of CL,
creating a seamless transition in real-time between different motion sequences. The approach
presented in Section 6.3.4 finds the corresponding pair of frames by computing the shortest
path on the warps (wu,wv). The following sections discuss how to synthesise 4D volumetric
video and how intermediate frames are generated using the networks proposed in Chapters 4
and 5.
6.4.2 Dynamic Surface Shape-to-Shape Animation
From Chapter 4, the generative network can synthesise temporally consistent 3D meshes
sequences and interpolate between frames. For the motion graph to allow this network to
create realistic animations, we have to exclude the texture appearance similarity measure-
ments and only rely on the shape, because the generative network only represents shape.
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Fig. 6.8 Character animation using a generative network to synthesise and interpolate motion
sequences. The colours represent different motion sequences.
The computations remain the same with the exception for Equation 6.1, which will omit the
appearance term, as follows: SIM(F itu,F
j
tv ) = SIMM(M
i
tu,M
j
tv). The latent representation is
handled the same way as we do not make any assumptions of this space, allowing it to model
any information freely. Therefore, mesh synthesis is performed in real-time via decoding the
representative 3D geometry using the decoder Q(.) described in Section 4.3.3. Decoding is
possible as every node in the motion graph holds a latent vector representative of the original
motions sequences. Real-time rendering of character animation using generative networks is
shown in Figure 6.8. Motion graph edges represent transitions between frames that take into
account the shape and motion similarity. It is necessary to create intermediate blend frames
to transition between different sequences smoothly. The generative network discussed in
Section 4.3.3 has characteristics that allow creating smooth transitions in shape by interpola-
tion in the latent space. Although, the compact learnt space representation contains areas
where the generated content has high similarity error. This particular limitation of generative
networks is avoided using a motion graph structure which avoids creating a transition where
the data similarity error is high. Hence the animation framework is capable of transitioning
between motion frames avoiding areas of discontinuity in the latent space. Interpolation
occurs between intermediate blend frames latent vectors, which consequently translates into
novel intermediate 3D geometry frames, see Section 4.5.2. Given a pre-trained decoder Q(.),
a source latent vector zu and a destination latent vector zv we can predict the intermediate
posed motion, see Figure 6.9, therefore allowing to generate plausible and smooth realistic
animation between different motion sequences using the dynamic mesh generator presented
in Chapter 4, see Figure 6.10.
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Fig. 6.9 Interpolation in the latent space, the mesh coloured in blue represent the source and
the mesh coloured in red is the target, in between we have the interpolated steps.
Fig. 6.10 The image illustrates Dan, Roxanne and Thomas character performing several
animations, top-left: a transition from walk to jog sequence; top-right: from short to long
jump sequence; bottom-left: from a walk to stagger sequence; bottom-right: from a walk to
run sequence. The colours illustrate different sequences and transition blends.
6.4.3 Deep4D Volumetric Video Animation
This section demonstrates the generation of 4D volumetric video using the Deep4D motion
graphs representation. The generative network proposed in Chapter 5 allows for Deep4D
motion graphs to synthesise both dynamic shape and appearance, where the network from
Chapter 4 only allows representation of dynamic shape. The learnt latent representation given
by this network represents skeletal motion sequences of 4D volumetric video. Therefore
Deep4D motion graphs are built around a skeletal motion spaces providing an intuitive ways
to generate new interactive character animations, illustrated in Section 5.5.2.
4D Motion Synthesis
For every node in the motion graph, we store the latent vector zst that corresponds to a
particular frame of a motion sequence. This allows for the pre-trained generator Q(zst |M˜st )
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Fig. 6.11 The image illustrates Dan [43] character performing a transition from jump to walk
to a reach motion sequence. The colours illustrates different sequences and transition blends.
and A(zst |T˜ st ) from the generative networks to reconstruct 3D mesh and 2D texture appearance
for any given latent vector. At run-time, the framework provides a latent vector zst of the
current frame and generates the corresponding dynamic mesh shape and texture appearance to
synthesise the 4D volumetric video. Figures 6.11, 6.12, 6.14 and 6.15 illustrates synthesised
4D volumetric video sequences. These images illustrated the ability of the motion graph
representation to generate seamless transitions to enable interactive character animation.
The world coordinates of each frame are given by the root of the original 3D skeletal
motion information which is used to transform the 3D mesh content given by the generators,
allowing it to reproduce the original physical motion translations. These transformation avoid
undesirable problems on the re-animation of the character sequence, such as foot-skating or
any unnatural motion behaviours, illustrated on Figures 6.11, 6.12, 6.14 and 6.15
6.4.4 Rendering Performance
Presented results were generated using a desktop PC with an Intel Core i7-6700K CPU, 64GB
of RAM and an Nvidia Geforce GTX 1080 GPU. The non-optimised animation framework
performance achieves ≈ 10 frames per second (fps) at full resolution. The performance
bottleneck is in the progressive appearance generator from Section 5.3.3 as a result of
the high number of convolutional layer and training parameters. Both shape generative
networks from Sections 4.3.3 and 5.3.2 are capable of achieving ≈ 35 frames per second
(fps). The characteristic of the progressive appearance generator allows for multi-scale
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Fig. 6.12 The image illustrates Roxanne [183] character performing a walk to stand motion
sequence. The colours illustrates different sequences and transition blends.
texture resolution improving rendering performance and memory usage, see Figure 6.13.
The generator is capable of reconstructing multiple resolutions of the appearance, increasing
rendering performance and decreasing memory usage, allowing the possibility to use on
platforms with memory constraints.
Fig. 6.13 The right vertical axis (pink) represent graphics memory usage and the left vertical
axis (blue) rendering performance in frames per second. For low-resolution images, it
requires less memory, and improves the rendering speed.
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Fig. 6.14 The image illustrates Dan [43] character performing a short jump to long jump
motion sequence. The colours illustrates different sequences and transition blends.
Fig. 6.15 The image illustrates Dan [43] character performing a short jump to high jump
motion sequence. The colours illustrate different sequences and transition blends.
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6.5 Limitations
Similar to Chapter 5 the quality is limited by the publicly available 4D volumetric video
sequences. The introduction of skeletal representation might not be consistent in terms of
shape and appearance given similar skeletal configuration, although this is not present on
the datasets used for the animation task. Naive animation implementation does not consider
foot skating, which can cause unrealistic animation of human performance content. The
implementation of the VAE network throughout this work does not enforce metrics on the
embedded space or temporal constraints, such as velocity, or the relation between previous
and consequent frames. Therefore, the lack of training data and the range of motion creates
areas of dissimilarity between latent sample. This limits the ability to extract similarity
directly from the learnt space. For the future would be interesting to constrain the latent
space to account for real similarities from the input data, allowing motion graphs to be built
from learnt latent spaces.
6.6 Conclusions
The proposed Deep4D motion graph enables interactive animation to generate dynamic shape
and high-quality appearance. The generative network supports interpolation in the latent
space to synthesise novel intermediate motions allowing smooth transitions between captured
sequences. The generative network proposed in Chapter 5 allows mapping of skeletal
motion capture data to generate novel 4D volumetric video sequences, hence enabling the
Deep4D motion graphs to be driven by skeletal motion. The approach achieves efficient
representation and real-time rendering of the 4D volumetric video in a motion graph for
interactive animation using the proposed generative network in Chapters 4 and 5. Overcoming
the limitations of previous approaches to animate 4D volumetric video, which requires
high storage and computational costs. Generative networks suffer from discontinuities in
areas where there is insufficient training data to allow synthesis or interpolation, creating
transitions between meshes with significant differences in pose and shape. This limitation is
overcome by enforcing transitions through the Deep4D motion graph, which does not allow
for extrapolation outside the space of observed 4D volumetric video. We demonstrated an
animation framework, improving on interpolation between different motions, and adding
more information to the similarity metrics improving on the quality of motion transitions.
The animation framework is independent of the network architecture, allowing for future
improvements in either of the generative network architectures. For instance, the training
performance of the appearance generator in Chapter 5 can be improved by reducing the
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number of convolutional layers, which consequently improves the run-time appearance
rendering. The animation framework can be extended to parameterised motion, allowing
increased interactivity and motion control.
Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Skeleton Driven Surface Registration
The first contribution of this thesis, presented in Chapter 3, was a skeleton driven surface
registration to overcome the limitations of performance capture systems, achieving more
reliable and accurate results for complex mesh sequences. It generates temporally consistent
geometry for long and complex sequences without increasing or propagating errors generated
from previous frames. Temporal consistency is possible via embedding a skeleton into
a surface reconstruction and reposing a reference frame onto consequent frames before
registration. Registration is performed using a patch-based, non-rigid geometry alignment
technique. This chapter also demonstrates that the resulting temporally consistent surface
representation can be used to facilitate keyframe-based editing for volumetric video. The
framework provides an intuitive tool to edit selected frames and propagate its changes across
the sequence, creating novel frames whilst preserving the original mesh structure. This
manipulation is only possible because temporally consistent mesh sequences share the same
vertex indices and connectivity. Hence vertex manipulation becomes an easy task.
The limitations of the proposed approach in Chapter 3 is the failure of the pose detector,
which typically occurs when observed poses are not represented in the training data. Future
work will focus on extending the approach to correctly identify and register multiple subjects
through time, opening the possibility for more complex multiple-person scenes.
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7.2 Dynamic Surface Representation using Generative Net-
works
Chapter 4 presents two learning techniques for efficient compressed representation of 3D
dynamic geometry. The approaches learn a shape-to-shape mapping with reduced dimen-
sionality in the latent space providing a compressed representation and trained with a loss
function which learns to synthesise the input 3D shape. The methods presented in this chap-
ter overcomes the need to explicitly load full sequences of 4D dynamic shapes, which are
often computationally and memory expensive [92, 93, 42, 39]. Chapter 4 discusses the two
methods for compression of 3D dynamic geometry, concluding that both networks achieve
comparable results to the ground truth, most of the results generated from the variational
autoencoder (VAE) network are within 20 millimetres (mm) error, and the results from the
AE are around 10 millimetres (mm) error. These results are expected because of the different
properties of these networks. The networks compress the dynamic mesh geometry by ≈ 88%
of the original dataset size. Allowing for applications to require less memory in run-time,
therefore making it more suitable for technologies with memory constraints.
In this section, we have seen that the VAE has generative characteristics that allow
the synthesis of novel pose meshes through random synthesis from the learnt space or
interpolation in the latent space. The primary limitation is the quality and quantity of the 4D
volumetric video sequences available for learning purposes. The proposed networks only
allow synthesis of a dynamic shape, lacking appearance details to enhance the realism of
the results. It is limited to a single character mesh structure, not allowing pose synthesis
from other characters skeletal motion. Future improvement of the proposed approach is to
incorporate dynamic appearance to render realistic 4D volumetric video. The generalisation
of the proposed approach to allow motion synthesis from other characters is essential to allow
future animation frameworks to create realistic renderings and utilise the vast motion capture
database.
7.3 Deep4D: A Compact Generative Representation for 4D
Volumetric Video
Chapter 5 introduces Deep4D a compact generative representation from captured 4D vol-
umetric video sequences of people. Deep4D provides a compact encoded representation
capable of high-quality synthesis of the 4D volumetric video with two orders of magni-
tude compression. A variational encoder-decoder is employed to a learn compact latent
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space representation from 3D skeletal motion to the corresponding full 4D volumetric shape,
motion and appearance. This chapter presents two networks that complement each other
in generating shape and appearance from the latent space skeletal pose representation to
synthesise realistic 4D video content. The first network is a variational encoder-decoder,
which allows mapping of skeletal motion capture data to generate novel 4D volumetric video
sequences with detailed dynamic shape. The second network is a progressive appearance
generator to synthesise high-resolution textures for the learnt skeletal motion space, whilst
preserving details of motion and realistic details. Evaluation shown in this chapter demon-
strates that the proposed method can preserve shape details, motion and appearance. The
proposed approach overcomes the limitations from Chapter 4 of being strictly dependent on
the character geometry, by learning how to synthesise dynamic shape and appearance from
skeletal motion. The primary limitation is the quality and quantity of the 4D volumetric video
sequences available for learning purposes and secondly the accuracy from convolutional
pose machine detectors. The synthesis will reproduce artefacts present in the input data such
as shape and pose error or appearance misalignment. Generative networks usually suffer
from discontinuities in areas where there is insufficient training data requiring extrapolation,
which may result in invalid shape or appearance. Future improvement will focus on the
quality and quantity of the input training data to allow the generation of continuous motion
by interpolating the learnt motion space.
7.4 Deep4D Motion Graphs: Learning to Animate Volu-
metric Video
Chapter 6 introduces a novel Deep4D motion graph, which enables compact representation
and interactive animation from captured volumetric video sequences of people. The proposed
approach achieves efficient representation and real-time rendering of the 4D volumetric
video in a motion graph for interactive animation. This approach overcomes the limitations
of previous approaches to animate 4D volumetric video, which requires high storage and
computational costs. The creation of Deep4D motion graphs begins with training a generative
network capable of representing 4D volumetric video, and then it is possible to generate
a motion graph structure using the learnt latent vectors from the learning process. Finally,
the chapter demonstrates real-time motion synthesis of realistic 4D volumetric video with
interactive animation control. We have demonstrated the ability to reuse any of the proposed
generative networks presented in this thesis. These networks allow interactive animation and
synthesis of photo-realistic 4D video sequences from a compact generative 4D motion graph
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representation. Generative network suffers from discontinuities in areas of the learnt motion
space cause from insufficient training data. This limitation is visible when synthesising or
interpolating from the learnt space, creating transitions between meshes with significant
differences in pose and shape. Deep4D motion graphs overcome this limitation by enforcing
transitions through the motion graph, which does not allow extrapolation outside the space
of observed. The compact latent representation provided by the generative network allow
high-quality synthesis of 4D volumetric video with two orders of magnitude compression,
illustrated in Section 5.4.1. Deep4D motion graphs demonstrate improvement on existing
motion graph techniques by integrating a generative network that computes high-detailed 4D
volumetric video and synthesises realistic motions when transitioning between sequences.
Future improvement of the animation framework is to extend to parameterised motion spaces,
allowing increased interactivity and animation control.
7.5 Conclusion
This thesis has introduced methods to efficiently represent the shape and appearance of 4D
volumetric video enabling editing and interactive animation. Research have also improved
on the generation of temporally consistent geometry for performance capture content and
demonstrated the ability to deliver interactive animation control using novel generative
networks through traditional animation pipelines. The skeleton driven surface registration
advanced the state-of-the-art on registration of complex human performance sequences
using 3D skeletal information to facilitate tracking of fast motion and non-rigid surface
deformations. The proposed shape-to-shape generative network provides an understanding
of learning-based techniques to allow representation, interpolation and novel generation
of complex 3D shapes. Research has significantly contributed to advancing the state-of-
the-art learning-based approaches with Deep4D a novel compact representation of shape
and appearance from 4D volumetric video. This enables high-quality 4D volumetric video
synthesis to be driven by skeletal animation. Consequently, the proposed method for Deep4D
motion graphs allows for the first time the synthesis of video-realistic interactive characters
built from 4D performance capture datasets. The results presented in this thesis represent a
step forward in the area of character animation, enabling interactive video-realistic rendering.
Media production industries, such as TV, film and video-gaming, could potentially benefit
from the methods presented in this thesis to generate digital characters.
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Appendix A
Networks Comparison
A.1 Training Error
In this section we present more results including the ones presented in the main document
on the training performance of the AE and VAE networks. The Figures presented in this
section illustrates the training progress of the AE and VAE described in Chapter 4 for Dan
[43], JP [183], Roxanne [183] and Thomas [23] dataset respectively, over four different
configuration of the latent space. From these figures we can conclude that both networks are
equally training well, the validation loss and the training loss demonstrate the same declining
behaviour for all latent dimensions.
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Fig. A.1 The graph shows the training progress of the AE described in Section 4.3.2 for Dan
[43] dataset using different latent space dimension configurations
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Fig. A.2 The graph shows the training progress of the VAE described in Section 4.3.2 for
Dan [43] dataset using different latent space dimension configurations
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Fig. A.3 The graph shows the training progress of the AE described in Section 4.3.2 for JP
[183] dataset using different latent space dimension configurations
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Fig. A.4 The graph shows the training progress of the VAE described in Section 4.3.3 for JP
[183] dataset using different latent space dimension configurations
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Fig. A.5 The graph shows the training progress of the AE described in Section 4.3.2 for
Roxanne [183] dataset using different latent space dimension configurations
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Fig. A.6 The graph shows the training progress of the VAE described in Section 4.3.3 for
Roxanne [183] dataset using different latent space dimension configurations
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Fig. A.7 The graph shows the training progress of the AE described in Section 4.3.2 for
Thomas [23] dataset using different latent space dimension configurations.
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Fig. A.8 The graph shows the training progress of the VAE described in Section 4.3.3 for
Thomas [23] dataset using different latent space dimension configurations.
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A.2 Reconstruction Error
In this section we present more results on the reconstruction error of the AE and VAE
networks for Training and validation data. Figures A.9, A.11, A.13 and A.15 illustrate the
reconstruction error of the AE network and Figures A.10, A.12, A.14 and A.16 illustrate the
reconstruction error of the VAE network described in Section 4.3.2 and Section 4.3.3, for
Dan [43], Roxanne [183], JP [183] and Thomas [23] dataset respectively, over a latent vector
dimension of 128.
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Fig. A.9 The graph shows the mean distance and the standard deviation from validation
meshes against the AE decoder reconstruction using the lowest latent loss error, on Dan [43]
dataset.
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Fig. A.10 The graph shows the mean distance and the standard deviation from training
meshes against the VAE decoder reconstruction using the lowest latent loss error, on Dan
[43] dataset.
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Fig. A.11 The graph shows the mean distance and the standard deviation from validation
meshes against the AE decoder reconstruction using the lowest latent loss error, on Roxanne
[183] dataset.
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Fig. A.12 The graph shows the mean distance and the standard deviation from training
meshes against the VAE decoder reconstruction using the lowest latent loss error, on Roxanne
[183] dataset.
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Fig. A.13 The graph shows the mean distance and the standard deviation from validation
meshes against the AE decoder reconstruction using the lowest latent loss error, on JP [183]
dataset.
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Fig. A.14 The graph shows the mean distance and the standard deviation from training
meshes against the VAE decoder reconstruction using the lowest latent loss error, on JP [183]
dataset.
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Fig. A.15 The graph shows the mean distance and the standard deviation from validation
meshes against the AE decoder reconstruction using the lowest latent loss error, on Thomas
[23] dataset.
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Fig. A.16 The graph shows the mean distance and the standard deviation from training
meshes against the VAE decoder reconstruction using the lowest latent loss error, on Thomas
[23] dataset.
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A.3 Dynamic Shape Synthesis
In this section we present the complete results including the ones presented in the main
document on mesh synthesis capabilities of the AE and VAE networks. Figure A.17 illustrate
Dan [43], Thomas [23], and Figure A.18 illustrate Roxanne [183] and JP [183] synthesised
results using both AE and VAE networks. This experiment is presented in the Section 4.5.1,
and this figures show more frames for each of the datasets used for evaluation. These results
demonstrate the reconstruction capabilities of both networks given unseen examples, proving
to be reliable compression and decompression methods.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. A.17 Mesh synthesis for validation dataset, top-row: original dataset; middle-row: VAE
synthesised results; bottom-row: AE synthesised results.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. A.18 Mesh synthesis for validation dataset, top-row: original dataset; middle-row: VAE
synthesised results; bottom-row: AE synthesised results.
Appendix B
B.1 Progressive Appearance Generator Convolution Block
Table B.1 Progressive generator network convolution block
Layer Output Size Activation Parameters
Latent vector 512x1x1 - -
Conv 4x4 512x4x4 leaky relu 4,194,304
Conv 3x3 512x4x4 leaky relu 2,359,296
Upsample 512x8x8 - -
Conv 3x3 512x8x8 leaky relu 2,359,296
Conv 3x3 512x8x8 leaky relu 2,359,296
Upsample 512x16x16 - -
Conv 3x3 512x16x16 leaky relu 2,359,296
Conv 3x3 512x16x16 leaky relu 2,359,296
Upsample 512x32x32 - -
Conv 3x3 512x32x32 leaky relu 2,359,296
Conv 3x3 512x32x32 leaky relu 2,359,296
Upsample 512x64x64 - -
Conv 3x3 256x64x64 leaky relu 1,179,648
Conv 3x3 256x64x64 leaky relu 589,824
Upsample 256x128x128 - -
Conv 3x3 128x128x128 leaky relu 294,912
Conv 3x3 128x128x128 leaky relu 147,456
Upsample 128x256x256 - -
Conv 3x3 64x256x256 leaky relu 73,728
Conv 3x3 64x256x256 leaky relu 36,864
Upsample 64x512x512 - -
Conv 3x3 32x512x512 leaky relu 18,432
Conv 3x3 32x512x512 leaky relu 9,216
Upsample 32x1024x1024 - -
Conv 3x3 16x1024x1024 leaky relu 4,608
Conv 3x3 16x1024x1024 leaky relu 2,304
Conv 1x1 3x1024x1024 linear 48
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B.2 Network Architecture Evaluation with PCA Latent Space
Representation
This section includes preliminary results from an additional experiment experiment on the
architecture presented in Section 5.4.4 experiment 2. Figure B.1 illustrates the architecture
used for this experiment. The PCA block refers to the principal components of the skeletal
data. In this experiment, we used 10 principal components. Figure B.3 illustrates that the
10 components are capable of representing > 98% of the variance in the data. Therefore
being a reasonable size for our dataset. Figure B.2 illustrates the training performance for
the proposed and experiment 3 networks. We can see for the experiment network has high
error loss for validation data, where the training loss is significantly low. This difference
in error performance tells us that the network is over-fitting to the training data and is not
able to generalise well to unseen data. Figures B.4 and B.5 illustrate the synthesis results of
the experiment network for the Thomas dataset [22]. These figures illustrate the inability
to represent the original and validation data for Thomas data [22]. Therefore from this
preliminary experiment the PCA latent space architecture is not a suitable representation
of the dynamic mesh content. It should be noted that with modification of the network
architecture for shape and appearance synthesis it may be possible to drive a generative
network from a PCA latent space representing skeletal motion rather than the current learnt
latent space. This would have the potential advantage that the PCA space has previously
been demonstrated to be suitable for skeletal motion interpolation. Future work could
investigate suitable PCA driven network architectures and PCA driven motion graphs to
evaluate advantages and limitations relative to the proposed approach.
Fig. B.1 Experiment 3 network architecture. The input is principal components (PCA) of
the skeletal joint positions, the output is a 4D shape. The network optimises the loss between
reconstructed and ground truth 4D shapes.
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Fig. B.2 The graph shows the training and validation loss for experiment 2 and proposed
network architectures on Thomas dataset [22].
Fig. B.3 Single value decomposition (SVD) on each principal component for training and
validation data.
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Fig. B.4 Experiment 3 synthesis of training data of the Thomas dataset [22].
Fig. B.5 Experiment 3 synthesis of validation data of the Thomas dataset [22].
